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CHAPTER I
Il!Tl\ODUCTIO!!

The VJhite Pine district of Nevada (Fig. 1) is about 30 miles
east of Eure!(a, midway between Eureka a.11d Ely, and includes app:roxiMately 270 square miles.

The area comprises essentially the south-

east quarter of the Seligwan Ho. 1 quadrangle 1 the southwest quarter
of

t~

IDipah No, 2 quadrangle, the northwest quarter of the Treasure

HiJJ. quadrangle, and the northeast quarter of the l!ount Hamilton
quadrangle in T. 15, 16, 17 !!., and R. 57, 58

r., n.n.B.

and!',

The original purpose of the geological work, done under the
direction of the Nevada Bureau of l'ines, was to prepare a map of the
area around Hamilton and Pogonip Ridge in relation to the mineral
deposits there.
~ossihilities

Various companies became intel'ested in the petroleum

of Eastern Nevada in 1947 and accordingly it was

decided to expand the work to include more of the Upper Paleozoic
rocks in the vicinity.

The author spent most of tl:e sunr1.ers of

1946, 1947, 1948, and 1949 working on this project.
The geologic map (Plate 1) and the topographic map (Plate lA)
are on a scale of 1:48 1 000 or 1 inch equals 4000 feet.
History
The rich silver ore at Treasure Hill was discovered in 1568.

A grent influx of people followed the discovery and it is vsriously

1

2
est>rtated that between_lO,ooo and 25,000 people were living in the
area in 1868.

The Major tovn1, Hamilton, (Fig. 2) was, until a

disastrous fire in 1885, the county seat of White Pine County.

Within

ten years the silver ore was practically mined out, and the population
steadily decreased.
o~rations

Since then there have been only sporadic mining

west of Treasure Hill and on Pogonip Ridge in the lead-

o,ilver deposits.
The following is an excerpt from llininr, Districts and llineral
Re:murces of Nevada, by Francis Church Lincoln:
Ore was discovered on the west slope of White Pine
!:iountain by A. J. Leathers, Thomas Murphy, and other
prospectors from Austin, in 1865. The !.!ante Cristo
Ilining Col'Jpany was forlll!ld with Edward Marchand as
superintendent and a mill was built and put in operation
in 186?. An Indian gave Leathers a piece of rich silver
chloride ore and •vas persuaded to show where he found it.
Guided by this Indian, leathers, !.!urphy and Marchand
located the rich Hidden Treasure !.line on Treasure Hill on
January 4, 1868. Shortly afterwards, T. E. Eberhardt
discovered the remarkable silver chloride deposit known
as the Eberhardt !,]ine on Treasure Hill. Other rich
properties were located and the great 1'/hite Pine rush
began. This sensational stampede continued and increased
throughout the year, culminating in the spring of 1869.
At that time ~~lton had a population of 10.000 people
and 15,000 more were living in smaller cities and torms
in the district. There were 195 ¥ihite Pine mining
comp~~ies incorporated and over 13,000 mining claim~
were recorded in the district in two years' tiMe. The
~lch surface ores of Treasure Hill were soon exhausted,
but silver ore continued to be mined from that section
up to 1887, since Which time most of the mining has been
conducted in the lead-silver belt between Treasure Hill
and l!onte Cristo.
The first mineral discovery in the district was at the north
edge of the llonte Cristo stock on the west side of Pog'>nip Ridge

3
(called "'l'lhite Pine Mt." by Lincoln) in 1865.

The ore was supposed

to have been rich in gold and a British company built a brick smelter
at Monte Cristo Spring.
operated.

There is no evidence that the smelter was ever

The "ore" contains chalcopyrite but no gold.

Mr. Carl Muir, af Ely, Nevada, whose father came to H.nmilton in

1869, h2.s told the author many stories of the early days in the
district.

The discoverers of the Treasure Hill ore, guided by an·

Indian, walked from Monte Cristo over Pogonip Ridge and camped the
first night in som limestone caves near the present site of Hamil ton.
There were from two to five feet of snow along the route they
follawed.

The next morning th:> party divided, one group going up

the north slope of Treasure Hill and the other group skirting the
east side af the hill and ascending the south slope where the sun had
partiall;y melted the snow.

The first group, guided by the Indian,

stopped to rest near the top of the hill and after clearing snow from
an outcrop found heavy pieces of rock that were almost pure cerargyrite
and thus discovered the Hidden Treasure !.line.

The second party,

ascending the south slope, found pieces of cerargyrite float whi.ch
led them to the discovery of the Eberhardt Mine.

In the ensuing two

years at least seven mills and five smelters were built.

It is said

that the mill for the Eberhardt !.line, which vms in Sherman Canyon,
about

one~half

mile below Shermantown, recovered over one million

dollars >"TOrth of silver in the first three months of operation.
There was no water on Treasure Hill; therefore the mills were
built at or near springs around the base of the hill.

In 1869 a

4
water project was completed which brought water from Harris Spring
in Harris Ca.rzy"on about three miles east af' Hamilton.

A 12-inch pipe

line was installed with five steam-powered pumping plants to pump the
water to Hamilton and Treasure Hill.

This operation involved a

vertical lift of approximately 1500 feet.
An ambitious but unsuccessful attempt to develop ore at depth
was undertaken by the conaolidated companies on Treasure Hill foUOI'Iing
the working out of the rich surface ores.

The Eberhardt tunnel, about

6000 feet long, with two crosscuts 1000 feet long respectively, under
Treasure Hill, failed to locate any deep ore.
The author found remains of five sawmills on Pogonip Ridge.

llo

timber suitable for milling remains but literally thousands of rotted
stumps, some as much as three feet in diameter, testify to the quantity
of lumber that was produced.

In addition, there are charcoal pits

throughout the district and it is said that the hills were practically
denuded of pinon and juniper to make cffircoal for the mines and
smelters.
Sixmile House, about six miles nortlmest of Hamilton, was a
stage stop on the Eureka-Hamilton road where horses were changed for
the steep pull into Hamilton.

Likewise, Sixmile Spring, six miles

southeast, was a stage stop on the Hamilton-Pioche road,

The latter

crossed the mountains southeast of Sixmile Spring to the headwaters
of the White River, following it southward toward Pioche.

The road

to the east, which at that time was little traveled because of the
railroad into Eureka, passed thrrugh Ely and later became a part of
the .Uncoln Highway.

Until the present u. s. Highway 50 was

5
constructed in 1929, the old Lincoln Highwa:r passed thr·,ugh Hamil ton
and a store and post office operated there.

The town is now completely

deserted and tiE buildint;s are in ruins.
Accessibility
The U. S. Highway

50

cuts diag,ma.lly across the northeast corner

of the district and continues west about two miles north of it.

There

are many unpaved roads, sone of which are graded annually, thr0Ughout
the district so that it is possible to drive within two or three miles
of any desired place; these are shown on the topogr<:mhic rnp (Plate la).
The WhHe Pine County Road Col'lr.lissioner has been most cooperative w.i th
~ine

operators in the upkeep of roads for truck haulage.
Relief
EleYation in t.'le district varies frotl about 6000 feet in the

s"uthwest portion, near l.reen Springs, to approximtely l'l, 700 feet
on the sumit of l!ount Hamilton, near the center of Pogonip Ridge.
The elevatio:l of Hamilton is about 3200 feet and that of Treasure Hill
is approximately 9,300 feet.

The

cli~1ate

is semi-ari,i.

!.'ost of the rai.n falls durinc the

spring and summer months, c'liefly as thunder showers.

":;::.nter snow-

falls are sot1etines hea\'Y and the roads are then impa3sable.

Snow

often remains in sor1e of the high canyons of Poeonip :tidge until
July.

The total precipitation over the lowlands is 10 to 15 inches

per :,'ear, increasing at higher elevations on Pogortip r:idc;e and
Trea::rure Hill to pr::>bably

25

or ,30 inches.

The ::. "· "'eathor

6

Bureau records an average of 17 inches for Hamilton.

The SUlllFer

thunder showers aid appreciably in raising the humidity and
lowering the temperatures at the lower elevations.
The summer day temperatures someti.r<tes reach 100 degrees at
lower levels but decrease with increasing altitude and above 9000
feet seldom exceed 80 degrees.

Freezing temperatures rnay occur at

ni. ght above 9000 feet early in August.

In winter the temperature

sometimes drops to 20 or 25 degrees below zero.

Wind is common in

any season.
Vegetation varies with the elevation.

At the lower levels,

around 6000 feet, sagebrush is the principal plant; associated
bunch grass furnishes eood grazing.

Beginning at about 6500 feet,

pinon pines and juniper are generally abundant, and together with
the sage continue to about 8000 feet.

At higher levels white fir

and limber pine are the principal trees, particularly on Pogonip
Ridge, al thcugh on the east side of the district juniper and sage
are the most abundant plants, even above 9000 feet.

Aspen groves

generally flourish near the springs.
!!any flowering plants grow at the higher elevations following
the melting of the snow, a'l.d with favorable spring rains also grow
in profusion at lower elevations.

The author• s wife, Glenna M.

Humphrey, collected 87 different species during one sunnner from
Pogonip Ridge.
Water Suppl;-:
There are very few springs in the limestone or dolomite, and
since most of the area is underlain by carbonate rocks, surface

7

~,·:ater

is not abundant.

However, the three largest springs in the

district occur on, or near, faults that cut carbonate rocks.

Harris

Spring, the largest, is in the upper part of Harris Canyon and feeds
Illipah Creek, the only permanent stream in the district.

This

spring has a fairly constant flow estimated to be in excess of 2000
gallons per minute.

This is the spring from which water was pwnped

to Hamilton and Treasure Hill,

Green Springs, the next largest,

occurs on a fault on the east side of Newark Valley, about onequarter mile south of the south edge of the geologic map,
an estimated flow of 500 gallons per minute.

The

spr1~ng

It has
at

l~onte

Cristo, on the fau.1 t bounding the west side of Pop;onip Ridce, flows
between 10 and 100 gallons per minute.

It fluctuates with the

seasons much more than the two previously mentioned.
There are four other small permanent snrings on the west slope
o.f Pogon:ip Ridge.

Emigrant Spring, about one mile north of the mouth

of Mohawk Canyon, is related to the J;lourrlary fault on the west side
of Pogonip Ridge.

Seligman Spring is near the head of Seligman

Canyon; amther spring is about one mile south of Seligman, east of
the Monte Cristo stock; and still another is in Hoppe Canyon about
three miles south of 11onte Cristo.
The most important aquifer in the district is the Diamond Peak
sandstone, from which flows a great number of small springs.

They

at·e of particular value to cattlemen, and more than a thousand head
of cattle usually sul'lllJer graze in the eastern part of the district.
An abundant water supply for agricultural purposes probably could be
developed by drilling wells in Newark Valley, but because of the high
cost of fuel for pumping, this mieht not be economically profitable.

Q

"

Previcus Work
'!ery little has been written or publi.shed on the geolor,y of
the district.

Arnold Hague (1879) visited the area in 1868 and later

'11Cluded a rrap a'1d geolozic descri '·tiQn of Treasure Hill in the
clni ted States Geological Explor1tion of the Fortieth Parallel •
.. • .'.. Larsh (1909), retired Gexral 1!ana::;er of the HcGill
S::~elter.

published a small r;eolor:;ical map of the HamHto:1 area in

o': the :3t..tte of llevada for the 7e::.rs 1167 to 1378 contain information

on the number "f mines onnrat' »e and the anount of ore pMduced.
Ac':no·:.rledgments
The autl,or and the !lev..1da Bureau of nnes are particularly
'ndebted to Dr. G. Arthur Cooper, Curator of Invertebrate Paleontology
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approxi.l-,ately 250 localities.
United :tates 1Jatio:lal !'useum.

';'he collection is filed at the
In additi m to the fine C')nt.ribution

Dr. Cooper has made to the knowledce of the Paleozoic fauna of this
part of the Great Basin, the author feels that without his help it
v:onld have been almost ilr.:Jossible to work out ma:1y of the COJ:lplicated
structures and facies chances.
Dr. ';;alter Youngquist, Iowa State College,

1017·~

City, Iowa,

,.

kindly identified many· cephalopod fossils from the ··.1,ite Pine
foln:<tim,.
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water

mollusk~.
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in the project.
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field and the excellent ca'l!:o Meals she prepared while the work was

10

in progress.

As ev:i.dence of the quality of the fare she provided,

during an average suJnr".er field progrrun usually more than fifty
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l~ost

of

thor,e gentlemen remained for at least one meal, and as a result they
frequently returned for several more.
The author uas most fortunate in having the help of three

excellent field assistants l)n this project; Ur. Thomas !!orris,
!Jr. '-illiam Hughes, a:1d llr. Daniel Shawe,

CIIAPTCll II

STRA TIGR<I.PHY

Genar'll State:7ent
The sedimentary· rocks of the White Pine dlstr;_ct are

~ostl;r

of

Paleozoic age, ranging from Middle Canbrian into the Pennsylvaniar,
It is probable that there are a few small exoosnres of Pt>rrdan rocks

although none were map red as such because of the abse:-:ce of d'lar;nos tic
fossils-.

East of the district, hoYrever, there are in excess of _5000

feet of Permian rocks, dominantly lit'lestone and sa11.dy limestone,

The

only younr;er sedimentary rocks that were recocnized are of Tertiar;r
and Quaternary age.

The Paleozoic stratigraphic sequence is as follows:

Foma.tion

l:ississippian

'
Devonian

Th'cknesa (feet)

Ely lbestone

1600

Dia'!lond Pe3.1' Fo:rr•Jation

6m - Doo

"lhi te Pine Fomation

lflOO - 2000

Joana limestone

l;)O - 250

Pilot shale

150 - 200

Nevada limestone

1600

Lone Hountain dolo:rti. te

2100

Lower Devonian ( ? )

and
Silurian

11

•

12

Upper Ordovician

Hanson Creek dolomite

600 - 850

:'iddle Ordovician

Eureka quartzite

250 - 400

Lower Ordovician

Pogonip formation

2000

Upper Cambrian

Goodvr.Ln formation

1500 +

Dunderberg shale

350

-- Disconformity -Hiddle Cambrian

Secret Canyon shale

1500 - 2500

Geddes limestone

100 + (base not
exposed)

The combined thickness of the Paleozoic fat."mations is in excess of
18,000 feet,

Fj_gure

5 is

a correlation with Eureka and Lon,e Uountain.

Middle Carnbrian
Geddes Limestone (?)
About one-quarter mile south of l!onte Cristo is a small
e-.cposure of dark grey to black, pl<>.ty limestnne tr.at resembles the
Geddes limestone of the Eureka district.

This formation is described

l.nJ \'.heeler and Lemmon (1939) and its name is derived from the Geddes

Fine in Secret Canyon.

It underlies the Secret Canyon fornation and

is therefore the oldest EL"l:nosed rock :in the district.

!lo fossils

were found but the forrmtion is considered to be the Geddes lines tone
because of its lithologic similarity to the C'.eddes and because it
also has a similor position below the Secret Canyon formation.
Secret Canyon Formation
The Secret Canyon shale, described by Hague (1892a), derives
its naJlB from Secret Canyon, in the Eureka district, where it is
prominently exposed.

With the exception of the srnll exposure of

lJ
possible Geddes limestone, trds is the oldest recognizable unit in the
'.'.'hite Pine diotrict.

It is present only on the west side of Pogonip

:lidge in an area two and O:'le-half by four and one-half miles, where it
is intruded by the )i:onte Cristo and the Seligma11. stocks.

!Jart of the i'omation is

ret~ornhosed

The r;reater

by these ignem.:s intrusions.

The base of the fcrrnti'n is not exposed except

~.t

the e<mtact

w:i.th the snall area of possC.ble Geddes lL;estme near !.!o:1te Cr:sto.
The tor of tl"e fomati'>n ts a disconfol'laity.

The fauna shows that the

Hamburr.; fornation, wh1.cr: i.s no:::'!lally present bet7reen the Secret Canyon
fomation and the Dunderberg 3Lale, i.s !"is sine, ;·rhereas .9.t Enreka,
0nly 3D miles to the we'!t, the Han:bure fomatbn i$ about 1000 feet
thick.

The author las so•teht an exrlanation for the absence of the

Hat'Jburg by f,>ulting, hut
Four distinct

unsuccessfu}.

T/'3

lith~lo~:i

c mef''Jers corrrrize the .\ecret

formation of which the loTrer two correspond Genem}ly to
at Eureka.

c. myon

tre oectlon

The fornati··n 's ·,t, least 1500 feet thic::, a:v'

"~:'he

as

rntch as 2500 feet thick.

;:ember a is a tdn-bedded, brovmia:., often :r:i.caceous shaJe that
is SOl1.et1hat calcareous a::; 4nelic--ted by the ""'etar:orr-hic

blage o.f ciopside and zoisite i.n

e~~~ivalent

The hornfels is browni:·h 0n weat':i.'red
are usual],}· a pale greenish

~i:tern.l

assem-

:'l;mf'els nor the intrusion.

surf<:~ces

and um:e<1the:red pieces

l~.ue.

!lear the c ntact witl1 the r;eddes nerrbcr

1

is about !Jno feet

thick, but near the Trenc}, !'ine, one rile south, it measures nver

'100 feet with the base nnt "lisclosed.
to co:1ocacti.on (]J1d squeez:n>: ':r th a

The vc:.ri::.tion iiJ pr0b..1bly due

re~Jetition

or ordssi.<"l by i'm ltinc.
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Menber b consists of about 1000 feet of thin-bedded, shale-parted
limestone, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

The shale partings, which range

from less than 1;8 inch tAl 1-1/2 inches thick, are calcareous and are
often interconnected (Fig. J),

This latter feature apparently

resulted from compaction of the unindurated material and

squee~ing

out

of the limy ooze •
!:!ember c consists of about 280 feet of greenish shale.

Ylhere

well weathered the shale is thin-bedded and platy but when not so well
weathered it resembles mudstone and forms mas::;ive outcrops.
massive character may be the result af metamorphism.

The

Where metamor-

phosed to a high degree it is a massive, fine-grained, bedded,
alternating green an:i white hornfels.

The greenish bands are

composed dominantly of fine-grained diopside and the white bands
dominantly of zoisite.

These alternating thin mineral bands indicate

an originally thin-bedded shale of alternating calcareous and
dolomitic content.
!Jember d, at the top of the formation, causists af several
thin-bedded limestone beds, each separated by 3 to 20 feet of greenish
shale.

In the northern part of the Secret Canyon exposures, in

Seligoan Canyon, there are three such limestones each vii th thin shale
partings.

The lower two, each about 20 feet thick, are separated by

about 20 feet of green, poorly-bedded shale, and the upper one, about
10 feet thick, is separated from the middle bed by abrut
greenish shale.

15

feet of

Farther south, just east and southeast of the

Seligman stock,. th,ere are only two thin-bedded limestone beds in this
member that are each about as thick as the lower two in Seligmn Canyon
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arrl are also separated by about 20 feet o£ shale.

Although thoroughly

recrystallized and bleached white, because they are closer to the
jntrusion they still display their thin-bedded character.

In the

southern exposures, east of the Trench Mine, there are five thin-bedded,
shale-parted li.rnestone beds.

Each ranges from five to ten feet in

thiclmess and they are separated by three to six feet of greenish
shale.

These beds cannot be traced laterally northTmrd into the re-

crystallized limestone beds because of a wide talus slope, although
the overlying Dunderberg-Goodwin contact nay be traced al!n.ost
crwtinuously and shows little transverse faulting.
When the author first rr:apped this area the Secret Canyon and
Dunderberg fornations were considered as one unit because of their
lithologic similarity and conformable attitudes.

It was not until the

faunal assemblages, identified by Dr. Cooper and his

associ~tes,

showed a distinct time interval that a disconfomi ty becane evident.
Fossils from l!'ember d in both the northern and southern exposures were
correlated rith the upper

!~iddle

Car:Jbrian, >7hile those frol" the over-

lying Dunderbcrg shal a are Fra.><conian in age, the lower Upper Cambrian
being nissing.

Only a few

~Jell

preserved fossils were obtained jn the

northern exposures and none in the central exposures because of the
netamorphiam.
and Glyphaspis.
wrote •

11

Characteristic trilobite r;enera are Elrt>thia, leochaspis
IJumerous other trilobites vrere found but as Dr. Cooper

Lliss Lachman • • • found quite a nUl'lber of unfamiliar thines

in tl:B collection and she stated that in her opirdJm
naterial represented undescribed species and genera."

so~e

,ci' the
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l!etanorphism of the Secret Canyon formation l· as accentuated the
crnracteristics of the successive sedinentary facies.

The argillaceous

rnenbers yielded a fine-crmned, banded, r,.assive hornfels, while the
thin-bedded shaly limost.Jnes formed either a compe.ct, recrystallized,
cifferentially weatherir.g rock, or, cloGe to the intrusions, a coarsee;rained, calc-silicate hornfels.
Upper Cambrian
Dunderberg Shale
The Dunderberg shale \vas named by Walcott (1900) after the
Dunderberg W.ne in the Eureka district.

It was origirlally called

Hamburg shale by Hague (1392).
The Dunderberg shale, which averages about 350 feet thick, overlies the Secret Canyon formation.

Although this formation aopears to

fom a continuous depositional sequence with the Secret Canyon
fomation, it i.s apparently separated by a disconfor:nity.

The base

of the formation overlies member d of the Secret Ca.rtyon wi. th no perceptible angular discordance.

The basal 120 feet are a greenish shale

or nrodstone, very similar in appearance to member c of the Secret
Canyon except that it contains a few thin limestone beds.
200 feet are interbedded s!JBle and thin-bedded

li~stone

The next
with shale

partings that are very similar to the bulk of the formation at Eureka.
Overlying this and fonnine the top of the formation are about ,30 feet
of thin, shale-parted nodular limestone whiclc is quite easily distinguished from any bed in ei tller the Dunderberg or the Sect-et Can:yon
fol"ll'.ation.

As shorm in Fj.c;. 6 this nodular member overlies a 10-:inch

bed of massive, medium-grained, medium-Gray limestone.
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Fossils from the formation have been determined as follows:
Dunderbergis 1 Elvinia, (Pseudoagnostus communis), Pterocephaline
bilobata, Acrotrata, Irv:ingella

~·~

Berld.a

.:!.!?.·• .:£·

Ellipsocerhaloioe~.

This faunal assemblage demonstrates the FrRnconian age of the
Dunderberg Which here immediately overlies the Elrathia zone of the
Middle Cambrian.
In addition to the outcrops of Dunderberg in the arc around the

Secret Canyon formation there are a few outcrops in the plate above
the Monte Cristo thrust; however, only the one at the mouth of Ophir
Canyon is large enough to show on the map.

There is Dunderberg shale

on the dump of a shaft in the base of the Goodwin member 1 a short
distance west of the Caroline claim in the caeyon south of Ophir
Canyon.

Farther south, along the outcrop of the Monte Cristo thrust,

there are two lenses of the upper nodular shaly limestone beds containing Dunderbergia and ( Pseudoagnostus communis ) •
Upper Cambrian and Lower Ordovician
Mount Hamilton Group
The Pogonip formation was first named by HagUe (1870a) from the
rocks exposed in this area on Mount Hamilton, originally called
Pogonip Mountain.

Hague's Pogonip includes all the carbonate rocks

between the Dunderberg shale and the Eureka quartzite, ranging in age

from middle Upper Cambrian to about the base o:f' the !.Iiddle Ordovician.
The sequencf) i::; approximately 3500 feet thick at the type locality and
includes units o:f' thin-bedded cherty limestone, massive limestone, and
massive dolomite.
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Hague (l892b) also used the name Pogonip at Eureka, Nevada., for

(

all the limestones between the Dunderberg shale and the Eureka quartzite, and the name has since been generally used throughout Eastern
Nevada for limestones of the same approximate age.

Walcott (1923)

proposed the name "Goodwin" for the lower part of Hague's Pogonip
formation at Eureka and this name has been tentatively retained by
Nolan (personal co=nication).

c. w.

Merriam (personal c.oi!IJliUnication}

suggested that the name Pogonip be reserved as a group name for all the
Upper Cambrian and Lower Ordovician sedimentary rocks in Eastern and
Southern Nevada that lie between the Dunderberg shale or its equivalent
and the Eureka quartzite.

He pointed out that these rocks are generally

limestone, but that they vary laterally in structure, composition and
appearance; thus individual units cannot be correlated over a large
area.

The author agrees with Merriam but since the White Pine district

is the type locality of the Pogonip fonnation it seems desirable to
retain this name for a portion of the group sequence.

A group and a

formation of the same name is confusing so the author proposes the
Mount Hamilton group to include all the rocks that Hague originally
placed in the Pogonip formation.
The Uount Hamilton group in this area may be divided into two
fomations, the Goodwin and the overlying Pogonip.
represented by two members, the Pogonip by four.

The Goodwin is

The most pronounced

lithologic change in the group sequence is between the second and
third members, the second member being a massive dolomite and the third
a thin-bedded, shaly nodular limestone.

The author restri.cts the

Po£:onip formation to the four upper members and has designated the
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two lower members the Goodwin formation.
r~odwin

The two members of the

formation are not strictly equivalent to the

Goodv~n

section

at Eureka, since to the author's knowledge that section contains no
dolomite, being dominantly thin-bedded limestone similar in lithology
to the first member.

However, since they are partially similar in

lithology and are of approximately the same age it seems preferable
to extend the n!Ul2 Goodwin from the type locality at Eureka to the
White Pine district rather than to introduce a third name into the
group for the dolomite member.
The structure of the Mount Hamil ton area is complicated and no
complete stratigraphic section of the rocks of the Mount Hamil ton
group is present; the sequence has been built up from a number of
partial sections.

However, in mackrock Canyon, about 15 miles south

of Uount Hamilton, there is an excellent and complete section of
Paleozoic rocks ranging from the Upper Cambrian Goodwin fonnation to
the Devonian Nevada limestone.

The similar:!. ty of the stratigraphy in

the two areas is most striking, hence the author is confident that his
interpretation at Mount Hamilton is correct.
Goodwin Formation
The Goodwin formation confonnably overlies the Dunderberg shale
and has a thickness of more than 1500 feet.

It forms the peak of

Mount Hamilton and extends alone the ridge from the Seligman thrust

south to the Ophir fault.

It also makes up the greater part of the

upper plate of the Monte Cristo thrust.
Member 1.--T'nis unit varies from 700 to 1000 feet in thickness,
as measured in partial sections.

The best section of member 1 is
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near the top of the west side of Pogonip Ridge, a 1i ttle to the north
of l'ount Hamilton,

'The lower 400 to 600 feet are a bluish, thin-bedded,

fi.ne-;;rained, flaggy limestone With no shale and ver:y 1i ttle chert.
Faunal reMains are not abundant but Eurekia sp. and LinM1lella sp. are
present; these are considered by Cooper as Upper Cambrian.

'This is

followed by about 20 feet of buff, thin-bedded, shale-parted limestone
that generally weathers to red brmm.

Overlying tho shale-parted

limestone bed are about 400 feet of thin-bedded, fine-grained limestone
and i.nterbedded chert.

Comon fossils in these beds are Saukiella sp.,

Eure'·ia sp., Lineulella sp., Iringella sp., and an undetermined spinytailed trilobite.

Cooper places these in Upper Cambrian or more

specifically in Zone I as shown in Fie. 7 which illustrates the
faunnl zones of the Pogonip grou:n at
(p!:!rsonal conmrunication ).

~.\U'eka

as established by Cooper

The small spiny-tailed trilobite which is

common in these beds has eight spines, four on each aide, which are
ab~~t

one-eiehth of an inch long and are shaped like the cross section

of a thin

v~edge.

They are a distinct aid

j

n mapping as they are

preoent only in the upper part of member 1.
Member 1 characteristically forms talus-covered slopes on the
west ao:i south slopes of ridges, but generally forms cliffs on the
north sides of ridges.
!!ember 2.--This is a rather massive dolomite of uncertain thickness oWing to faulting; it is not less than 500 feet thick.

In

Blackrock Canyon, where it is very well exposed, it is about 1250
feet thick.

On Pogonip Ridge it varies from mediwr.

to dark gray in

color, and near Mount Hamilton, where fracturing is intense, it
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develops a zebra-like banding of irregular light and dark bands.

This

banded rock is undoubtedly due to differential recrystallization and
bleaching because of its proximity to the intrusion.
Member 2 is usually mediwn-grai red and coill!llonly has a susary
texture on weathered surfaces.

It appears to be all dolomite in this

area but in Blackrock Canyon the lower 600 feet are composed of a
massive dark dolomitic l:i.n'estone.
No faunal remains were found :in the dolomite, but it is overlain by Pogonip member l vmich, according to Cooper, contains a
11

10\'rermost Ordovician or Uppermost Cambrian" fauna.
A complete section of member 2 was not seen althou~;h the basal

portion is present in Seligman Canyon, on Mount Hamil ton, and in the
upper plate of the Monte Cristo thrust, while the upper portion is
8l!:posed for a short distance in the lower plate of the
thrust conformably underlying the Pogonip.

l~onte

Cristo

Due to the simil.o-r lith-

ology of the unit it could not be detem,ined if there is any overlap
in these sections.
This formation apparently comprises the faunal Zones I and II
as established by Cooper for the Pogonip group at Eureka (Fig. 7).
Pogonip Formation
The Pogonip formation, about 2000 feet thick, C?incides closely
with the Lower Ordovician epoch.

The abrupt change in sedir.entation,

i'1•om the massive dolomite o£ roomber 2 of the Goodwin formation to the
thin-bedded shaly unit of the Pogonip, suggests an important environmental change, and may also repremmt a short hiatus.
Member 1.--This comprises approximately ,hOO feet of alternately
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thin-bedded shale-parted Uzoostone and massive medium-gray limestone
beds from one to three feet thick,

The massive beds are relatively

coarse-grained and often contain an abundance of fossil fragments.

The

shale partj ngs in the thin-bedded li'llestone are sOIOOtirnes as much as
one•half inch thick, and the lizoostone beds var;-;r between one-half and
two inches.

This distinctive member is found only in the foot wall

alone the southern portion of the l!onte Cristo thrust fault.

The entire

mer.:.ber is exposed only at the very south end of the Monte Cristo thrust.
In the northern part of the district it is apparently faulted out by
the Selieman thrust fault.

This zoomber contains mar its base

Xenostegiu.m sp., Apheoorthis melita, Acrotreta, and Nanorthis
hambur,;:ensis, and was therefore considered by Cooper as "lowermost
Ordovician or uppennost Cambrian"; these are placed in the Apheoorthis
hori zan of Zone III, Fig. 7.

The t il!le boundary between Cambrian and

Ordovician must be very close to the boun::!ary between the

Good~in

and

Pogonip formations.
Member 2.--This unit consists of 600 feet plus of thin-bedded,
reddish-brown weathering limestone, usually with very thin reddish, but
sometimes buff, shale

~rtings.

Thin chert lenses, elongate parallel

to the bedding, that often show residual bedding, are common throughout
the member.

The limestone characteristically weathers more reddish brown

than member 1 af the Goodwin formation.
along the edge

ot

South of the Monte Cristo thrust,

the range, member 2 is dolomitized.

Faunal remains

are not abundant, but those found indicate this member belongs in l(Mer
Zone III, extending up j_nto the Archaeorthis !'lone (Fig. 7).

The entire
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thickness cannot be ascertained, but indications are that it exceeds 800
feet.

In Blackrock Canyon it is about 800 feet thick.

J!ernber 3.--This is a fairly mssivs, medium-to-dark gray, rned:!umgrained lirtestone.

The thickness varies from about 160 feet north of

l!ount Hamilton to a roa.xilwm of 210 feet near the southernmost exposures
of trn Pogon:!p.

This rnember is in the middle of faunal Zone III and

extends upward to within about 30 feet of the Recentaculites zone (see
Fig. 7).

North of !lohawlc Canyon, where it fonns t.~e dip slope into the

next canyon north, it has been locally dolomitized and someYmat resembles
member 2 of the Goodwin formation but is recognizable because it is concordantly overlain by member

4 of

the Pogonip.

Member 4.--This thin-bedded unit somewhat resembles member 2 except
for the almost complete absence of chert.
area it measures about 800 feet thick.

In the southern part of the

It is the most fossiliferous

member of the group and may be distinguished from member 2 of the
Pozonip b,y the abundance of fossils,

The presence of abundant

Receutaculi tee mamilaris, in a ten·foot bed about 30 feet above the
base, is of considerable aid in mapping.

The mamilaris occurs in a

thin-bedded gray limestone which is overlain ey a bed of very reddish
weathering, thin·bedded lirrestone.

1!amilaris is found throughout the

area in this one bed, although associated Receptaculites elongatus are
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found sparsely for 40 or
The top of member

4 consists of from 10 to 20 feet of fine-grained,

buff-weathering dolomite.
.from place to

~lace,

feet higher in the section.

Vlhile this dolomitized bed varies in thickness

it seems always to be present.

~ollow·ng

fror,:. the

~·ount

are

Dr.

Cooper's determinations of the fauna collected

Hamilton group.

The correspondi:tg locality nuwers are

shmm on the geologic map (Plate I).

r!,.:

Zone III (unper) Dest".orth,iB neva':lensis
Orthanbom. te:l ~Y'.

u.

and

FlJ :

Zone III (upper) Dem'lorth< s nE"vadensi s
fabulites.

lT.

and C, Le;:>crdi tia

F21:

Zone III (lower) CYstid ~lates

FJh:

?one III (lol'ler) Lingulella, Nanorthis

FJ5:

Zone III (Archaeorthis zone) Archaeorthis

?3(:

Zone III ( u;>per) Anam.Uorthi~, C'rthanbarti tes

Fhl:

Zone III (upper) Desrnrti:·i s n<1vaden.sis

FI:S:

Zone III (middle) Arch!leorthi~ su,

F46:

Zone III (upper) AnomalClrthi s sp. • I.eperdi tia f:lh~.1li teo

F47:

Zone III (Mitros!)ira zone) Receptaculites !'lalli.lari.s

F58:

Zone III (upper) Orthambonites sp.

F62:

Upper Ca:mbrian--Sauld.d ta<" (llember 1, Goodwin formation)

F63:

Upper Cambrian--Weekninq unispina (!.!ember 1, Goodw:in form
fo!'"lation)

F66:

Upper Cambrian--Sauldd tr:11obite

F69:

Zone III (lower llliddle) "Asar!J.us" carios1s (Billings)

F72:

Zone III (high) Anol'\alorthis s p., PEO!'lerops barranNai

F74:

Zone III (niddle) Archac?rthis sp., Pliomerops sp.

F75:

Zone III (low in U!Jner T'"'"t)

F??:

and

c.

>'thl!'lb01'lit!'s sP.,
liacluri tes sp., Asc.'iloi:'l tr',l-,b4 t~, Crthidiella
0

?

Zone III (middle) Gonil"lB sp., Cuheloprli s 50•,
s.,rn£ror-l-y)p:;:.d G I

P14 O!"'erO'r'3

tfes~r~nc-nie11a
F79:

11,

c.

Upper Ca.-nbrian--"urel:i.a

~.,

~"•

.£

.IF }

F84:

Zone III (upper) Ortha'llboni tes sn., Am'1".11ortll; s

F85:

Zone III (high) I.epervlitia fabul1.t,f's, Pl~~""'!I'O'CS
barr~ndei

F86:

Zone III (high) Orthomhonite~, Coral, n. gen.

FlOO: Upper Cambrian-- (Trem"le''leat!) cf. "~ ci.'"rd~A:1ella
n;aillo;~ (Billings) te< ocorr,he /O""re

C rk.

·

FlOl: Zone III (middle) Archaeorthis elongata
Fl02: Zone II Lingulella, Td1'1oia
Fl06: Upper Cambrian--?tercoenh'l.llne hllohata
Fl07: Upper Camb1•ian-- ( uymer ?..one II) Lin[jnle ;.I a
)

FUO: Upper Cambrian--Acrotretta, r,; "t;ulella

Fll3: Upper Ca!"brian--Eure!'ia

Fll4: Upper Ca:r.bria::1 or bo~c.J Crcl.ovi.cim--Yc.,o tc.:;'.t•"
A,-,heoortl-is nelita, ·'cr·,•rct"·

Fll$: Zone III (upper,--l.:itrospira) Cy8M•l;·late:,, ·ru .;:o'b
sp ..
Fl21: Zone III (hi[j1) Ano"J.olort"i s 'lev~:-:ensi .s, Bryo7.oa,
Lep~~Htf1

fn.bc1.ites

F27B: Upper Cambrian (Porconip Zone I of Nolan) Eu;r(•l:-' e Sf•,
T

•
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_Vl.rrge.~a.,

t:::

'·

~,..;

,;u_ · ..

.:.--:1
..._.,
'--''' o"'""'

There is no evidence in these deteminations to substantiate the

statenent made by Sarn.tel Holliday (1940) that P~r;onip rocl:s in the
"rni.te Pine Range contain Upper Ordovl.o:i an fauna.

The fauna listed
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above indicate that the upper part of the Pogonip in this area is of
Cha z:l' a.'l age •

Bl<>.ck Rock Canyon Section
In the upper part. of Blackrock Canyon, about 15 miles south of
this district, the l'ount Hamilton group is well exposed and practically
uni'a,llted in contrast to the considerable fault5.ng in the White Pine
r'istrict.

Hember 2 of the Goodvrin formtion is about 1250 feet thick,

the lower part being massive, mediUP.l-to-d::crk gray dolorrl.tic li!",estone,
and the unner part massive dolomite.

OverlyinG the dolor.lite, but

below the characteristic basal member of the Pogonip, there a:re about
1.7'0 feet of very cherty thin-bedded (one to three inches) dark blue,

medium-grained limestone.

This is the only unit in the Blackrock

Canyon, section that has not been recogni7,ed in the \'.'hi te Pine district.
The basal member of the Pogonip formation measures about

450

feet

in thickness and is the typical thin-bedded, shale-parted lil'!estone
alternating with massive beds, one or two feet thick, of rnediul!',-andcoarse-crained li1mstone. !.!ember 2 measures about 800 feet thick a.11d
is again very sirlilar in appearance to me!'lber 2 on Pogonip f'idge.

Venbers 3 and h are also practically identical lithologically wi.th
the~e

sa'1e lllits on Pogonip Hidge.

also in the base of member
!'!ember 3.

The Receptaculiten zone is present

h, overlying the more massive and cray

The buf.t' dolonite, making the top of the fomation, is

about JO feet thick instead of 10 to 20 feet aa on Pogoni.p

R.id~.

!Ji.ddle Ordovic;an
Eureka Ctuartzi te

The Eureka quartzite was named by Haf,'l.le (1883) from a section

•
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red to as the Ogden quartzi t;;, by King and Ear;ue in tte 2enort of tlle
T?ort:.etl: Parallel

~urve;:.

~ureka

In the White r.ne rH strict the

quartzite varie:' L>1

thtcknoss from 250 feet at the north end of Poeoni;: Jlj.dge to ).en
feet at the south end.
r:inki~h

It

consist~

of sl:x:mt 20 to 3J feet of basal

sandlltone interbedded with t!l:in quartzite beds overlain by

rr'ls~ive,

v:i treous, whi.te or pale pink

quo.l't~ite.

The basal nqrt i:;

seldort ob8erved becmJ.se it is easily eroded and is usually covered
v:ith thjck quartzite talus.
b;;

::~1'Undant

The bedding has been partially obli ter2tet1

fracturins, as nell as by ce!'lentation, but it shows

cli9tinctly from a distance.
The

a:::e

of the formation is probably ':iddle ::raov'ici.an but i.t

rna;v extend i.nto the lower Upper Orclovic:'.an.

ur-per Poronip of Chazyan

a~;e

It lies between the

and the Hanson Creek dolom:i.te, the

bac~>.l

100 feet of which contain Upper Crc1ovi ci an fossils.
Ther0 is no angular discordance between the quartzite and
either the underlying or overlying rocks.

The upper ll:enber of the

underlyi.ne Poconip fol'r.l<ltion is of uniform thicknesi'l throu@10ut the
district.

However, the 10 to 20 feet of buff, fine-gra:i ned dolordte

at the top of the fornation lJiaY represent oenaconter1poraneous rlolomitization of the top part of the limestone due to changine environmental conditions in the depositional basin.

There ma;r be a hi:,tus

but probably 11'i.th little or no ero6ion prior to the deposition af
the sand.
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The variable thickness of the quartzite, coupled With the sharp
contact with the overlying dolomite, suegeots a disconformity.
Puby l'mtntains, about

75

In the

miles north of the White Pine district, Sharpe

(1942) found no Eurel{a quartzite and assttiOOd i.t to have been eroded
prior to the deposition of the YryJnger lirestone,

In the Roberts

l'ountains, about 40 miles northwest of V'hi.te Pine, Merriam and
Anderson (1942) measured a thickness of 500 feet and demonstrated
that the fomation thins southward to the Antelope and Monitor
r~g0s.

At T,vbo, still farther south, Ferguson (1933) described a

t'arked unconformity with the Eureka badly channeled and, in some
place~,

missing.

Thus, at least locally, an unconformity is present

at the ton of the formation,
In Nevada, Southeastern California, and

~!estern

Utah, where not

materially eroded, the Eureka quartzite measures between 250 and 500
feet in thickness.

Such a widespread unjform sheet of sand differs

remarkably from the generally noted near-shore sandstone facies of
sedi1'1Elntation,

In the White Pine district and, according to de scrip-

ticms, elseyihe:re, it is a relatively fine-erained, practically Dure
quartz sand, eenerally cemented by silica.

DepositiC!ll may have taken

place in a very large but shallow basin in which wave action and
currents were very active and able to more or ler,s evenly distribute
the sand over the entire basin.

The puri -cy of the sand demonstrates

the concentrating or classifying ability of ocean .currents to remove
com~'letely

bal"in.

any argillaceous or calcareous naterials entering the

The sand must have been continually shiftine from place to
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place under the influence of the waves and currents, but at the sane
tin:e slowly aooW!!Ulating until, with the closing of the seaway in the
direction of the source or a change in direction of the currents through
the basin, the deposition of sand ceased abruptly.
The source of this great amount of sand is unknown.

It is most

certainly not a "basal cmglomerate" type of deposit as indicated by
its purity, fine grain size and apparently equivalent age over the
entire basin.

The complete absence of any pebbles suggests that the

sand may have been moved a considerable distance from its source.
Upper Ordovician
Hanson Creek Dolomite
The Hanson Creek dolomite, named by Merriam (1940a), in the
Roberts Mountains quadrangle west of Eureka, is equivalent to the
basal member of the Lone Mountain formation named by Hague (1892c)
at Lone t'ountain.

Merriam restricted the Lone Hountain formation to

the massi.ve dolomite which is the upper part of Hague's Lone l!ountain
formation.

The Hanson Creek oolor.rl. te ani the Lone llountain dolomite,

as TE'Stricted by Merriam, are separated both at Lone l!ountain and in
the Roberts Mountains by a thick section of thin-bedded limestone.
Merri!llll logically designated this as a separate lithologic unit, naming
it the Roberts Hountain formation.

This formation apparently lenses

out to the east and is not present in the White Pine district, nor to

the author's lmowled.ge ts it present in the Diamond Range between the
Roberts Mountains and the White Pine district.

Since the Roberts

Uountains formation is not present in the V/hite Pine district, the
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Hanson Creek dolomite and the Lone Mountain dolomite could have been
treated as one formation.

However, since the Hanson Creek is a very

distinct unit that may be easi]y differentiated from the members of
the Lone Hountain the author feels it is advantageous to carry
Merriam's designation this far east.
The Hanson Creek dolomite is confined to Pogonip Ridge, arrl with
the exception of the basal beds of the Lone Mountain dolomite at the
north end, it is the youngest sedimentary rock exposed within the
Pogonip dome.
The formation here measures between 600 and 850 feet in thiclmess.
It is dominantly a dark gray to black, fine-grained dolomite that
grades rapidly and distinctly into the light gray, coarse-grained basal
dolomite of the Lone Mountain formation.

About 100 feet above the

base are 30 feet of thin-bedded, reddish-tinted, dark limestone
containing Dinorthia sp., that Cooper considers to be of Upper
Ordovician age.

The formation also contains scattered small colonies

of the coral Streptelasma that are white and therefore stand out
distinctly in the black dolomite.
Thus the lower portion of the formation is definitely Upper
Ordovician, but the age of the upper part is not !mown and may
extend into the Silurian.
Silurian and Lower Devonian (?)

Lone llountain Dolomite
Overlying the black Hanson Creek dolomite, and gradational from
it through a thickness of about 25 feet, is a light gray, coarsegrained dololl'ite which is overlain in turn by four other distinct
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dolomite members.

Although no fossils have been identified in these

beds • they are referred to the Lone Mountain dolomite and are considered on stratigt>aphic evidence to belong in the Silurian and
Lower Devonian.

The formation is about 2100 feet thick.

There is no

apparent equivalent of the Roberts J!ountain limestone described by
h'!Elrriam (1940b) in the Roberts l:lountain quadrangle which there lies
between the Hanson Creek and the Lone Mountain.

It undoubtedly

lenses out to the east of the Roberts Hountains.
The top of the Lone Mountain dolomite is placed below a thinbedded, reddish, fine-grained limestone containing a Middle Devonian
fauna.

These basal beds of the overlying Nevada limestone are often

dolomitized which makes an exact location of the contact difficult to
find.
In the upper part of Blackrock Canyon, about 15' miles south of
this

dj

strict, is an excellent unfaulted section of the Lone Eountain

dolomite about 2000 feet thick.

Although this section is outside the

area mapped, it is mentioned here because of its striking similarity
to Lone l!ountain sections in this district, and it is not complicated

by faulting.

In fact, it Tia.s only through examination of this section

that the Lone l!ountain could be satisfactorily worked out in the l,"hite
Pine district.

It does not contain any equivalent of the Roberts

l'ountai n formation.
Five members of the J"one Mountain dolomite have been differentiated in this district.
about

450

The basll.l unit, member 1, consists of

feet of light gray, coarse-gt>ained dolomite overl;ying the

black Hanson Creek dolomite.

Member 2, which is between )00 and 400
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feet thick, consists of a lower dark, fine-grained dolomite that
weathers with a faint reddish tinge, overlain by 200 feet of mostly
lir~t

gray, coarse-grained dolomite.

These were regarded as one

r.:tember because there are beds of the dark fire-grained dolomite in
the light gray, coarse-graired dolomite.

Member

3, which averages

about 300 feet thick, is a very fine-grained, v.hite, porcelaneous
dolo:nite.

In the upper part of this mer.:tber are an unusual and signi-

ficant series o£ thin (one inch to one foot) quartz:i te beds both in
Blackrock Canyon an:l in this area.

!!ember

4 consists

o£ approximately

300 feet of coarse-grained, sugary, alternating medium and light gray
beds o£ dolomite that contain a few dark gray beds, particularly in
the upper part.

Member

5

is dominantly a darl( and medium gray,

mottled dolomite between 500 and 700 feet thick.
uPWards from member

4,

It is gradational

through a distance of over 100 feet, with

alternating beds of coarse-grained, light gray dolomite and mottled
dark gray dolomite.

The mottling of this member shows very distinctly

on weathered surfaces with small, nedium to lieht grey lenses one-half
to one inch long in a matrix of dark gray, fim- to medium-grained
dolomite.
!'ember 1 is found only at the north end of Pogonip Ridge where
it confo:nnably overlies the Hanson Creek dolomite and only the lower
portion of it remains.

Members 2,

3, h, and 5 cutcrop on the west

slope of Treasure Hill, although, because of faulting, no

s~le

complete section of these members can be measured there.

Member 1 is

'

faulted out in this area by the Shennan fault.
The outcrops of Lone Mountain dolol'lite on Treasure Hill extend
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from the Eberhardt fault, near Shermantown, northward for about three
l!liles.

Fran the Rocco Canyon road north to the Hamilton fault the

Sherman fault cuts diagonally across the formation and the mel!lbers
proe;ressively disappear.

The southern half of the east ccmtaot with

the nevada lin'estone appears to be a normal contact, but to the north
the ,shear zona that makes up the west branch of the Hamil ton fault
obscures the exact relationship.

There does not appear to be much

displacement along this shear zone so that it probably represents the
approx:imate normal contact, but the low·er Nevada limestone is dolomit.i7.ed and' both forrrations are commonly altered in appearance by
mineralization.
In Rocco Canyon portions of members 2, 3;

4, and 5 are present.

The older beds outcrop at the south end of this area of dolol!lite and

younger rocks progressively outcrop toward the north end, although the
entire area is so canplexly faulted as to constitute al1nost a dolol!lite
breccia.
The thin quartzite beds, previousl:r referred to, occur at the
top of the white porcelaneous member 3.

The quartzite is usually

white and vitreous, strikingly similar in appear<mce to the Eureka
quartzite.

There are connnonly three of these beds within a strati-

graphic thickness of about 40 feet.

.

They usually vary in thickness

from one inch to about a. foot. and one or the other of them ma;y pinch
out for a short distance.
sandy crossbedded dolomite.

\There a bed lenses out it is replaced by
This quart3ite horizon is shown on the

geologic map as a black line along the \vest slope of Treasure Hill.
The beds are a great aid in understanding the structural-stratigraphic

.3u
problems vlhen they can be found.

They are of particular economic

significance because i t was in this horizon that the

faulted~

bedded,

ore deposits of the Rocco Home stake and FRY mines developed.
The author believes that the upper Lone "!fuunta.in dolomite
probably reimlsents deposition during the Lo-wer Devonian, for the lower
part of the overlying Nevada lirrestone in this district contains a
J,~iddle

Devonian fauna.

There is no evidence of an angular discordance

between the Lone Mountain dolol'li te and the overlying Nevada limestom
in this area, or else"rere in the region, and no reason to suppose
tlw.t rocks of Early Devonian age are missing.

Thus the Lone t!auntain

fomaticn in this district probably represents the entire ti.re
interval from Early Silurian to fciddle Devonian.
There is a significant and vride distribution of the aforeMentioned quartzite and sandy dolomite beds.
present in the Blackrock

C~on

Not only are they

section 15 miles south but the author

has traced them as far south as the Worthincton Mountains, about 100
!:l:i,les distant, and as far to the southeast as the southern end of the
Egan Range about five miles south of Suneyside, some
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miles avuzy.

In the Worthington Mountains there is one quartzite bed about ten
feet thick, overlain by about five feet of sandy crossbedded dolomite.
near Sunnyside there is one three-foot quartzite bed overlain by ten
feet of sandy crossbedded c:blomite vklich, in turn, is overlain by a
one-foot bed of quartzite.

In all cases tiE quartzite is at the top

of a white, very fine-grained porcelaneous dolomite similar to that
in the White Pine district.

The author was told by William C. Bishop

(personal communication) that near Hiko, about 60 miles south of

Sunnyside, there are about 100 feet of sandstone that on faunal
evidence is of Lower Devonian age, which may be the equivalent of these
bed<>.

In the Diamond Range, about four miles east of Eureka, T. !3.

~1 olan and

c. w.

Herriam (personal CO!Ili!!Unications) fin:l about 100 feet

of quartzite overlying a 111h:i.te, fine-erained dolomite very similar to
that in the Vlhite Pine District.

On scant faunal evidence they place

the quartzite near the Silu:rian-Devonian time boundary.
Middle and lJone:r Devonian
Nevada Limestone
The !Jevada limestom, as originally named by Hague (1892d) in
the Eureka district, included all the limestones between the Lone
L'ountain dolomite and the White Pine shale.

In tl'le Roberts l.lountain

quadraneJ.e this section of lirestones represents practically the
entire Devonian Period, though the term nevada was restricted by
Merriam (1940c) to the lower half of the section.

He chose the

Strineocephalus faunal zone as the line of demarcation, and renamed
the upper portion of the section the Devils Gate formation.

This is

not a separate lithogenetic unit and thus is not the accepted definition of a formation.
In the White PiP~ district fossils contained in the limestone

ilt!llediately above the Lone Mountain dolomite are Middle Devonian in
age, and, insofar as the author could determine, there is no
Stringocephalus zone in the limestone.

Consequently most of the

limestone overlying the Lone llountain must correspond to Merriam's
Devils Gate and the restricted Nevuda limestone of l!erriam is
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equivalent in age to the upper part of the Lone 1.lountai n dolomite of
this district.

The author recognized no criteria that irrlicate a

conformity or hiatus separating the tm formations.

dis~

He thus prefers

to retain the term Nevada for all the lilrestone as originally defined
by Hague, for no division corresponding to that of Merriam can be made.

The formation measures about 1600 feet in thickness.
250 to

350

feet are comprised of thin-bedded limestone with buff and

reddish partings that lithologically :resembles member
formation.

The basal

u of

tm Pogonip

Although there is a distinct change in lithology from the

!'lassive Lone l§ountain dolomite to this thin-bedded, reddish limestone,
these beds are commonly dolomitized.

This probably represents a

continuation of the lithogenetic conditions within the basin that
produced the Lone Mountain dolomite.
and

F55,

Fossil localities F51, F52,

on Ridgey in the southwestern part of the district, are in

tris thin-bedded limestone.

They contain Atl"J1?8: sp., "l.!artiniz" sp. •

and Paracyclas sp. • and were designated !.Iiddle (?) Devtlnian by Cooper.
Fossil locality Fl8A, on the south slope of Treasure Hill 1 contained
LeiorhJn:\chus sp." and Ertanuella sp., also determined as !Iiddle (?)
Devonian by Cooper.

Locality Fl9A, close to Fl8A, contained Arlphipora

sp., and was considered to be Middle Devonian.

Locality F20A, nearby,

but across a fault and slightly hi£her in the section, contained two
Atry:e.a: sp., that were classed as lower Upper Devonian in age.

Fossil

locality F'l7B, on the south side of Rocco Canyon, is in the thin,
reddish-parted limestone and was considered as 1!iddle Devonian on a
species of Amphipora.

Consequently it appears fairly definite from

these determinations that the base of the Nevada limestone in this
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area is l.!iddle Devonian, and probably upper Middle Devonian in age.
Overlying the thin-bedded limestone there are between 12.$0 and
1350 feet of massive medium gray to bluish-gray, medium-grained liTrestone in beds one to six feet thick (see Fig. 8),

The most accessible

and spectacular outcrops of this part of the formation are in Cathedral
Caeyon.

There are tv1o beds of thin-bedded buff limestone in this

section, each a fe:r1 feet thick, but they do not seem to be continuous
throughout the area.

The top of the formation makes up the crest of

Treasure Hill and its massive character is well displayed here.

The

best section of the formation may be seen on Ridgey, in the southwestern part of the district.

Westward from the base of the ri dpe

at the top of the Lone Mountain dolomite, a good section may be
observed except that there is repetition caused by an east-dipping
fault.

A complete section, except for the basal 100 to 150 feet,

lies west of this fault.

Two more faults cut this section but they

each have only a small displaceJJBnt, as shmm at the west end of
section A•A' (Plate 1).

The formation here measures about 1600

feet in thickness.
On faunal determinations the massive limestone is mostly Upper
Devonian in age, but fossil localities F15 and Fl6 in Cathedral Canyon
viSre classed as Middle Devonian.

They contained Al veolites,

Radiastraea, Atrypa, Spongopl)yllum, and Amphipora sp.

Other fossils

from the massive limestone in Cathedral Canyon and Babylon Ridge
lnclude srn:aptophyllmn sp., Cladopnra sp., Atrypa sp., Cr;ytospirii'er
sp., Tha.mnopora sp., Productella, Tylothyris sp., Schi zophor:ia,
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l~ervostronH

a, Clathrodictvon, Al veal Ues, Ptenophyllnn sp.,

Philliesastrnea verrilli (Meek), Atr;vpa cf. A !'lontanensis kindle.
The upper 300 to 400 feet of the formation are not very fossiliferous except for an abundance o£ spaghetti-like coral that probably
rerra~ents

synaptopnyllum.
Mississippian

Pilot Shale
Conformably overlying tre Nevada li~,,estone are between 1-'0 and
200 feet of shale that correspond stratigraphically and lithologically
to the Pilot shale described by Spencer (1917a) i.n the Ely district.
The shale is l:i!ey, thin-bedded, platy, and usually weathers to a
reddish-brown color,

Fresh surfaces show alternations of buff and

black, and it then resembles the black White Pine shale except that
it retai.ns the platy character, •mile the black White Pine is a thin

fissile shale.
No fossils were found in the formation, but it lies between the
!Jpoer Devonian Nevada limestone and the Lower Mississippian Joana
Hroestone,

The time boundary between these two periods probably falls

witMn the formation.
The Pilot shale extends as far west as the Diamond Range but is
not recognized in the Roberts Mountains.

Its equivalent may wll be

present there but due to the lensing out of the Joana limestone to
the west, the Pilot merges with the \'lhi te Pine shale.

In the west-

central part of the Diamond Ranr:;e, about 15 miles north of Eureka,
the Pilot shale is about 150 feet thick.
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Joana Limestone
The Joana limestone, lying bet;w;len the Pilot shale and the

\~'hite

Pine formation. is a massive limestone varying between 150 and 250 feet
in thickness.

The formation was named by Spencer (1917b) in the Ely

district, vrl1ere it lies between the Pilot shale and Chainman shale,
which is the undoubted equivalent of the l'Jhite Pine formation.
The Joana is a lieht-to-medium gray, medium-or-coarse-grained,
recrystallized limestone, and, as shown in Fig. 9, abounds with
recrystallized crinoid

stE~U~s.

The most characteristic feature of

the formation, in addition to the ever-present crinoid stems, is an
abundance of nodules of' chert and chert lenses that parallel the
bedding.

Crinoid stems and brachiopods are coll!lllonly preserved in

the chert, furnishing better specimens than those in the limestone
where they are generally recrystallized.

It appears that the replace-

ment by chert took place prior to the recrystallization of' tre
limestone because the fine structures of the crinoid stem plates
are well preserved in the chert but are absent in the limestone.
The limestone is here and there, over the entire area, replaced
by a dark reddish-brown jasperoid which resembles a fine-grained

quortldte rut has a cryptocrystalline texture and is always brecciated.
Mostly the jasperoid is in the upper part of' the formation but in

some places it extends through the entire section.
This jasperoid is restricted to the Joana limestone.

It is

eenerally associated with faults, indicating that they must have
exercised some control over its farmation.

However, since it is

never found in other linestone fomations, no

::~attar

how intensely

faulted or mineralized, the silica may not be of hydrothermal origin.
Tre

ja~r,oroid

replacement i.s most ubundant at the top of the forn.a-

tion WC\lCh suegestS the possibility that the Silica
dori ved

frm~

the overlying \\'l'li.te Pine shale.

l'l!zy"

have been

!!o original structures

of the limestone, or faunal remains are preserved in the jaspel'Oid as
they commonly are in the interbedded cherts.

The jasperoid was

unrloubtedly formed later than the chert and generally later than
th9 !"ajar faulting.

The fo:mation is recarded as Lmver L'ississippian in age by
Coo;'Jer.

Fossil localii:w F27 at the north end of Treasure FJ.ll

contains Gentrocellulosum ?, Hapsiphyllum ? Syringopora (Helen
Duncan), and crinoid stems.

Fossil localities F97 and Fll9 near

Cathedral Canyon have yielded a Proet:id trilobite, choneti.d ?
Prod•1ctid ? , S'>irifer, and Syr:i.neo:->ora.

On the west side of the Pancake Range, about 12 miles west of
!'ount Hamil ton, the Joana has a l!laxinr<llll thickness of about
and is lenticular along the strike.

In a few places it appears to

lens out conpletely for a short distunce.
Duckwater,

25

75 feet

About two miles north of

miles southwest of Fount Hamilton, the Joana is mi.ssinr;.

In the llewark Pass area of the Diamond Range, about 30 miles nQrth\1est of the ".'Jhite Pine district, Dr, T. B. iJola.Il (personal cammmica•
tion) found approximately

50

feet of a dark crinoidal limestone at

the base of the black \',1<ite Pine shale,
the

!:e~mrk

About 10 miles north of

Pass area, on the west side of the Diamond Range, Holan

(personal communication) found about 100 feet of interbedded, thinbedded limestone and limy shale between the Pilot shale and the
White P:ine shale.

The formation has not been found in the Roberts

Mountains west of 1ile Diamond Range.

Tims it is well demonstrated

that the Joana rapidly lenses out to the southwest, west, and northwest of the White Pine district.

Hor:ever, the lensing in and out of

the limestone in the Pancakes west of the 1'lhite Pine district

m~

be

an erosional feature.
White Pine Formation
The White Pine shale VIas first named by Hague (1875-1892e) in

the report of the Fortieth Parallel Survey.

The type locality is

represented by the exposures of black shale near Hamil ton.

Unfortun-

ately the scattered shale outcrops east and north of Hamilton constitute
a landslide area involving the White Pine shale, the Upper Mississippian
Diamond Peak sandstone, and the Pennsylvanian Ely limestone.

Portions

of these formations have slid out over the shale and are intimately
mixed with it.

The surface is an excellent example of landslide

topography and shows the characteristic hummocks and depressions
(Fig. 10).

Due to the several facies variations in the formation within
the district, the original term l'lhite Pine
logic unit, is misleading.

11 shale",

denoting a litho-

Consequently, for this area the author

prefers the term White Pine formation, designated to include all the
beds between the Joana limestone <W1i the Diamond Peak sandstone.
About three miles north of Hamilton there is an unfaulted
area of White Pine formation that furnishes a good section, although

the outcrops are generally poor.

The identity of the rocks in the

unexposed areas was determined by surface characteristics, by noat,
and by digging shallow holes.
1900 feet.

The section at this area measures about

This figure is only apprrndmate because there is a consider•

able variation in dip and the thickness was determined on the average
dip between the underlying Joana limestone and
Peak sandstone.

~

overlying Diamond

The contact with the underlying Joana limestone is

sharp but the contact with the overlying Diamond Peak sandstone is
gradational, with the shale becoming more and more sandy.

Because of

the covering of sandstone float near the contact it was placed arbitrarily at a sudden increase in the slope, which is probably the
topographic expression of the more resistant sandstone beds of the
lower part of the Diamond Peak.
The White Pine formation demonstrates very rapid and alternating
facies changes.

Near Hamilton, and northward for several miles, a

black, fissile, carbonaceous shale with a few alternating sandy beds
toward the top, is predominant.

In the southern J:art of the district,

east of Green Springs, most of the lower part is a thin-bedded bluish,
fine-grained limestone.

This is overlain by argillaceous beds that

becooe very sandy toward the top.

In IDipah Cacyon, along the east

side of the district, the basal 700 to 800 feet of the formation are
also a thin-bedded, buff' ard reddish-parted, bluish and gra,y limestone

that resembles the upper Pogonip. The upper part consists of several
hundred i'eet of bluish ard black fissile shale.

The thickness of the

shale could not be accurately determined but it is at least

500

feet.

The basal White Pine in S:ixmile wash between these two areas of limestone facies is a black shale similar to that north of Hamilton.
Just north of the mouth of Cathedral Canyon, next to the valley,

is a ridge of east-dipping Joana limestone about three-quarters of a
mile long.

Apparently conformably overl;.·ing this nassi ve limestom are

scattered outcrops of very arenaceous linzy' beds that contain pelecypods
and brachiopods of Mississippian age 1 which are still another facies of
the leVIer part of the White Pine formation.

About 1000 feet east of

these outcrops, dipping steeply to the west, is the bluish, thinbedded, lower White Pine limestone facies.

Between these two facies

is one outcrop of west-dipping sandy shale containing fossils
considered to be "High Misstssippian".

The latter reser.Jble the sand;y

shales near the top of the section south of Cathedral Canyon.

Thus

there appears to be a fault separating a lower White Pine sandy facies
and a lower White Pine limestone facies.

South of Cathedral Canyon there is a bed of dense, reddish-brawn
chert in bluish, thin-bedded White Pine limestone about 100 feet above
the base of the formation.

This is a silicified

~estone

resembling

the jasperoid in the Joana limestone except that it lacks the brecciation whicb is so characteristic of the latter.

Similar reddish-brown,

massive chert beds occur in the White Pine formation north of U.s.
Highway

50

on the east side of LittJ.e Antelope Sllll!mit, and again in

the upper part of the Villi te Pine limestone facies in nlipah Caeyon.
These massive e.l-terts in the White Pine thus appear always to occur
in limestone beds close to shale.
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lfo fossils were found in the lower part of the fo:rnation in the

type section nort.h of Hamilton but in the southern part of the district, .
below Cathedral Canyon, fossils in the basal nember of the bluish,
thin-bedded limestone are placed def'ini tely in the Lo-mr Mississippian
by Cooper; and ccnsidered equivalent of the Chouteau of the Mississippj.
River States.

F98 and F99 contain
Leptaena analoge

Chonetes !E.•
Schuchertella. !E..
Spirifer. Reticularia
Orthotetes
Productina ?
Echinoid plates

.

In the upper half of the formation, in the black shale

facies~

there occur thin black limestone beds that are very fine-grained
(almost lithographic) and break with a conchoidal fracture.

These

limestone beds often contain abundant fossil remains.
FBA, about one mile south of Eberhardt, yielded
Spirifer !E..
Linoproductus !!E.•
"AViculopecten"
Cooper placed these in 1"1.!ississippian (mid)".

F3A within 100 feet of

FBA, contained Cravenoeeras hesperium, identified by Yoll!lgquist (1949b),

F3B, at the south end of the district, also identified by Youngquist
(1949b), contained
~looroceras ~·

Cravenoceras hesperium Hiller and Furnish
Epic ani tes cf. E. loeblichi Hiller and Furnish
Dirnoryhoceras humphre;j. n sp.
This latter locality is within 200 feet of the top of the foi'lll'ltioo.
Youngquist (191.ea) states:

"These genera inrlicate that the containing

beds are approximately contemporaneous with the follov6ng:

the Helms

and Barnett :forrrations of Te.."l:as; the Ganey shale of Oklahoma; the
J.loorefield, Ruddell Batesville, and lower Fayatville fonnations of
Arkansas; the 'Maramec 1 beds at' Kentucky and the cephalopod-bearing
portions of the Floyd shale of Georgia."
dated tlay 31, 19l~7, Youngquist states:

In a personal con:rnunication

"In regard to the age of the

White Pine ••• the fauna can deflnitely be correlated with that of
the Caney shale of Oldahoma, and of course the White Pine shale
( Girty, in Kirk 1913) (p. 39) o:f southeastern California • • • the
best estimte at present is that it is Heraroec in age.''

Thus there is

agreement between Cooper and Youngquist that the upper half
fo:rrnation ranges between Maramec and Fayatville in ac;e.

of

the

The fol.'l::la-

tion in the White Pine district then probably extends .from upper
Kinderhook or Chouteau to rnidclle Chester or Fayatville.
indicates that the base

•

This

ot the formation is middle Lower Mississippian

and the top is lower Upper 1!ississippian.
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There is no evidence of volcanic roeks in the White Pine
formation in this district such as axe kr!own to occur in rocl:s of
similar age in the Battle Mountain area.
Diamond Peak Formation
The Diamond Peak quartzite was named by Hague (1892.t') from the

outcrops of sandstone and quartzite that overlie the black White Pine
shale on the slopes of Diamond Peak, north of' Eureka.

There is no

quartzite in this formation in the White Pine district; it is composed
of sandstone and chert conglomerates, therefore it seems preferable

to refer to it as the Diamond Peak formation.
The Diamond Peak conformably overlies the White Pine formation
and is gradational with it.

Iiorth of Hamilton Townsite, where there

is a complete seeti on • it is about 1000 feet thick, although it varies
considerably in thickness throughout the district.

canyon, just beyond tll'l south edge

South of Cathedral

of the map, it is scarcely

600 feet

thick.
The .fomation is dom:inantJ.y a reddish-brown, medium-grained
sandstone, containing conglomerate lenses, rut there are als_o
scattered sandy shale beds that SCilletimes contain imprints ot plant
material.

One good imprint. of lepidodendron bark, showing the

characteristic leaf scars, was found.

Some of the conglonerate

lenses, which are characteristic of the lower part of the fonnation,

may be followed for t'll() or more miles.

The conglomerate pebbles are

dominantly green chert with lesser amounts of black, white, am
reddish chert, with a very few small quartzite pebbles, all of which
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are usually less than one inch in diameter.
The origin of the chert pebbles in tha Diamond Peak has not been
determined.

The abundant green chert pebbles may have had a source in

the Ordovician Vinini shale in the lloberts Mountains area
north'\111?-st.

50 milec

According to !Jerr:i.am alld Anderson (19/ab), thase rocks

constitute the upper plate of a thrust fault and probably were
originally deposited farther west.

This probable source for the

green chert pebbles possibly indicates an uplift farther west during
Devonian or l!ississippian time, with consequent erosion and transportation toward the east.
Spencer (1917b) does not mention any sar:dstone between tbe
Chainman shale (equivalent o.f White f':lne formation) and the Ely limestone so it is presumed to be absent in the Ely district,
has found between

50 and 100 feet

The author

of sandstone between the Wh:i. te Pine

formation and the Ely limestone in the CoMors Pass area about 20
miles southeast of Ely.

Thus the Diamond Peak and also the White Pine

formation thin to the east of the White Pine district, which indicates
a westerly scurce of the clastics.

This source could well be the

geantioline described by Nolan (1943) as present in \'fest-central
Nevada, starting in late Devonian time.
No diagnostic fossil material was found in the Diamond Peak
sandstone so that its age can only be inferred frcm its stratigraphie
position between the base of the overlying Ely limestone which is
Lower Pennsylvanian and the upper part of the \\'hite Pine formation
which .is probably lower Upper Mississippian.

Thus the formation is.
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at least in part, Upper Mississippian, but it possibly transgresses
the time boundary into the Lower Pennsylvanian.
Innnediately north of Sixm:i1e House, north of Pogonip Ridge,
there are several outcrops of white sandstone and chert-quartzite
conglomerate that do not correspond to Diamond Peak lithology .. These
rocks lie on rocks of characteristic Diamond Peak lithology but the
author feels that they are unconformable on the Diamond Peak and are
either Permian or younger.

These rocks were included with the

Diamond Peak during field mapping and are shown as such on the map;
they are further described under "Permian? or Mesozoic?",
Pennsylvanian
Ely Limestone
The name Ely limestone was first proposed by Lawson (1906)
and later was used by Spencer (1917c) in the Ely district, 40 miles
east.

It there comprises the lower massive member of a thick

lime-stone section that overlies the Chainman shale.
This fonnation, exposed over about two-thirds of the eastern
half of the White Pine district, is approximately 1600 feet thick on
Mokomoke Ridge.

It conformably overlies the Diamond Peak sandstone

and is gradational from it througp a thickness of about 100 feet.
The contact is placed !It the base of the first limestone beds above

the non-calcareous aandstone; the lower 100 :feet of the lilrestone
contain variable amounts of sand which is more resistant to erosion

and therefore easily seen on weathered surfaces.

These basal 100 feet

contain silicified fossils which help to dif'ferentiate it from the
sandstone.

The remainder of' the formation consists of mass:!. ve beds

of limestone from 10 to 100 feet thick, separated by 10 to lOO·foot
beds o:f easily weathered, thinner bedded limestone.

The combination

usually results in a step-like sequence on the slopes.
are characteristic of the more massive beds.

Chert nodules

The massive beds are

usually a light gray to bluish-gray color but often weather to a
light buff.

The intercalated.. thin-bedded members are usually buf:f.'

or light brown.
The formation is quite fossilifer011s and, according to Cooper,·
is Pennsylvanian in age.

Fossil localities F6A and F7A, within 200

feet of the base of the formation ab011t three miles south of' Eberhardt,
contain the following assemblage 1mich is thought to be lower
Pennsylvanian and the equivalent of' Man-ow:
Spirii'er (roclsr montams - occidentalis type)
Composite.
Cleiotl1yridina
Reticularina
Eumetria
Dictyoclostus or 1fargl.nitera sp.
Fossil localities Fl5A, Fl6A, ani Fl7A on Little Antelope Ridge,

all within a few hundred feet of the base of the formation, were considered as "either High !.!ississippian or Morrow, probably the latter"
by Cooper.

They contain:
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COJ!IPOSita
Linproductus .!!.E•

.!2•

Productl.d

Soirit'er ( increbescens - rocky mont anus type)
Spirifer (suggesting str:iatus type)
Dictyoc:lostus
Orthotetes !E"
Batostomella !!12•

Syringoporoid coral
Fossil localities F6B and F7B on Mokomoke Ridge, from near the
11

top, are listed as

Pennsylvanian 11 and contain:

Composita ,!!£•
Derbyia

.!!.E•

Cancrinell a

!!!!•

Wellerella .!!.E•
Edmondia

!E..

Neospirif'er
Productid

.!2•

!!?.•

These determinations indicate that the Ely limestone is probably

entirely Pennsylvanian, although the basal beds may be uppermost
Mississippian.
No shale was found in the formation within the district, but about

two miles northward, in a highway cut at the western edge of' Little
Antelope Ridge, the l01'1er

p:~rt

at the formation contains a 25-foot

5l

shale me!!!ber which resembles the Vihi te Pine shale.

Again, about seven

miles north of this locality, a black shale member is exposed in the
lawer part ext the formation by a cut made to open a spring.
At the north end of Mokomoke Ridge, overlying the intercalated
Massive and thin-bedded limestones, thero are a few hundred feet of
poorly exposed thin-bedded, shaly limestones.

They are not differen-

tiated on the geological map but possibly correlate with the Arcturas
limestone named by Spencer (1917d) in the Ely district.
In the northeast corner of the district there is a one-foot
bed of white sandstone overlain by 10 to 20 feet ext calcareous sandstone between the Ely limestone and the overlying thin-bedded, shaly
limestone.
Between the junction of the Hamilton road with

u.

S. Highway 50

and Jakes Valley to the east, there is a thickness of over 5000 feet
of limestone that probably furnishes a fairly complete section from

Lower Pennsylvanian age to \Tell up into the Permian.

The basal 200 to

300 feet of the Ely limestone are missing because of the lliipah

thrust, and another thrust occurs about one and one-half miles farther
east which probably cut out some of the section.

Host of the limestone

within the area of the map is Ely limest_one and the thin-bedded, shaly

or marly limestone, which is probably Arcturus, begins abO\lt at the
east edge of the map (Plate 1 ).

Fossils are scarce in the l01'1er half

of the Arcturus but the upper halt contains abundant f'u:mlinids.
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Permian? or Mesozoic?
Interbedded conglomerates arrl sandstones are tilqlOSed on the two
hills about one-half mile north of Sixmile House and on a low hill
about two miles north.

These rocks were mapped as Diamond Peak sand-

stone but differ in some respects from it.
The croglomerate is composed of chert and quartzite pebbles
ranging from one-quarter inch to four inches across, with a silicified
or jasperized sandstone matrix. lfuny of the small chert pebbles,
especially in the most northerly exposure, are angular.

A few silici-

fied and rounded productids were found in the conglomerate.

The sand-

stone is white, fine-grained sand, but commonly jasperized; then
having the same appearance as the jasperized matrix af the conglomerate.
The silicification possibly resulted from silica being leached from
overlying Late Tertiary tuffs which have now been eroded.
A very similar conglomerate, but containing v1ore angular chert
fragments, unconformably overlies partially jasperized Joana limestone
and a limestone facies af 1he White Pine formation about five m.iles
north of Round Spring Ridge.
Permian conglomerates of chert and quartz:!. te pebbles are present
at Tyrone Gap about 20 l!liles northwest of Eureka and in the northern
part of 1he Diamond Range about

25 miles north of Eureka. Possibly

rocks o£ this facies were thrust fral!l the west into the White Pine
District.

In addition, 1here are throughout east-central Nevada a

number o:f exposures

ar chert and

quart~te
I',,

'

t

conglomerate, limestone

oongla:nerate, sandstone, shale, limesto'~, marl and tuffs that are
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considered by many geologists to be Cretaceous and Early Tertiary.

The author feels that the jasperized conglOIJlerate and sandstone
described above

~

be Cretaceous.
Eocene

Illipah Formation
The name Illipah formation is proposed fc:tr the fresh-water
limestone and marl in the northeastern part of the area.

The narre

is derived from the Illipah Creek near which the fomation is well

exposed.
The rocks are dominantly white to cream colored fresh-water
limestone and mrl with a number of beds of tuff near the middle of
the formation.

The tuff beds are gray, fine-grained with very little

quartz and measure between two and ten feet thick.

The limestone

beloo the tuff beds contains an abundance of chert nodules, and some
gastropods in this part of the section are silicified.
The best exposures of the fonnation are on the east side of
nlipah Creek, about one m:i.le south of Highway

50.

The thickness

here, with no apparent fault repetition, measures alnost 1800 feet,
although there are places in this section where the outcrops are poor
and there could be faulting.

However, the forHation is definitely in

excess of 1000 feet thick and undoubtedly a portion at' the upper part
has been removed by erosion.

Although all the exposures shown m the map are along the east
side of Illipah Valley, the formation is also present along the west
side of lllipah Valley near Round Springs.

There a:re a few small

outcrops on the White Pine shale and Diamond Peak sarrlstone in this
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area, but they are too small to show on the geologic map.
Some of the licrestone beds contain gastropods that were classified as Eocene by Dr. F. Stearns MacNeil of the
He identified the folloldng genera:
Helisom sp, • and Ancylus sp.

u.

S. Geological Survey.

Sphaerium sp., Lymnaea sp ••

An exposure of the lake beds that.

contains an abundance of gastropods is just north of

u. s.

Highway

50, about one-half mile east of the highway maintenance station.
There is float of the fossil-bearing fresh-water limestone in
the fanglomerate south and east of Sixmile House,

The float I!DlSt have

come from the west side of Little Antelope Ridge, south or east of
Sixmile House though no exposures of the IDipah formation have been
found there.
Similar limestone and marl occurs in a north-south valley about
one and one-half miles east of Illipah Valley and near Indian Springs
approximately 10 miles northeast of nlipah Valley.
Upper Miocene and/or Pliocene?
Lake Newark Beds
The Lake Newark beds almost completely surrrurrl the White Pine
Range an:!, at least in this district, occur up to a. maximum elevation
of about 7400 feet.

The tentative name, Lake Newark beds, was chosen

for this formation because of the numerous outcrops in Newark Valley.
When correlation is made with

previous~

named related lake beds in

other districts this name may be discarded.
The formation includes limestone conglomerate, calcareous sandstone. marl, vuggy limestone resembling tufa, and bedded myolite
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tuffs ranging in thickness from about 100 feet to a maximum of about

.

$00 feet.

Limestone conglomerate forming the basal member of the

formation is present on the east side of Round Spring Ridge and in the
northwestern part of the district.

It varies in thickness from f'i ve

or ten feet to a maximum of approximately 100 feet, and comnonly
contains beds or lenses of argillaceous or calcareous sandstone and
tufa-like limestone.

The conglorerate is characterized by its

pronounced red color derived from an abundance of red or purplish
clay and iron axide stain.

Overlying the conglomrate there are

usually from 10 to as much as 300 feet of pinkish sandstone and
calcareous sandstone with scattered beds of marl or tufa-like limestone.

Above this lies the bedded rhyolite tuffs.

The sub-aerial

pyroclastics are not included VIi th the tuffs because they were deposited
above the level of the lake, although they are cont8!!1poraneous.
The tuffs are the most widespread member of the formation and
in many places, such as the east side of Illipah Valley, lie directly
on Eocene or older rocks without the conglomerate or sandstone.
There are three tyoes of tuffs in the lake beds.

The oldest

beds, about 40 feet thick and occurring only on the west side of
Little Antelope Ridge, are pale green, and composed of about 10 percent small quartz crystals and

75 percent pumice and glass fragments.

The remaining 10 to 15 percent is greenish cla;y.
greenish tuffs Where they are present, are from
tuff composed of

al~ost

50

fragments of cr;stals, in a
fragments.

Overlying the

50

to 200 feet o£

percent euhedral quartz crystals, or
~Atrix

of pumice shards and glass

Occasionally there are as much as 10 to

15 percent
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sand grains and small limestone or chert pebbles in these beds.
upper tuffs, 20 to

15

The

feet thick, contain only about 10 percent small

quartz crystals, often about 10 percent biotite, and the remainder
dominantly pumice.

Some of the pumice shards are very porous and as

much as one inch long.
A similar reduction in the percentage of quartz tomlrds the top
was commonly noted in the pyroclastics, so this is probably a primar.y
feature rather than a result of sorting by erosion.

Probably the

e::cplosi ve action at the source of the tuff's was leas violent during
the final eruptions and the larger, heavier quartz cr.ysta.ls were not
thrOiill ver.y far from the vent.
About one-quarter of a mile south of' Sixlnile House • overlying
the bedded tuffs, are about 20 feet of pinkish, dev:l.tri.fied welded
rhyolite tuff that crotains both quartz and sanidine phenocrysts in
a devi trii'ied glassy groundmass.

Outlines of glass shards are

visible in thin section with ordinary

li~t.

The age of the Lake Newark beds, or more precisely • the bedded
tuffs, is tentatively determined as "Upper Miocene or Pliocene" by
Ten-chien Yen.

The fossil collection was made near S:l.xm:!.le House and,

according to Yen, contains the following genera of fresh""V'ater
mollusks:

Val veta, Amnicola, Ferrassia, :Lymnaea, Planorbis,

Sphaeri\U!l. Yen states: " • • • the specimens consist of imperfect
casts only • • • the containing :rock • • • ma;v be of late Tertiary
age, possibly either Ug>er Miocene or Pliocene."

No fossils "Were

found in the Lake Newark beds at any other locality.
Due to the very poor condition of the fossils foun:i in the
Lake Neward beds, and these having been foun:i at only one locality,
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the author recognizes that the age determination, at best, is only an
estimte.

It applies only to the tuffs which were probably deposited

in a very short interval of time; the age of the lake beds which are
older than the tuffs is unlmown.
Unbedded P,yroclastic Rocks
Included here are rocks equi. '/'alent in ase to the bedded mffs
of the Lake Newark beds but which were deposited above the level of
the lake.
The massive, or nonbedded, tuffs apparently covered the entire
area but only a few are preserved, r!ostly where covered by later
basalt.

They are invariably found under the basalt ••herever basalt

talus does not conceal the underlying rock.
The fact that a friffl outcrops of massive tuff still remain that
were apparently not covered by basalt is indicative of the material's
resistance to erosion.

One would expect such a light, porous ash

fall to be washed away with the first hard rain.

But apparently the

high porosity actually helps to preserve it by allowing the water to
percolate freely through it.

This porosity with free percolation of

solutions also results in a rapid cementation, and then a more lasting
resistance to erosion.
In the southern part of Illipah Canyun there is an auparent
gradation between the well bedded tuffs of the Lake Newark beds and
the massive, nonbedded subaerially deposited tuff.

Here the bedded

tuffs of the Lake Newark beds become less well bedded toward their
top and at an elevation of about 7400 feet grade into massive tuffs
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about 80 feet thick.
was not bedded.

ltle subsequent accumulation abow the lake level

It is peculiar that the nonbedded subaerial tu.ff is

more cemented and resistant to erosion than the bedded water laid tuffs.
This may be explained by the fact that

arv mineralizers

accanpan;ying

the ash fall would immediately be removed or diluted by the lake water.
The source of the pyt'Oclastios is of considerable importance
because of the enormous extent of tuff's over eastem Nevada.

Such a

wide distribution suggests the probability at' several more or less
contemporaneous vents extruding rraterial of approximately the same
composition.
In this district the source may "Ell have been from two vents

now represented by two plugs of granite porphyry about four .miles
east of the southeast corner at' the district at tle edge of Jake's
Valley.

The rock of the plugs contains abundant corroded and

fractured quartz phenocrysts.

The corroded quartz phenoe:eysts in

the porphyry are not like the euhedral, often doubly terminated,
'

quartz c:cystals in the tuff, but the corrosion may be a result of
reaction with the slowly cooling portion of the magma remaining in
the vent.
Pliocene (?) and (crr Pleistocene
Belmrmt Fanglomerate

This tenta.ti'.IS form:J.tion name is applied to older fanglo:merates
that are now being eroded.

The autllnea of the fonnation are arbi-

trarily placed because there is no exact boun:!ary between recent
alluVium and the older fanglomerates here called Belmont.
'
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The formation is composed of unsorted and poorly bedded limestone
sand and pebbles, with a small amount of quartzite and granitic debris.
It is mostly material which was eroded from Pogonip Ridge.

The best

exposures of the Beltnont fanglomerate are on the west side of Pogonip
Ridge where the high points of the fanglomerate are in front of the
spurs of the range, and canyons have cut into the pediment surface as
much as 80 to 100 feet.

North of Pogonip Ridge the Belmont fanglomer-

ate has been dissected by the intertnittent streams issuing from
Belmont Ca.ey-on and the smaller canyons to the east.
are about
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to

15

feet high and are relatively flat.

The terraces

In this area

i t can be seen that the Belmont fanglomerate rests on the W:ffs of

the Lake Uewark beds.
It could not be determined i£ the turfs had been channeled by

erosion prior to the deposition of the fanglomerate.

The author

assumes that the Belmont fanglomerate represents part of a rapid
erosion cycle following the last uplift of the Range, especially
that of Pogonip Ridge, and i t is to be expected that the W:ffs might
have been channeled in places even had the fanglomerate irnrladiately
followed their deposition.

CHAPTER Ill
IGNEOUS ROCKS

•

Intrusive Rocks
Monte Cristo Stock

The Monte Cristo stoclt is on the west side of Pogonip Ridge near
Monte Cristo.
diameter.

It is almost circular and about one-half mile in

It was probably close to quartz monzonite in composition

at the time of emplacement, but .vas later intensely hydrothermally
altered with a great influx of silica.

The most outstanding feature

of the rock is innumerable thin quartz stringers, as shmm in Fig. 11.
The rock is medium-grained, xenomorphic granular.

The anhedral

form of the minerals probably resulted from the intense hydrothermal
alteration that the rock has undergone.
The mineral composition of a sample of rock from the center of
the stock is as follows:
Quartz:

40-50%. Corroded anhedral quartz grains
constitute about 15% of the rock and the
remaining 25-35% is later quartz.

Orthoclase:

15-20%.

Generally cloudy and altered to

sericite.
Plagioclase:

15%.

(Composition not determinable.)

Zonally altered.
Muscovite:

IJ-5%. Some has very low 2V and is
probably hydrorouscovite.
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Sphene:

Trace.

Zircon:

Trace.

Apatite:

Trace.

Rutite:

Trace.

Needles in muscov:i te.

Hematite:

Trace.

Usually in quartz stringers.

Sillimanite(?)

Trace.

Curved needles in quartz.

The feldspars are cloudy and altered to sericite and clay.

A

few that are untvrinned, w.i th negative optic stgn and large optic
angle, are orthoclase.

'3ome crystals that are uniformly altered and

from 1lh tch optical properties could not be obtained were probably
orthoclase.

Others in which the core is much more altered than the

rim were probably zoned plagioclase.

!leither their present nor

original composition could be determined.
Following crystallizat-ion the stock was aoparently thoroughly
and unsystematically fractured and quartz-bearing solutions were introduced along the fractures.

Very probably the alteration of the rock

occurred during this period of quart;: introduction.
In the central part of the stock the only change in the rock,
except for the quartz stringers, is the hydrothe:nna.l a.1 teration to
clay and sericite.
there.

lJo albitization accompanied the quartz introduction

Samples from the south edge

ar the stock are finer grail'led,

contain albite in gronophyric inter growth with quartz and show li ttJ.e
sericitization.

The a.lbi te is not altered a.'1Cl twinning is absent,

which together with the granophyric texture strongly
deuteric origin.

in~icates

a

The texture is possibly a result of a combination
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of more rapid chilling at the border and later albitization durtng the
period of quartz introduction.
While the stock has been thoroughly fractured with subsequent
.filling of the fractures by quartz there is no increase in intensity
of fracturing at or near the borders.

The enclosing IOOtamorphic rocks

for a distance of several hundred feet from the contact have likewise
been fracturad in a manner similar to that o:f the stock with subsequent
qusrtz :filling.

Thus there is no evidence of a differential movement

between the stock and the surrounding rocks.

The fracturing may have

resulted from a more or less uniform dol!ling of both the stock and the

.

enclosing rocks, an explanation that is compatible with the theory of
the doming of the Pogonip Ridge discussed later.
Seligman Stock
The Seligman stock, about three-quarters of a mile northeast of
the Uonte Cristo stock, somewhat lsrger than the Honte Cristo stock
and elongated in a north-south direction, is about

4000

feet long and

2000 feet wide.

The rock is a medium-grained hypomorphic granular granodiorite.
The essential minerals are generally subhedral with the exception of
the quartz which is anhedral.
The following minerals are present:
Quartz:
Andesine I

.30-40%. Small anhedral crystals.
Averages about An ).6.

are zoned and vary between

An

Some crystals

.30 in the outer
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rim to An
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in the core.

Commonly altered,

containing epidote, clinozoisite and
sericite (?).

Small amount of albite on

cleavage planes or f:rac'bl.res.
Orthoclase:

10-20%.

Usually sericitized.

Biotite I

10%.

Sometimes partially altered to

chlorite.
Hornblende:

Unaltered.

Pleochroic from light

to dark green.
Muscovite:

Probably alteration product of
biotite because it is associated with iron
oxide.

Pyrite I

Trace to

Zircon:

Trace.

Apatite:

Trace.

D.menite:

Trace.

Leucoxene:

Trace.

2%.

Often oxidized.

Whitish coating on small opaque

crystals that are probably ilmenite.
llutile 1

Trace.

Needle crystals in biotite and

quartz.
Calcite:

Trace.

The epidote and clinozoisite in the andesine are probably a result
of deuteric alteration, and the associated albite could haw formed in
this manner without introduction of sodium.
Not much silica has been introduced into the surrounding rocks,

and even very close to the intrusive the relatively pure limestone has

only been recrystallized.

Only the impure shaly limestones that contained

a c.onsiderable amount of silica were converted to calc-silicate hornfels.
The sole element that definitely appears to have been introduced from the
intrusive is manganese.

Thulite. the manganiferous zoisite, is common

in the hornfelses and is commonly concentrated along fractures where
manganese-bearing mineral! zing solutions could easily percolate through
the rock.
This stock is much more weathered than the Monte Cristo stock,
which is probably a result of the oxidation of the pyrite, part of
which is disseminated through the granodiorite with no apparent relationship to fractures or seams, and mich possibly crystallized from the
magma together with the other minerals.

Near the center of the

stock~

however, a fracture zone contains a large amount of iron oxide and
pseudomorphs of iron oxide after pyrite.

The iron oxide undoubtedly

resulted from oxidation of pyrite deposited along the fracture zone qy
hydrothemal solutions.

The dump rock from a shaft sunk on this zone

contained some una1tered pyrite as well as a small amount of chalcopyrite.
Age Relationship o£ the Two Stocks
The Monte Cristo stock is apparently somewhat older than the
Seligman stock.

Thulite, the manganese zoisite, is cOIIJ!lonly present

in the hornfels around the Seligman stock and is most abundant where
it borders fractures in the hornfels, indicatirg that the manganese
migrated along the fractures.

There is a little thulite in the

hornfels at the north end of the Monte Cristo stock, which is about
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.
the edge of the thulite zone of the Seligman stock.

A small dike,

approximately three inches in width, w:i thin 50 .feet of the north edge
of the Monte Cristo stock, has had most of its .feldspar recrystallized
to zoisite and thulite.

This dike cannot actually be traced into the

Monte Cristo stock because of talus covering, but the minerals present
indicate a close relationship between the two.

The quarh phenocrysts

are ll!Uch larger than the quartz crystals in the Seligman stock and are
rounded by corrosion as are many of the original quartz crystals in the
Monte Cristo stock.

The original feldspars that are not recrystallized

to zoisi te are mostly orthoclase which would also place the dike in
closer affinity to the Monte Cristo stock.

The fact that the tlrulite

is concentrated only around the Seligman stock supports the idea that
the manganese was introduced into the hornfels from it and is not a
residual in the sedimentary rocks, otherwise the zoisi te in hornfelses
around the 1lonte Cristo stock shou2d also contain manganese,

Conse-

quently the alteration of the dike with the formation of thulite is
probably related to the emplacement of the Seligman stock, which is
then younger than the dike, and consequently also younger than the
Monte Cristo stock.
The closeness of the two intrusive bodies suggests a con:nnon
genesis.

However, the difference in mineral composition of the two

stocksJ the ver,y intense fracturing and hydrothermal alteration of
the Monte Cristo stocltJ the great influx of silica into the metamorphic
rocks from the Monte Cristo stock and the meager amount from the
Seligman stock; the transfer of manganese-bearing solutions confined
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to the Seligman stock; and an apparent age difference between the two,
all limit the possibility of their having formed from the same magma.
To be sure, they undoubtedly are genetically related, but due either
to differentiation of the parent magma, or to assimilation, the
composition was changed between the time of emplacement of the two
stocks.

The presence of more calcium in the younger Seligman stock

suggests assimilation rather than magmatic differentiation.
Ex:trusi ve Rocks
Basalt
The youngest igneous rock in the district is a basalt flow that
rests upon the unbedded pyroclastics of probable Late !,!iocene or
Pliocene age.

The unbedded pyroclastics underlie the basalt everywhere

and, therefore, .it is assumed that the basalt followed soon after t.!Jis
deposition.

The basalt occurs in the southeastern quarter of the

district and caps hills up to an elevation of about 9300 feet.

It

undoubtedly represents the remnant of what was originally a continuous flow over most of this area.

The flow probably did not extend

much farther north of the remaining outcrops because no basalt or
basalt float is associated with the tuffs or younger alluvium in the
Illipah Creek area.

Basic volcanic rocks are present, however,

beginning about five miles north of Illipah Creek.
The basalt is porphyritic with phenocrysts of plag:i oclase up to
2

llllll.

in length and subordinate phenocrysts of hypersthene

&''ld

augite.

The groundmass is gla:;;sy with many nd.crolites of plagioclase and

pyroxene.

Both the plagioclase phenocrysts a'1d the microlltes deter-

J:Iined by measurement of extinction angles are generally calcic labradorite.
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The rock has a prot;tounced platy jointing; the joints being about horizontal and spaced one to two inches apart.

Characteristic of the

basalt is the general occurrence of partially resorbed quartz crystals.
The average mineral composition is as follows 1
Labradorite a

30% - calcic. Some phenocrysts corroded
and zonalJ;y altered.

However, the extinc-

tion angles of even the outer zones usually
indicate labradorite.
Hyper ethane 1

2-3%

Augite:

2%

Qua.rt3:

5% corroded.

Magnetite and
Hematite:

.S-10%

Apatite:

Trace.

Biotite;

Trace.

Groundmass 1

50%.

Glassy with 10 to

50 percent of micro-

lites of plagioclase and pyroxene.

Glass

often devitrified, gi v.i.ng an anisotropic

wavy extinction.
The composition of the phenocrysts and microlites is characteristic
of basalt but the porphyritic texture and glassy groundmass are more
typical of andesite.

Contamination of basalt magma by more silicic

material after the labradorite and augite had crystaJ.l ized, could account
for this texture and also for the presence of the corroded quartz.
corrosion of some of the labradorite phenocrysts indicates that

The
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following c!";stallizatinn they were no longer in equilibrium with the
magma, which could also result fran such conta!!rl.nntion.

The most likely

source of tte contamination is the parent magma of the granite porphyry
plug previously described.

a five }ercent adni.xture of quartz would

require the addition of about twenty percent of the granite porphyry
;J,..<';I"J:l.

This could have materially changed the chemical composition of

the basalt toward that of andesite or dacite.
The quartz inclusions constitute, on an average, between three
::tnd five percent of' the volu:me of the basalt.
quart~

As stated above, the

is considered to have resulted from a mixing of magmas; homvar.

certain beds of the underly:l.ng pyroclastics abound with small, well
formed, often dcub!y terminated, quartz crystals and the basal part of
the flow rock could easily have picked up and incorporated some of these
crystals from the pyroclastics. However, they are just as plentiful
at the top of the remaining basalt as they are at the bottom,

The

quartz grains are also commonly larger (although rounded by oorrosicn),
than the small quartz crysta.ls in the P.YTOClastics.
Rather than being imrnediate!y surrounded by a reaction rim of
ferromagnesian mine1•als the quartz grains often have a r:L"l of light
brown glass next to them with an outer rim of miiDite P.YTOXene crystals.
This glassy rim could be considered to indicate that cold quartz
grains must have incorporated in the basalt near the end of the period

o£ f'low men their cooling effect might have been eu.fficient to caufle
a. rapid chilling of the contiguous basalt liquid.

The holohyaline

portion of the groundmass of the basalt, however, is black; thus the
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light bro1m, transparent glass around the quartz is probably a result
of solution of the outer surface of the quartz grains by combined action
of heat and the mineralizers (fluxes) in the basalt.

This reaction must

necessarily have taken place after the basalt ceased to flow readily,
otherw.i.se the product of reacti,1n would be removed.

Once the flow

ceased, it probably cooled quickly and the resultant product then
cooled too quickly for crystallization.

Consequently, only the outer

rim of the glass reacted with the basalt fo!'Tling a rim of pyroxene

microli tes.
Rhyolite
In the soutlmestern portion of the district, on the north side
of the mouth of Cathedral Canyon, is a small rhyolite dike; the onJ;y
one found in the district.

It is about eight feet w.l.de and can be

traced for a distance of about 300 feet.
It is a porphyritic, light gray rock with an aphanitic groundmass.

The

phenoc~~ts

are quartz and orthoclase.

The mineral composition is

as follows:
Quartz:

6-10%

Orthoclases

5%

Plagioclase:
(Oligoclase)

Trace.

Biotite:

Trace.

Zircon:

Trace.

Iron ores;

Trace (euhedral, opaque)

Groundmass 1

80-85% (partly altered to sericite and
limonite). (Microcrystalline quartz and
feldspar. Some glassy flow structure is
evident.)

CHAi"TER IV
METAUORPHIC ROCKS

Contact metamorphic rocks surround the two stocks.

The degree

of metamorphism decreases rapidly away from the intrusives and the

metamorphic aureole ranges from 1000 to ,5000 feet thick.

The most

intense metamorphism and recrystallization is on the east side of
the Monte Cristo stock, extending eastward for a distance of about
2500 feet, and in the rocks close to the eastern and southern border
of the Seligman stock.
Garnet, diopside, zoisite, clinozoisite and thulite are the
most abundant metamorphic minerals.

Epidote occurs only rarely and

tremolite was not found.
Abundant silica was introduced into the rocks near the Monte
Cristo stock but there is only meager evidence of silica introduction
into the mcks adjacent to the Seligman stock.
East of the Monte Cristo stock where the most coarsely grained
calc-silicate hornfelses occur, the original sedimentary rock was
interbedded calcareous shales and limestones of member b of the
Secret Canyon formation in which the beds average between one-half
and one inch thick.

The hornfe1ses now show both color and composi-

tional banding, depending on the nature of the original sediments
(see Fig. 11).

The shale beds are now reddish brown and the calcareous

beds are now green.

The brov.n beds are dominantly garnet with sub-

ordinate diopside and a small amount of zoisite and clinozoisite.
The green beds are dominantly diopside, zoisite and clinozoisite
•vi th subordinate garnet.
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The brovm beds !la;;e the following nineral coMposition:
Garnet:

!;D-50;'.

5 or 6

Some coarse crystals up to
llll!l.

Some shc\7 anisotropism \'lith

wavy extinction anrl frequently a dode•

ca.hedral grovrth zoninr;.
Diopside:

15-25;'.

Zoisite:

4-5% (anol'!alous blue),

Quartz:
Chlorite:

3-5%.

The diopside is disseminated

thr~ueh

the garnet as very small

crystals and is present also, but to a lesser extent, in quartz.
garnets often are oorrodecJ and embayed by the latter.

f5lls small cracks in anrl arou"ld the earnet anrl
through a quartz grain.

also

~'h1arlz

occasiona11~·

The

cuts

Tbis l.eter quartz contains no diopside but

does contain all the crJ orite and i rrlicates two periods af introduction

of quartz.
The green beds have the following compoaitiont
Diopside:

4D-L5~.

Zoisite and
Clinozoisite

40-h.S%'.

Garnet:

5-15~~.

Quartz:

1-4,'::.

Iron on:Js:

1•2%.

The zoistte and clinozoisi te in the green beds occur as a rzyriad
of small grains forming a eroundJ11ass which is layered with thin diopside bands.

The garnet is a:'lt.ociated with the diopside band1'.
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The mineral composition of the brm·m beds indicates an original

calcareous or dolomitic shale in which the diopside crystallized first,
followed by the garnet and the quartz grains.

The chlorite, which is

confined to thin seams of quartz which cut through the other mi.nerals,
probably is a result of retrograde metamorphism of the garnet or
diopside during the second !leriod of silica introduction.
The thin alternate layers of zoisite-clinozoisite and diopside
in the green beds indicates an original very thinly laminated lilnestone (or magnesium limestone) and shaly limestone.

A small a.'l'lount

of qua:rtz is present but no calcite renains, which indicate3 complete
reacti. on of the original culci te with the contained argillaceous
material and the introduced silica.

In contrast, there is 20 or 25

percent of quartz in the bro"11l beds because probably there was less
calcite to react with it.
!lo:rth of the l!onte Cristo stock, near the \\'eStern edge of the
Seligman stock, these same interbedded shales and liMestones characteristically form a differentially weathering banded rock, as shovm
in

Fie. 4.

Little or no silica

ml.S

introduced into these rocks.

file

resistant beds are the meta:mor;:,nosed calcareous shale beds composed
domjnantly of zoieitc, clinolloisite, and diopside with subordinate
Ulll'flacted calcite.

The less resistant

l~rs

are dominantly recrys-

tallized carbonaceous lil'lestone with a small a.mou!'lt of diopside.
The earbonaceous material has been leached from areas where the
recrystallization has been greatest.
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A fine-grai.ned, white to faint green, hornfels resulting from
metamorphism of shale of member c of the Secret Canyon •fol"m<'ltion near
the Seligman stock, contains the following mineral

assembla~el

Zoisite:

40-60% (often thulite ),

Clinozoisite:

5-lO;~

Diopsi.de:

20-40%

Clay minerals (?)

5-l~ (cloudy, opaque, cryptocrystalline).

Gamet seems to have not developed in those rocks where there was no
metasomatism,
Some beds of member c also contain considerable phlocopite,
!l"!Uscovi te, and subordinate biotite.
Diopside is

gener~lly

considered to be indicative of high

temperature contact netamornhic cond:i tions, Giving we;;; to trenoli te
farther from the intrusive, but it is :L""lteresting to note that in this
area no tremolite was found.

Diopside occurs here as a product of

recrystallization in the most distant limestone la;yers t.J;at have
undercone metamorphism.

In addition, in the beds distant from the

intrusives, it is in the form of long acicular crystals (up to
that, on megascopic examination, resel.'lble tremolite.

5 T1!1'.)

The followtng

optical properties of the acicular minereJ. show it to be d:iopside
rather than treraolite: extinction angle, 40°; birefringence
optic angle ! 60"; optic sign; positive.

:.!"

.030;

CHAPTER V
STRUC'IURE

General Statements
The district is diVided into two major tectonic units by the

Belmont fault.

The eastern block is characterized by folds- and

thrust faults with a few large normal faults, while the structure
of the western block is controlled by the uplift of Pogonip Ridge
which is bounded by the Belmont and White Pine normal faults.
Each of the major tectonic units is divided into smaller
units by transverse faults that cut across the major north-south
structures,

The Cathedral fault forms the south structural boundary

of Pogonip Ridge; the Eberhardt fault divides the eastern unit between
the Belmont fault and the Lampson thrust.
The different structural features are described in the order of

their relative ages.
Early Normal Faults
The oldest faults that can be dated, relative to other structural
features, are normal faults within the Pogonip dO!n:t.

The most prominent

of these is the Center fault "Which is close to and parallel to the
north-trending Belmont fault on the northeast side of Pogonip Ridge
(see Fig. ]J).

It dips

45

to

50 degrees to the east. The vertical

disPlacement decreases to the north from apprOld.mately 2 000 feet near
the Seligman thrust to only a few hundred feet at the north end of
the ridge.

The mineralization within the fault block between the
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Center and Belmont fat'lts is younger than the Center fault but older
than the Belmont fault.

The dip of tha Center fault vas probably

little affected by the northward tilting of Pogonip

Rid~e

north of

l.!ount Hamilton, because the strike of the fault is about parallel to
the direction of the tilting.

This fault is cut by the Seligman

thrust.
On the west side of Pogonip Ridge, in the upper plate of the

Monte Cristo thrust, there are a ferw minor faults that are older
than tha thrusting.

But is appears that previous to the thrusting a

minimtun of 3000 feet of normal raul t displacement occurred along the

west side of Pogonip Ridge because Upper Cambrian rocks of the same
stratigraphic position are found both on the summit of l.lount Hamilton
and in the hanging wall of the Monte Cristo thrust over 3000 feet
lower.

Such a relationship could result i f the involved rooks had· been

steeply tilted to the west previous to the thrusting; but there is no
indication of such tilting in the rocks adjacent to the thrust outcrop,
and an early normal fault furnishes the more simple explanation.

This

supposed normal fault would now be covered by the upper plate of the
!Jonte Cristo thrust.

Whatever vertical displacement was ac.11ieved by

the thrust faulting must be added to the calculated minimum of 3000
teet of normal fault displacement to give a measure of magnitude of
the earlier faulting.
The easi-west Ophir fault that cuts across Poeonip Ridge southeast of llonte Cristo is also pre-thrusting and its displacement is
down on the south, cor.1plementary to the Cathedral fault.
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There are thus evident., or implied, early normal faults on at
least three sides of Mount Hamilton, and it is the author 'a impression
that the general outline of the Pogonip dome had become established
prior to the period o£ fblding and thrusting.
Folds and Thrust Faults
Beginning probably in the Cretaceous and Ellttending into the
Early Tertiary, there was a period of folding and thrusting resulting
from essentially east-west compression.

The partial dating o£ the

folding is based on the Eocene age of the Illipah formation, which
is tilted and folded along with the underlying Ely limstone.
While it is not possible to state definitely when this tectonic
episode began, it is clear that it continued until after at least a
portion of the Eocene Illipah formation was deposited.

It is

assumed that this episode is related to one of the episodes of the
Laramide Revolution, and that the inception -of the orogenic disturbance
in this area helped to create the basin in which the Eocene Illipah

lake was formed.
The folds of greatest magnitude are the IDipah anticline and
the Little Antelope synclina.

The Illipah anticline extends for a

distance of over 14 miles through the east side of the district.

It

plunges three or four degrees to the north and progressively older

roclrs are exposed southward. A short distance north of tbe district
the Round Spring thrust plate has over-ridden the anticline so that
it is concealed north of Highway 50; however., it very likely continues
for solllil distance underneath the thrust.
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l'ilth the exception of a small arnoW1t of Diamond Peak sandstone
outcropping at the north end along the axis of the IDipah anticline,
the '/.'hite l'ine formation outcrops southr.<a:rd for a distance of about 11
miles where the W1derlying Joana lilll3stone comes to the surface.

For

the next three miles the Pilot shale and the Nevada li"Jestone progressively corne to the surface, and the identity of the anticline is lost
in ihe faulted and contorted Jlev-ada li..mestone.

The anticline is

fairly symmetrical, although longitudinally the dips vary from

35

to

SO degrees at the north end and between 10 to 30 degrees south to
Harris Canyon.

South of Harris Canyon they again steepen, particularly

near two transverse faul t,s that cut the axis and offset the south side
to the west.

South of the exposure of the Pilot shale the dips are

again gentle, averaging

f'ro1~

10 to 20 degrees.

At the south end the

!Jewda lil"estone is badly contorted, with the attitudes varyitll quite
erratically.
There are at least three places along the axis where the beds
are essentially horizontal, which indioe1tes that locally the anticline

may be domical and possess a slight closure.

The Little Antelope syncline about four miles west of the
Ulipah a>:ti.cline may be traced fror1 at least two l'liles north of the
map soutln'la:rd aJ

o~g

L:ittl e J..nt.elope Ridge for about six and one-:1ru.t

miles where, due east of Sixmile House, a transverse tear i\mlt ofi'sets the southern extension of the axis to the east.

The axis may

be traced for about one mile past the transverse fault, in an arcuate
course • on to Mokomoke P.idee, where it then be cores badly broken up
by tear faultine;.

Several subsidiary synclines <l."\d anticlines occur
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on l:!okomoke Ridge from this point southward for about

tt10

miles and then

the single synclinal axis again becor:tes dominant and can be traced on
southward to the transverse Eberhardt fault.

Overall, the structure

is in excess of' 12 miles long and is generally symmetrical and Without
plunge.

South of' the Eberhardt tear fault there are two synclines and

an anticline in the Ely limeotone that are probably related to the
Little Antelope syncline in the s!1JJ!e manner as the subsidiary folds on
l!okomoke Ridge.
Two SLJaller folds are present

and iile Little Antelope syncline.

betv~aen

the IDipah anticline

The Harris syncline, next to the

Illipah anticline, follows the Harris Ridge from its southern limit

at Harris Canyon northward for about three ?.nd

one~half

l'liles, !\here

it is lost in the t.hru:sted and overturned rocks of Round Spring Ridge.
At several places along CJr near the trough of' the syncline the rocks
are broken and offset by small west-dipping reverse faults.

These

are probably Slnall break thrusts that developed during the folding
due to the imompetence of the limestone beds.

The unnamed anticline

west of the Harris syncline is exposed for a short distance near tile
nCJrth end of the Harris syncline in the Diamond Peak sandstone.
Although the crest is covered by alluvium for some distance to the
south, it is again exposed tor a short. distance in the sandstone
just north of Harris Canyon.

Both this anticline and the Harris

syncline abrupUy end at Harris Canyon, although there is no large
fault or other structural feature evident in or near the canyon to
explain the termination of the folds.

There is, however, an

enormous spring in the canyon, about one·half mile west o£ the
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anticline, that

TI~..ay

s~rn

be related to

evident at the surface.

structural break that is not

Both folds teminate on the north in the area

of the imbricate thrusting and overturning in the vicinity of Round
'lpring.
At the south end of Sixmile wash, in the southeast comer of
the district, are too northem tips of another a."ltioline and syncline
which extend for several miles south of the diotrict.
The Treasure Hill anticline may be trace for a distance of about
one and one-half miles along the east slope of Treasure :'i.ll.
TJe::~t

The

limb is cut by the Treasu1-e Hill reverse fault ar.rl by a complex

of snaller faults and fractures.

llorth and south dips, at the north

and south ends of the anticline respectively, shaw a dor:lical anti-

cline o7hich 1 along vd th the f'aul ting, undoubtedly controlled the
introduction and deposition of the silver ores of Treasure llill.
The EJ:..igrant a:1ticline is north of Pononip Ridge and west of
the Little Antelope syncline,

1'his structure, which may be traced

from the vicinity of Sixmile House northward to the covering of Lake

Newark beds at the north edge of the map 1 probably extends further
northward but there are no outcrops of the Paleozoic rocks for 3everal
miles.

It generally plunges to the north, but near the north end it

an1)6ars to be about horizontal.
In addition to these folds that are all in Upper Paleozoic

rocks there 1s a large dome in the
Ridge.

Lm~er

Paleozoic rocks of Pogonip

As sh01m on the geolozic map (Plate 1) the rocks at the north

end of the ridee dip from 20 tc

45

degrees to the nnrth and those at
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the south end dip from 20 to LO degrees to the south and southeast.
Along the east central slope the rocks all dip to the east but on the
west slope there are a number of minor folds and flexures, particularly
>ri. thin the area of the natamorphosed sediments surrounding the two

small stocks.

The center af' the elongated dome is not at the peak of

the :ridge but appears to be near or a little to the south of the
Seligman stock.

This dome possibly resulted from differential verti-

cal movements beginning during or prior to the time of the emplacement of the stocks.
Practically all of the folds are cut by west-dippinr.; thrusts.
The Shellback thrust fault in the southeast corner of the district is
clearly indicated by a small klippe of Joana and l!evada lir>estones
over Dianond Peak sandstone.

About 2000 feet west of Shellback Spring

there are two thrust plates.

The older one involves klippen of Joana

limestoneandtlevada limestone trot overlie l'lhite Pine shale, and the
younger one, comprised of l<evad.'< lil'!estone, overrides the klippen and
extends on north to form the east boundary of the Novada lil".estone.
The younger thrust is probably the Shellback, the eastern klippe
representing a remnant of it.
The Shellbacl' thrust may compensate for the dying out of the
lliipah anticline, the crustal shortenillS being CO!llpensated for by
the thrust.
To the north the Shellback thrust is covered by either alluvium
or basalt. A thrust is exposed· on the east side of the basalt, east
of Aspen Spring, that may be the oontinuation of the Shellback thrust,
but more probably is a b:ranch of it.

The vertical and overturned beds
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of Dilll'lond Peak sandstone and Ely limestone about two :miles north of
Aspen Spring, as well as the outcrop of Vlhite Pine shale close to Ely
limestone, suegest the presence of a thrust which nay be the continuati.on of the Shellback.

About one mile south of P. '3, High'<>y

thrust plates are exposed for a short distance.

50 two

About 4000 feet east

o£ these fault exposures, just off the edge of the map, is another

thrust.

It is possible that the Shellback thrust comects with the

lllipah t.l-trust at the north end of lliipah Valley, or, i f not, there
is a zone of related thrtlstine between them.

Thus the Illipal-t anti-

cline for almost its entire length appears to be cut at a fairly
shallow depth b3' thrusts.
An j.mbricate series of thrusts cut the rocks in Round Spri.ng
Ridge, where, in r.tany places, the bedding in the \c'hite Pine formation
and Ely lil:'estone dips about vertical or is overturned to the ,·rost.
A short distance north of the disttict the Round Spring thrust over-

rides the lliipah anticline.

South of Round Sprl.ng the thrust

continues for about three miles between the axes of the Harris syncline
and the anticline west of it.

It apparently dies out before it

reaches Harris Canyon.
The Larlpson thrust begins nea.r Sj.xmile Spring at the south end
of the Little Antelope syncline and extends south\..ard
distl'ict for a distance of at least ten ll'iles.

be~rond

the

The rugeed ridge of

tlevada limestone south o£ Lampson Canyon resulted because the easily
eroded White Pine for!'lation which was thrust over it has now been
removed by erosion.
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All of the aforementioned thrusts cut fold axes at a relatively
shallow depth as is shO?m on the geological map (Plate 1) and the
accompanyi.ng cross sections.
The Green Springs thrust. which brings together different facies
of the White Pine formation, is in the southern part of the district
near the mouth of Cathedral Canyon,

This thrust and the Lampson thrust

are the only two that show any evidence of considerable horizontal
displacement.

The actual amount cannot be definitely dete:rrrdned from

inforoation available within the district but is probably in the order
of naenitude of several miles.
The Green Springs thrust continues south of the district for
about one mile and then bends sharply back to the west into the valley.
From the edge of the map southward to the bend in the thrust the Nevada
limestone of the upper plate successively overlies the Vihite Pine
formation, the Diamond Perut sandstone and the Ely limestone.

Consider-

ing the generally· flat west dips of the rocks of the last mentioned
formations near the thrust, and assuoing an average \1est dip of the
fault of thirty degrees, the l!evada li"lSstone would have had to be
moved a minimum distance of 20,000 feet to override the Ely lil:lestone.
Another thrust, mostly west of the map boundary, shows on the
map only beneath a klippe of Joana limestone that overlies
shale on the west slope of R.idgey.

~';))ite

Still another thrust outcrops

between four and fi va miles west of Ridgey where Nevada lime:Jtooo
is thrust over the White Pine shale.
There is also a .thru&t at the mouth of l.!ohawk Canyon where
t.!Jere is a small outcrop of intensely fractured Eurelm quartzite
and Hanson Creek dolomite cut by many small reverse fanlts and

Pine

aj
surrounded by alluvium.

A short distance to the east is

a1l

outcrop of

White Pine shale that forms the hanging wall of the 17'nite Pine normal
fault.

Considering that the dolomite is Ordovician in age and the

adjacent f',hi te Pine shale is Hississippian, and in a nornal strati•
graphic section the dolomite is some 5000 feet lower, the present
position of these two rocks, coupled with the other structures that
are present, strongly indicates that the dolomite and quartzite have
been thrust into this area. About 2000 feet north of this outcrop
there is another small outcrop of Eureka quartzite adjacent to 'Thite
Pine shale.
The Monte Cristo and Seligman thrust faults are both within
the Pogonip dome.

The Bonte Cristo thrust extends from the edge of

the ridge about 4000 feet south of Monte Cristo for approxi:'lately
three miles to the south.

It is apparently cut at both ends by the

normal fault that bounds the west side of Pogonip Ridge.

The upper

plate of this thrust is alnost entirely composed of Upper Canbrian
Goodwin .formation. North of the transverse Ophir fault the lower
plate is Middle Cambrian Secret Canyon shale, and south of the Ophir
fault it is Lower Ordovician Pogonip limestone.
The tlonte Cristo thrust dips from

35 to 65 degrees to the west

and this steep dip probably results in part from the tll ting that
accompanied the uplift o.f the Pogonip done.

In the southern

part of

the Monte Cristo thrust the upper plate is mostly the thin-bedded
Goodwin member 1,, and the rocks are very intricately folded.
Figures

14

and

15

shOVI sane of the COL\Plex structures.

Such

structures as these occur only along thrusts within the Pogonip
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dolCE! where the rocks wore buried in excess of 10,000 feet at the time
of the thrustine.

On thrusts outside of the dome, roclf.s are upended

or overturned but are broken and fragmented rather than plastically
deformed,
A small portion of another thrust outcrops in the upper plate
of the Monte Cristo thrust, north of Ophir Caeyon, with Eureka
quartzite arrl Hanson Creek dolomite thrust over the Goom1in formation.
Farther to the south portions of these two formations are thrust over
the Poeonip rocks and the thrust 1.\<as in turn cut off by the transverse
Cathedral fault.
Along the east side of the Belmont fault there are fmr thrust
remnants resembling klippen except that their Viest side is bounded by
the Belmont fault.

One of these is east of the Ophir fault, one west

of Babylon Ridge, one soutlnvest of the Belmont Mill and one about a
mile nort.l:\ of the Belmont !!ill at the end of Pogonip Ridge.

They

probably represent the eastward extension of the Monte Cristo thrust
that was cut by the later Belmont nomal fault.
The Seligman thrust cuts transversely across Pogonip Ridge
along the north slope of Seligman Canyon with a strike of about 50
deerees west of north.

It is the only east-dipping thrust in the

district, VIi th dips v.Jl"Ying from 15 to 1.6 degrees to the Porth east.
The lowest dips are on the '17est side of Pogonip Ridge, in Seligman
Canyon, where they average about 20 degrees.

The rocks here dip on

an ave :rage of 30 to 40 degrees to the northeast vri th their strike
approximately parallel to the thrust.
P..~.dge

On the east side of Pogonip

the thrust dips 35 to L5 degrees to the northeast and the rocks

dip from 40 'b:l 60 degree,s to the northeast.

The rocks of this area

have been tilted to the north or northeast by the deformation that
resulted in the uplift of Pogonip dome and the greater part of the
uplift of the dome is post thrusting.

Since this is the only east-

dipping thrust in the district, the question arises as to whether or
not it may have originally conforraed to the general weot-dipping trend,
having been later tilted by the uplift of Pogonip dome.

If the rocks

were til ted back tovrurd the h0riz 'r.'t/11• t:1e thrunt would then dill

westerly and conform to the prev:ri ling trend.
Younger rooks

ma~e

be accounted for in tv10

up the upper plate of this trrust which Jn.sy

t~ayst

(1) the rocks have been previc-.usly cut

'ly a normal fault, with the :rou.nger beds dropped down besi. de the

olcl<Jr and then thrust ovnr them, or (2) the beds diP in the same
direction as the thrust but more steeply.

Appro::<:inately 500 feet of

the lower Poconip forMation in the upper plate, and about 200 feet of
the

u~per

Goodw;_n fornation in the lower plate, are cut out by the

fault, so the fault

dispL~ce~ent

There

need not necessarily be large,

is no evidence of a suitable older normal fault in either the upper
or lower plate of the thrust, so i.f the relativo displacer'Jent was an
east·mu·d movement of the upper plate, the beds l'lllSt
clipped more steeply to the west than the thrust.

noce~3s'lriJy

have

This is not the

relationship that 'IIOUld exist if the bed::l were tilted back to the
rnrizontal for the roc."=s now di? more steeply to the east than does

tho thrust. Henea if

t.~Jey

wel:'e tHted back to the horb,nta.l the

thrust would then dip more steeply to the vrest than the beddine, and
the structural relatic>nship t.lJ.at

ex:i.~t~

between t.he upper an" lo;-er
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plates would be impossible.

Consequently. the rocks must have had an

eastward, or northeastward, dip component at the time of thrusting and
the relative thrust moveliJBnt was westward in the upper plate, 'llith the
thrust surface flatter than fue bedding dip.

The only appa.rent alter•

native would be an underthrust !'rom the west, but this would actually
be the same condition that has been described.

Both the thrust surface

and the bedding have probably been further tilted to the northeast by
later uplift of Pogonip dome.
There are at least two important reverse faults in the district,
both on Treasure Hill.

The Treasure Hill reverse fault begins at the

Eberhardt transverse fault, which is the southern limit of Treasure
Hill and extends north through Treasure Hill for a distance of at
least 12,000 feet.

The apex is r:ear the top of the ridge on the east

slope and bears about north 20 degrees east. The dip is very steep

to the west, averaging about 75 to 80 degrees, and in a fEYW places
is about vertical.

The maximum vertical displacement is about 900

feet at a point approximately east of the peak of Trea&-ure Hill. At
the north end of Treasure Hill the .fault passes under the alluvium
and the landslide area east o.f Hamilton Townsite, but probably cont1~nues

on into !loko!llDke Ridge.

A reverse fault enters Hokomoke Ridge

east of Hamilton, about in line With the Treasure Hill .fault.

It

continues north for a distance of approximately 8500 feet and then
bends abruptly to the west, turning into a tear fault across the
ridge.· It is then lost under the landslide area north o.f Hamilton.
The Hamilton fault is on the west slope of Treasure Hill about
3000 feet •'lest of the Treasure Hill fault.

The relative displacenent
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is down on the east side.

It begins in the southern end of Treasure

Hill, has increasing displacement to the north, and remains about
parallel to the Treasure Hill fault to a point about northwest of the
old town of Treasure

ru.u.

It then bears about N 20° W until it

finally becomes lost in a maze of faults approximately one mile northwest of Hamilton.

It can be traced along the strike for nearly

18,000 feet, but at no place could a reliable dip be found.

The

bend in the fault takes place at the highest point af the apex .. a.n:i
the change in bearing of the apex indicates a steep westward dip,
which then indicates a reverse movement.

The vertical displacement

reaches a maximum of about 1000 feet for a distance of approximately
one mile north af the bend and then decreases farther north.
The above two reverse faults very probably furnished passageways

from depth for the mineralizing solutions that produced the

ore minerals of Treasure Hill.

From the above discussion of the folds and thrusts it is
apparent that the majority of the folds either have thrusts that
outcrop within their limbs, or are underlain by thrusts.

Thus in

many cases the surface mapping represents a thin veneer of rocks

that constitute the upper plate of a thrust.
Transverse Faults
The tm major transverse faults are the Eberhardt south of
Treasure Hill, and the·cathedral which is north of Cathedral Canyon.
The Eberhardt fault extends from the Belmont fault, southwest
of Rocco Canyon, bearing approximately S 70° E1 to the Sherman
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fault where it l.s offset about 3000 feet to the south.

It continues

on the east side of the Sherman fault, a short distance northeast of
She:rmantown, and bears approximately S 70• E along the south end of
Treasure Hill and extends eastward to the Lall\Pson thrust fault,
the Lampson thrust it turns sharply to the northeast.
the

no~~

Near

The rocks on

side of this fault, east of the Sherman fault, have been

moved eastward between 5000 and 8000 feet relative to the rocks on
the south side.

Particulal'ly near the east end, the rocks on the

north side of the fault
folding,

hav~

been bent as much as 90 degrees by drag

i'lhere the fault bends north, it turns into a thrust fault

due to the eastwa1•d movement on the north side, and merges with the
Lampson thrust.

The merged Eberhardt and Lampson faults are covered

by alluvium in Sixmile wash but are undoubtedly cut by the Indian
Garden normal fault.
Whi.le the Eberhardt fault is younger than the Treasure Hill
reverse fault and the Little Antelope syncline, it could not be determired vmethor the tear faulting belongs to the last phase of the
folding and thrusting or •1hether it represents a separate compressional
epoch.

The probability, which is discussed later, is that the block

north of the Eberhardt fault was pushed eastward by the uplift of
Pogonip dome and thus the displacement

~

have been sporadic over a

long period of time.
The Cathedral fault north af'

Cat.~edral

Canyon cuts trans-

versely across Pogonip Ridge. bearing about N 60• U.

It is cut on

the east side by the southern extension of the Belmont fault and is
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covered by alluvium on the west edge of the ridge,
where it crosses a canyon, the dip nearrures about
south.

llear the middle,

55 degrees to the

There is no evidence here to indicate any important strike

slip component on the fault, and lacking t.'<is the vertical displacement
is calculated to be almost 8000 feet, with about 12,000 feet of
relative movement down the dip of the fault.
sou~

structural limit of Pogonip dome.

This fault marks the

HoTiewar, the rocks in the

hanglng vrall were also uplifted approximately

5000 feet

rear the

fault, 'l'li th decreasing uplift southward, so that Pogonip Ridge
extends about five miles farther south before it dies out. ·
The Ophir fault is a transverse normal fault cutting across
Pogonip Ridge about three miles north of the Cathedral fault.

As

m-:plained in the discussion of early normal faults, it is complementary
to the Cathedral fault but is older than the thrust faulting,

It

undoubtedly results from an early phase of the uplift of Pogonip doJile.
Another transverse tear fault cuts the axis of the Little
1\ntelope syncline about four l'liles north of Hamilton.

The south side

of this fault has moved relatively east•'lllrd about 700 feet at the Ely
limestone-Diamond Peak sandstone contact on the west side of Little
.Antelope Ridge.

This transverse fault l'larks the southern geographic

extent of Little Antelope Ridge and the northern geographic extent of

llokomoke Ridge.

On the east side of the north end of 1!okomoke Ridge

the stratigraphie :relutionsh:i.ps indicate that this fault bends to the

south and becomes a thrust.

The block between this fault and the

Eberhardt fault has anpa.rently been pushed eastward, more or less as a
unit, relative to the rocks on the north and south.
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Later Normal Faults
Following the folding and thrust faulting, but prior to the
deposition o.f the Late 1t:i.ocene or Pliocene Lake Newark tuff beds,
there occurred the first of two epochs of large scale nol'll!!l.l .faulting.
The most striking of the normal faults are those that botiild Pogonip
Ridge.

The limestone conglomerate and sandstone that underlie the

tuffs were probably deposited during and immediately following this
epoch. The deposition of 'the tuffs was followed by the final epoch
of large scale normal faulting around Pogonip Ridge_. probably in
Pliocene time.

The coarse Belmont fanglomel'ate resulted from rapid

erosion after this last major upli.ft.

The total vertical components

of displacement around Pogonip Ridge range from 8000 to

15 1 000 feet.

On the western side of Pogonip Ridge the vertical displacemetrl:.

approaches a maximum of 15,000 :feet in the vicinity of section A-A',
Plate 1. Here Upper Cambrian rocks outcrop on the sumnit of Mount '
Hamilton at an elevation of about 10,700 feet and rocks of Pennsylvanian
age outcrop in the valley to the west at an elevation of about 7000
feet.

Displacements of' the same order of magnitude are indicated all

along the west side of the ridge as faJ:' south as the Cathedral fault.
No single fault. however, can be traced along this entire distance.
In fact, south of Mohawk Canyon 1 the boundary fault is concealed by

the Belmont fanglomerate.

North of Mohawk Canyon the White Pine fault

is exposed in many places, possibly because of a small amount of recent
movement that has dropped :fanglomerate down against the o),der rocks; '
or, what is undoubtedly the actual case, has raised the older rocks in
the footwall :into fault contact w.i th the fanglomerate.

The White Pine
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fault curves to the east, north of !'nharr.o: Canyon, and at the north end
of the ridge it bears almost east-v:est.
The Belnont fault (see Plate 1) on the east side of 'Pozonip PJ.dge

can be traced

contirruou.~ly

from the north end of Pogon:ip Eidge south to

Cathedral Cacyon; a distance of over nine miles.

The displacement

decreases on the south and the fault dies out, or cannot be rec:>gnized,
a short distance south of Cathedral Canyon.

The fault splits about lOCO

feet north of Cathedral Canyon, and the east branch extends about
r:1iles south of the split before it is lost.

t110

The maximum displacena.'1t

on the Belmont fault is about in the middle, near Babylon !d.dee, where
soro BOOO feet of vertical di.s::>lacement is 1:1easurod.

The frul t dips

approximately 60 degrees to the east where it is exposed in l'li.ne
W'll'kings.

The displacement on this farJ. t is less than on the :'hite

Pine fault because BabiJlon Bidee and Treasure Hill were elevated
together with the Pogonip dome just as ware the rocks south of the
~1thedral

fault.

The Cathedrnl transverse fault, described

previ~usly,

terminateo

against the Belmont fault, but the complex structure ncar their intersection indicates that displacement occurred on both of them more or

le.ss simultaneously.

The Belmont fault nas active later than the

Cathedral fault since a branch of it continues southv.ard for a few
thousand feet with no disolacenent at the contact with the

Ca~1edral

fault. The latest faulting in this vicinity is a S!llall east-west
fault th.'lt cuts both the Belmont an:l Cathedral faults.
Another east-west normal fault cuts the 17h.i. te Pine fault at the
ml'llth of the l.loh&Yk Canyon.

This fault, •·ihich dips steeply to the

north and has a. displacement of several hundred feet, probably represents.
along with the recent movement that was described on the \'Ihite Pine
fault, one of the latest, adjustments in the history of the Pogonip
dome,

Pogonip Ridge ends very abruptly on the north at the junction of
tl'e Belmont and 1'.'hite Pine faults.

There is no evidence that either of

these faults continues beyond their junction.

Thus the Pogonip dome is

completely confined between the Belmont, White Pine, and Cathedral
faults, none of which extends more than a short distance beyo11d the
outline of the dome although the displacerents on them are in the
l'lllt:ni tude of several thou sands of feet.
The east boundary of Ridgey, west of Pogonip Ridge, is a series
of normal faults.

The condition here is rather typica1 of

l1l.llll,_V

Easin·Range type f'ault blocl<s, in that there are at least three
.frontal faults.

The total vertical displacement on these east-

dipping faults, w.i th the present homoclinal west dip of the rocks in
Ridgey, is about 3500 feet.

These f::r.'.lts are the west boundary of

the graben between Ridgey and Pogonip Ridge.
The Sherman fault and the Indian Garden fault are the only
large north-trending normal faults east of Pogonip Ridge within the
district.

Both of them cut structures related to the period of

folding but positive evidence for a closer dating is lacking.

Along

the Sherman fault south of Sherm.antawn the thick 13elm'1Tlt fanglomerate
appears to be in fault contact with the Nevada lil'lestone, '.'lhich
make this one of the younger faults in the district.

•~uld

However, the
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author considers this to be cnly an apparent relationship.

There are

isolated outcrops of Wlti.te Pine shale southwest of this fault that
indicate the sh.1le was faulted down against the Nevada 11 mestor~ and
the fanglomerate nay have later been deposited against the more

:resist~

ant limestone in t.':!e footwall of the fault.
The Sherman fault begins about one-half mile south of $hermantown
and extends for a distance of about four miles, striking almost north.
The rocks on the west side are faulted dom and the greatest displacement is about 1400 feet near the middle of the f<llllt.

At the north end

this fault approaches the Hamilton fault and then bends sharply to the
west and abruptly die::; out.

The canyon north of She:rmantovm follows

the fault most of the distance to the top of the Treasure Hill ridge.
In the southeast part of the district the Indian Garden fault

follows the east side of '3ixll'.ile wash from north of Sixmile Spring to
the south edge of' the district and probably extends at least four
miles beyond.

t!orth nf Sixmile Spring the fault passes under the

nlluvitun and its northY"'1l.rd extension may· he either of two faults that
are shown on the nap on the

so~th

side of Harris Canyon.

One of these

cuts the axis of the Illipah anticline and the other remains on the
west side of the anticline and dies out near Harris Canyon.

South of

Sixmile Spring the fault has a maximum displacement of about 2000
feet with the west side dropped down relatiw to the east side.
In addition to the l'!ajor faults there are innumerable small
faults of various ages throughout the district.

SOI:le of them are of

importance locally as i.n the histo:cy of individual mineral deposits.
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others, such as the groups of north-trending and northeast-trending
faults on Babylon Ridge, ma;v help in understanding the sequence of
stresses that have affected the rocks of the district.

The fault

systet:JS of Babylon Ridge are t'lentioned later in the discussion of the
different structural units of the district.

Four roore or less distinct structural epochs have been discussed:
(1) early normal faulting, representing the :first stage of uplift of

Pogonip dame, with betlveen 2000 and 5000 feet of normal fault displacement in Eocene or earlier timet (2) folding and thrust faulting, dated
in part as Eocene on evidence of the age of the lllipah formation a!ld

assumed to be related to t.he Laramide Revolut.ionJ (3) transverse tear
faulting that is older than the .later normal faulting but younger than
at least some of the folding and reverse faulting; (4) t>m stages of
Late Tertiary normal faul t:l.ng, one prior to and one following the
deposition of the Lake Newark tu.ff beds.

The outstanding feature of

this epoch was the extreme uplift of Pogonip dome with a cumulative

displacement in excess of 10,000 feet.
The Paleozoic sedi!!lents

l'll.ily

have suffered some deformation

before these structural t:ariods, but no evidence of it has been

recognized.
The tYIO intl'usi ve stocks within the dome probably relate in age

to a phase of the Laramide Revolution.

However, on the assumption that

the lead•silver•oopper mineralization emanated from the intrusive magma,
the final solidification
thrusts.

"'iaS

later than the Monte Cristo and Seligman

Thus the history of the Pogonip doll'B seems to be complexly
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involved in all four af the recognized structural periods.

.

In Eastern Nevada the Cordilleran Geosyncline was being depressed
throu&~out

the Paleozoic Era.

In some districts unconformities are

present but in the White Pine district no unconformities could be
found in the rocks between Upper Ordovician and Pennian age.

There

appears to have been almost constant deposition, or at least very
little erosion in this part of the geosyncline throghout the area.

In

Northeastern Nevada and in Western Utah$ Triassic limestones are also
present, thus the depression af the geosyncline continued until at
least same time in the Triassic period.
The early nomal faults in the district must relate to the
period between the depost t5.on of the Triassic sediments and
pressive period of the Lara.'llide Revolution.

t.~-Je

com-

The tectonic forces that

depressed this portion of the geosyncline must have

~inished

or

ceased canpletely following the llevadan Revolution because the author
knows of no marine sediments in this part of the Great Basin your>-eer
than the Nevadan Revolutic-n,

Isostatic compensation then becaoo

possible and as a result the uplift and early faulting of
Ridge began.

Po~;onip

Thus the Poe;onip da!'!e may have become partially out-

lined at this time.

Duri:ng the Laramide Revolution strong regi 'lllal

compressive forces were again active.

Regional isostatic uplift

probably ceased and possibly i'urther depression resulted, along with
the folding and thrusting.

During this period thick fresh-water

sediuJ:lnts accUllllllated, and at least locally, some may have deposited
in basins formed by the .folding.
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Tectonic Lnits of the District
The district is divided into several tectonic units, but none
of these can be considered as unrelated to the others although certain
distinctive features characterize each unit.
The Pogonip Dome
The Pogonip dome is the most nearly independent unit in the
di3trict.

It is bounded by three major nomal faults that form a

lal'ge, roughly lens-shaped area.
central portion of the lens.
maximum width of about

11~,000

Two small stocks are in the west-

The lens bows near the middle and has a
feet.

It is about nine rrdles long.

The theory that the dome resulted from differential isostatic
uplift is here proposed.

The generally accepted theories on geosyn-

clines propose a dmmvmrping of a relatively narrow portion of the
earth 1 s crust in vhich frequently great thicknesses of sed:inents are
deposited.

Fairly accurate measurements of downwarps in the earth Is

crust are being obtained by Vening-Meinez, and others who have successfully demonstrated that a depth of 60 kilometers is not excessive for
crustal rocks to be doYIII'lTarped.

As the forces tending to cause such

down.folds are released, the light crustal rocks should rise in response
to isostasy.

It does not seem probable that an isolated body of

crustal nater:i.al, no larger than that required for the mechanism
suegested here • would be forced to such depths.

Rather it would seem

that the light material inferred to be underlying White Pine Ridge is
but a small fraction of a much larger body. but that the small bocl;y
possibly moved more or less independently of the large mass.

Why it
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should be moved differentially with respect to its neighboring rocks
is the problem to be discussed.
Geologists generally agree that the earth's crust has
sufficient strength to withstand considerable irregularities in
pressures.

Nonetheless~

the generally accepted

theo~

for the

origin of salt domes indicates that a considerable adjustJOOnt of a
small area near the surface is possible.

This apparently results

from a slight excess of density of the sediments over the salt.
This forces the salt at a high point. to rise llll.lch as a cork does
it pushed underwater and released.

The apparent differential pressure required for the inception
of a salt dome is very small.

Assume the average density of the

sediments overlying a salt dome to be
2.16.

2.5, and of the salt to be

At a depth of 20,000 feet the hydrostatic pressure of the

weight of the sedimentary rock is 21,600 pounds per square inch.
At 20,000 feet, including a 100-foot thickness of salt at the base,
the pressure is

21,585 pounds per square inch. Seemingly then, a

very slight variation in pressure is sufficient to cause the salt

to rise.
It salt domes rise because of such slight pressure differences

there seems to be no reason why a comparatively small mass o£ crustal
rocks extending relatively deeper into denser rocks would not also be
forced upwa:t'd.
Crustal rocks underlying t.he geosynclinal sediments regularly
become folded during the process of the cOIIl!iression and downwarping,
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and ths root for the differential uplift is established. As an
e:,;.:unple, within the broad Cordilleran geosyncline there are what ma;v
be referred to as local geosynclines.

In southern Nevada, fran the

Spring Mountains narthwllrd toward G2'oom, there i!re· more than 8000
feet of Lower Cambrian Prospect l:.ountain quartzite vmich thins
to;vard the east.

r~pUl.y

l,laey other instances of excessive local accumulations

of Paleozoic sedimentary rocks Tlitlti.n the Cordilleran geosyncline are
kno11.n.
Consider a simplified, broad geosynclinal basin with an assumed
depression of

15

kilometers at the center, which is filled vdth sedi-

mentary rocks of average dens:!. ty
succession dol'lnward,

as3wne

2.5. At i;he margin of

the basin in

25 kilometers of crustal rock of average

density 2. 7, 25 kilometers of intermediate rocks o.f average dens:!. ty
2.9, and

2u kilometers

of sima of average density 3.16.

tial hydrostatic r-ressure at

The differen-

74 kUmneters depth bett•een the rocks at

the edge of the geosyncline and those at the center is 905 atmospheres.
!low consider that the granitic and intennediate la;yerG ware folded

during the downwarping, increasing the depth at the axis of any one
fold by six kilometers.

This gives an added differential of l!lO

atmospheres, or a tQtal of 1085 atmospheres.

Also, the granitic

layer or sial probably did not have a u.ni.formly horizontcl base at
the time of inception of the geosyncline.

Due to previous deforma-

tions and igneous intrusions, even ass1.1I:ling a gradation f;rom one
layer to the next, some portions probably have lighter rocks to
the depth of a fevr kilometers than others.
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In time too compressive forces responsible for the geosynclinal
dowrmarping and folding are released.

The differential of 1085 atmos-

pheres then E!ld.sting between the two sections will be expended upward
in response to gravitational compensation.

Does the entire geosynclinal

basin tend to rise as one unit or may the uplift be accelerated locally?
Admittedly it must be accelerated locally to produce the desired conditions.

This assumption is founded on the theor<J of a folded sial or

intermediate layer of the crust below the geosynclinal sediments which
furnishes a greater upward pressure along the axis of' any synclinal
fold.
Pogonip dome at the surface is bounded by nonnal faults, or at
least by normal faults in the sense that younger rocks are in the
hanging wall block, although they are definitely not tension faults.
Row deep do these faults penetrate?

Lacking any answer to this question,

the forces have been c·alculated that would be required to shear a column
of rock from the surface down to the top of' the asthenosphere, a distance
of 7).J to 80 kilometers.

The maximum shearing stress of' granite under

atmospheric conditions ranges from 150 to 300 kilograms per square
centimeter. According to seismic calculations and experimental data.
the strength of rocks increases with pressure.

The increase in tempera-

ture at depth should tend toward compensation of the increased strength
due to pressure.
Gutenberg (1916) arrived at a general figure of 109 dynes per
square centimeter for the strength of the rocks above the asthenosphere, or about 1000 kilograms per square centimeter.

Averaging
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this v;:i th the sheartng strength under surface conditions, an avtJrage
strength of about

650

kilograms per square centimeter is arrived at

for the rocks down to a depth of 80 kilometers.
The area of shear mucrt consist of two :f'aul ts • one on either side

of the block to be raised.

The shearing force is determined by the

size of the horizontal area chosen at 80 kilometers depth
tvro faults against '1\hi..ch the U}mard pressure will bear.
aSS1.1llled

bet~~en

the

This is

to be an area fifteen l!'.iles wide on each side of the axis of

the dO'Jinfold.

This arbitrary fieu;re was chosen because ranges similar

to the \':hi te Pine range lie about 30 r,iles to the east and v:est.
Shearing stress

=

shearing force

area
If the force to be exerted is

otress available is 680.5
ourface.

ldlo·~rams

1085 atmospheres, then the shenring
per square centimeter of fault

The stress required to shear the rocks on both faults is

onl;y 65() kilograms per square centimeter.

T'nus there v:oulrl be suffi-

cient pressure to initiate the faulting.
These calculations assume that the entire differential of 1085
atmospheres is directed on this one block.

It also is transferred

entirely to shear rather tha!'l plastic flovr 1'iithin the involved volume.
Such shearing strength is reqL1.ired for very short periods of time on
the basis of velocities of longitudinal waves.
However, there is abundant geological evidence that even nearsurfnce rocks mey be made to break, bend, or flow, i f differential
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pressures far below the noma:!. strength of the rock are continued :!'or
a considerable period of time.

Or, the strength of any roc!t_. con·

sider:ing a prolonged period of tioo, is nuch less than the instantaneous
strength.
It has been shc>wn that the implied differential over a reasonable

area is sufficient to exceed the shearing strength of granite to a
depth of 80 ldloneters with no consideration of increasing tem]l€lrature
at depth.

What may be the added effect of tte intrusive

the uplift?

~(:!'las

on

The most logic!ll area for melting may be assumed to be

within the rocks that had been most deeply depressed, and thus the
ones subject to the greater temperature.

Daly cites evi.dence for

temperatures ranglng as high as 1200 degrees centigrade at a depth
of 60 kilometers.
A

quartz diorite of about 2.80 density has a density of only

2.49 when molten at 1100 dee;rees centierade.

The presence of Magma

then within or below the Poeonip dome would ereatly increaee the
previously calculated pressure differential.
The increase in nelting terrperature due to pressure nrob'lbly
prohibits the melting of crustal rocks at depths of 70 or '30 kilometers, but when the depressed block begins to rise it will not lose
temperature readily and as the pressure is reduced the proper phase
relatianships will be rea.lized and the rock. or portion8 of it,

will melt. Thus the inferred magma is an effect rather than the
cause of the inception of the uplift but it may have been a

mo~t

important contributine factor in the fal'ltir.g and accelerated uplift
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of the narrow mountain range.

Such problemB as bulk of' the maerna,

increase in volume on meltine, superheat, assimilation. temperatum
effect on strength o£ rock, relationship between shearing strength
and plasticity, etc. should all be considered in a corn,plete. hypothesis.
Nor1 again consider the salt do!le theory.

It was found that an

insignificant differential pressure of slightly over one atmosphere
was sufficient to incite the process.

Evidently the time factor is

adequate to almost completely compensate the shearing strength of
the rock,

A magma rnay be expected to simulate the plastic salt in

its ascent toward the surface.

It is quite conceivable that once

the magma was formed it could work upward because of density
differences, just as does a salt dome • regardless of the tectonic
forces acting on the surrounding rocks.

Thus the magma may have

formed during the period of early normal faulting and remained
mol ten during the per:i od of folding and thrusting.

Even during

this latter period it nay have tended to arch the incipient dome.
In a line from l!ount Hamilton south to Troy; a di~ta."!ce of

16

nrl.les, there art! three intrusive stocks in the elevated "ihite Pine
li.ll are sit:Jilar in that the surrounding rocks dip aYIJY from

Range.

the intrusive and all are in uplifted Lower Paleozoic sed1,mentary
rocks.

Such a relationship is ""ost compatible rlifuh the outlined

theory of local domfolding below the geosyncline and later isostatic

uplift.
A similar condition of a small igneous stock vd thin elevated
Lov~r

Paleozoic rocks completely surrounded by Upper Paleozoic rocks
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exi;sts at Eureka 30 miles to the west; (Nolan, personal conrmunication).
Other such cases are known elsewhere in the Great Basin,

It is not

essential for this theory of mountain uplift that igneous rocks be
exposed at the present surface,

The only actual requirement is the

downwarping of light crustal rock and a later irregular isostatic
uplift,
The thrusting within t.l-!e Pogonip dome is considered to belong

to the general period ot folding and thrusting and, as explained, the
Monte Cristo thrust occurred 1Vhen the involved rocks were at a depth

of at least 10,000 feet below the surface.

The Seligman thrust is

somewhat of an enigma because of the proven westward movement of the
upper plate; a direction of displacement contrary to that of all the
other known thrusts in the district.

The fault is younger than the

Center fault but older than the period of minerali3ation and the major
portion of the displacement on the Belmont fault.

Also, the uagnitude

of the displacement. is small, possibly being no more than a few hundreds
of feet.

Relative to the discussion of the origin of the Pogonip dome

the Seligman thrust may have originated from local compressive stresses
generated by the rise of the wedge-shaped block forming the Pogonip dome.
The Treasure Hill Unit

The Treasure Hill unit includes the area bebl!len the Belmont
fault on the west side, the Eberhardt fault on the south side, and
the transverse tear fault that cuts the Little Antelope syncline on
the north side.

This unit has apparently been moved eastward relative

to the rocks on the north and south.

Since the Eberhardt fault is

cut off by the Belmont fault, the eastward movement would Mpear to
have taken place prior to the displacement on the Belmont :fault.
However, the structural history of the unit is more complex: than
that, and the various structural events

ru'e

interrelated.

It was previously stated that this area, particularly Babylon

Ridge and Treasure Hill, was elevated a distance of a few thousand

feet during the uplift of Pogonip done.

Evidence :for this is the

smaller amount of displacement on the Belmont fanlt than on the
i'a1.:lts of the west side of the dome, .:u-x! the present high elevation

of the Nevada limestone in tl:is unit relative to the sane limestone
·to fue south.
The eastmrd movement of this unit is at a maxi= IJ).most
opposite the widest port:i.on of the Poeonip dome.

The ir.m.ediate

impression from this relationship is that the Treasure Hill unit
vtas pushed eastvmrd to l'lake room for the Pogonip dome.
be

This could

most easily accounted for i.f the pushing took place during the

cumulative displacement on the Belmont fault rather than prior to it.
The compressive stress initiated by the upward wedging of too dome
would certa:in]:y need to be compensated in some such manner.

This,

however, does not altogether agree 1l1i th the previous observation
that the Eberhardt tear fadt displacement may be related to the
later phaoe of the period of folding and thrusting because its
eastward ex:tansion nerges 'IIIith the Lampson thrust.

Actually the

inception of the eastward movement of this unit may have begun
duri."'g the early normal faulting of Pogonip Ridge, which is older
\.

than the thrust Zaulting.
The oldest known structures in the unit are the Treasure ll..lll
anticl;ne ;u1d the two reverse faults on Treasure Hill.

They mey be

2-elated to the regional COr:lT:>re:Jsive stress that rrod;1ced the re(rional
foldinz and thrustine, nnd to the

resnlting

.fror:1

enrl~·

added

co~pressive

!ltreaseo

the ber;;inninr; of the uplift o'! Pogoni:J d:::>l':o.

the hori ?.On tal movement of the .'"berhardt fac.lt

:'!a;)'

Tlnts

actually have

bec;un prior to or dur' ne the period of folding a\'id thrc!sting but as
a result of col'l.pensation for these possible earl;t localized addi tiva

compressive stresses.
The rocks of Babylon ilidge and Treasure "ill aro cut by a

great mrnber of small east-w9st,
fa'.!lts, and ;nany

rr:o~·e

nort.~-south,

and northeast trend3ne

faults and fra.ctures parallel t1 these sy:otoms

'"!ere not na!)"ed bec11::1se of tho SMall ao>ount of di s;,lacenant on the:r•.
!!any of the northeast trending faults a:re revor::;e faults
nortb,·:e~t

side raised.

cyi

th tho

The rocks on the south slope of '3ar;'lon

R:Ldee, between the Eberhardt ar!d Belm:>nt f'lnl to, '·'mich a:re fractured

and faulted to the extont tlt::.t

t.~ey

almost constitute a breed "• are

sep::<rated fron those to the north an<i east by a southeast trend<ng
post,-mineral nomal fanlt with a northonst dip, so that the displacement is complementary to that nn the Belmont fault.

The brecciation

of thene rocks near the :intersection of the Eberhardt and Belt'lflnt
faults indicates erratic or opp?sed stres:;es set up by forced di:splacoment on the Eberhardt fanlt, wbic11 res·1lted from

on the Belrwnt fault.

dis~J..acemont
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lJost of the east"''7est faults on Treasure Hill are pre-J:".ineral
since they, carry evidence of hydrothei'T!llll mineralization, and soma
of them were active during the period of ore mineral deposition,
The greater number of the northeast trending faults (these are most
prevalent on Babylon Ridge) do not show evidence of mineralization
and are assumed to be post-tlineral.
Summarizing these facts, it appears that, beginnirlg with the
Treasure Hill anticline, followed by the

pre~lineral

reverse faults

on Treasure Hill, there were dynac'lJic stresses present in this unit
almost constantly down to the final movement on the Belmont fault.
The Eberhardt fault must have been active over a considerable period

of time, ;lith both tear fault and normal fault displacements.
The only fault within this unit that is not compatible with
the theory of a general uplift on tre west side, and 1'1i th the eastward movement of the unit, is the Sherman fault.

This nol"th

trending nol:"'llal fault dips to the west with the uest side dropped
dovm relative to the east side and cuts all other structures that it
traverses.

Although in one place there is !mown lead mineralizati'on

close to this f:rult, the mineralization is related to an east-west
fault that is cut by the Shennan fault.

Indications are that

follow-log the long period during which compressive forces were
dominant in this unit, there

'\liaS

a complete relaxation follrn1ed by

a short period of tensional stress that effected the displacement
on the Sherman fa,1lt.

Thus the Sherman fault nay be younger than

the Beloont fault arrl may not be actually related to fue factors that
Make the Treasure Hill unit a distinct structural entity.
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The East Unit
The east unit comprises all of the area east of Pogonip Ridge
except for the Treasure Hill unit which the east unit SUITounds.
structures of this area are dominantly folds and thrust faults,

The
The

folds and thrusts trend consistently north-south and same of them

may

be traced for several miles beyond the confines of the district.
They are related to a regional compressive period and do not appear

to be in any wey connected with the complex history of the Poganip
dome.

As previously stated, the folding is, in part at least, •

Eocene in age.
About two miles south of the Eberhardt fault, in the hanging
wall of the Belmont fault, is a rhombic block of Nevada limestone
about 8000 feet long and 4000 feet wide.

It apJ;ears to have had an

eastward displacement similar to that of the Treasure Hill unit but
on a mueh smaller scale.

It is faulted along the east side and the

Nevada limestone has been elevated a few hundred feet and pushed a
short distance eastwa:rd over the Pilot shale and Joana limestone.
The only normal fault of any size in the east unit, except
for the south ex:tension of the Shennan fault, is the Indian Garden
fault in Sixmile wash,

It is younger than any of the other struc-

tures in that part of the district but its actual age is unknown.
It lliBiY possibly relate to the same period of tension that is implied
from the movement on the Sherman fault.

CHAPTER VI

GEOUORPHOLOOY
Physiographic Features
Pogonip Ridge, which covers the west-central portion of' the
dj.strict, is roughly a lens-shaped mountain that has a steep, abrupt
vrostern slope facing !Jewark Valley.

This steep, arcuate vmstern

front is a fault escarpment; it rises from an elevation of 7400 feet
at l!onte Cristo to 10,745 feet in a distance of two miles.
Newark Valley, on the west side of the district, is over 60
miles long, extending from its junction with the valley on the east
side of Di.anond lla.nge, north of the Pancake t!ountains ,. and south to
Currant, where it joins Railroad Valley.

In the southwest part of

the district Newark Valley is divided by Ridgey, a fault-block ridge
about seven miles long.
Extending through the central part of the district, east of
Pogonip Ridge, are Little Antelope Ride;e and I!okomoke Hidge, its
southern continuation.

This ridge is continuous w:i th the Vlhi te Pine

P..ange to the south, which extends in that direction to Currant Creek.
Babylon Ridp;e and Treasure Hill make up a high, dome-like area
in the center of the district, with an elevation of about 9300 feet.
Tl'>ey are separated from Pogonip Ridge by the Belmont fault and from
!lokomoke Ridge by the deep Applegarth Canyon.
Betv1een Little Antelope Ridge and !Eoorman Ridee, east of the
district, the north-south lllipah Valley follows the Illipah anticline
in the Whi.te Pine shale.

Illipah Creek, instead of following the
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v-olley nartm>::u-d beyond the dl.str:. ct, cuts east throu!jh Jloornan :':'.::lue,

along t.lte route of F. !", H:tghTiay )0, to Jakes Valley.
There are two

prlnein~.l

dra-inage d:!.rections in the dist'!"i.ct,

caused by an eact-west divide, or arch, which extends from the north
end of Ridgey on the west side, throue;h J!ount Hamilton, Ha,ilton
Townsite, and !.'okomoke Ridge to the head of Cotton;1ood Gulch on the
ea::t side.

South of th:i.s divide the drainace is south\'l.ard to P.tilroa:i

"alley, an:i on the north the

·~raj

nage :l s

!1 o:rtlw:ard

to the tl't:n:bold t

River.
C'-tcle of l5rosion on Po;;;onir Ricl,:;e

The cycle of erosion ··d ·t.hin Po;:3on:lp :Oid.:;e !"las ,!)as sed fro!'l the
youthful sta:_;e into es:rl 0r mat<'rity, as indicated by t11e vr::cy steep
slopes in the heads of t 11e cl?.eyons
i nterfluves.

~"ld

the

ab~ence

The ridr.:;e to:' < ~ very sharp.

l~ile

,;: PH b'Jt a fe\7
the

U:"' ift

of the

ridge was undoubtedly er:'ld·c,tJl, erochn probably did n;:>t :;ace it, and

UE'ar the close of the l::t?t r>'I_Jor uplift, the wont and north fronts of
the ridge must have been very >Jteer.
Erooion then, even 71lth moderate ra;nfall, nust 11aw )."Mceeded

'"t a rapid rate until the 8lo;:-e
:!

·t1lS

l'educed.

1reat amount of coarse alluvtum alone tho

TI'lio quicl:ly dec'osi ted
ea~t

side of I:e:;ark '!alley

Fhich is the older alluy;_uC\ "erein referred to as tl1e Belrn'1t
£:mglo:rne:ra~.

The canyon bottoMS now have sbpas betwee11 10 and

15

de:;rees

through the front of tlle ridge and for about half the horl::mtal
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distance to the top of the ricige; above this they steepen very abruptly.
1'ihere the steepening beg:i.!ls 1 they fan into several branchos extending
up the very steep surface to the top of the ridge.
awrage slope of about
a.~gular
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This surface has an

degFees, or about the angle of roJlose of

platy talus.

The headwnrd fanning of' the canyons has left rather Pl"'minent
high spurs forming the front of the ridge betcreen the canyons.

T'ne

spurs are steep in front, 11ith gently sloping tops up to a line \'!here
the fmming of tl1e strews begins.

The ridge rises abnwtly above

this, which gives the i.r;pression that the part of the ranee occupied
by the spurs had at one time been a terrace, but lllllre probably this

gentle slope represents an earlier phase of the uplift of Pogonip
Ridge.

Tributary gulches from north and south have met at the line
1'1here the canyons fan out and are rapidl;r eroding the heads of the
spurs along this line, thus

~.ndicating;

theil• ultinata isolation.

In

the case of the spur betv:aen Seligma:n and l'Johav!.< Canyons, brecciation
by f:ru.lting near the break in the slope has a.ccelel'ated the erosion.

Coalesced Alluvial FJar.s
Alluvial fans ':'lere deposited in the early stages of the last

reajor uplift of

Pogo~p

Ridge but

~hese

rapidly coalesced Lnto a

continuous slope of coarse alluvium extendina from Cathedral Caeyon

to tM north end of the :t-idc:e. As erosion proceeded. the longer

culehes were deeply incised, and with continuing erosion the stre!lrls

ll1

cut into the previously deposited f:mglcnel'ate until, in sone plac<"s,

the canyon floors are nm1 oore than 80 teet below the alluvial surfaco.
The dissected fanglomerate i'w.•nisl1es a picture of apparent alluvlal
fm1s th~t have their hiehest points in front of the faceted spnrs

instead of j_n front of the canyons.

Pedimnts
Tl1o surface of the faJ1.glomerate on the west side of
Ridge is essentially thD.t of
paripediment:..

?.

Po~;onip

pedi:nent or uhat Hownrd (1942) cmllc a

It has a uniform .slope bet\reen

i)

&."ld 10 deeroos CJJCcept

\mere the lnterrnittent streams are ncm cutting it. An P..xcellent
eJCQr:\Ple of: sheet =sh on the pedittented all uvial slope 17as .furnished
during an exception.\il.ly h"'rd thundel' storm when the entire

•;urf.~co

appeared to be covered by a shoot of .,·ater. After the storn sol"e of
the numerous ant hills on this suyface, that average about two feet in

diameter, had small

esc~nents

around their basos.

Tl1e cont:inui ty of the pedimented surface o.f coar;:;e alluv.im:1 is

lost south of Cathedral C®yon, \?here uplift of the ridee and consequent erosion has been slight compared to that of Pogonip Ridme north
of the Cathedral fault.

The south edge of the padinented surface is

now being eroded by streams flowil'1.g south, resulting in the u.-tcova.""ing
of the low hill of Ely limestone southwest of )'onte Cricto.

The hill

still retains abWJdant 1'r3.g!Coots of the Ga.'llbl"ian and 01<do'ir.i.ei:m rocks
from Pogonip Ridge, representing rernants of the old ez'.!nr.Jl'l thnt once
covered "it.

During the stage of rapid deposition of the old eravels,
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:!.l:'tm·al Plove!'1ont ci' tlm Alluvitu1.
<~,

the slo;:Je of th!l v:>.JJ.ey floor

At> a c·~nscquencc, the:rt: ~ s

.:tt. tho south ed::;o of

m t.ncre'l.se

t''.E' hEl.

Vlith

,e· (' nlluvhtr: r!ow l:letns dGJ:'iWd fro!:'. Poconip :'.i:'.c;e, the SQt;.th edge of
tl~o

ped:i.r:.ented allUY'ltF ..,
North of

the

4

;::~

:~oha.•.-;k C~ill;•on

fD.~1rlor!Sra.te

on the north",·est s·>.de of P;:,con~ r ::'idee
sur.f~ce

'J.o no.r:t"owel.. ?nd :ttn

t""~.:; ~dtrtented fr:tn[?;lO.t'"~Pr;~.,e
l.~'.')J'J.lt8

he-:·. n~ eroded.

to L,"\9 sc)ut.h.

fror> o. r81J.tl wly recent

'I' e roa'lon for ti .is

i'rm:::;lO':'Pt'~ 00

on the

ll'llTO'.':er

.·~

than

'.lndo'.lhtedly

:' t0 ?'.n" 'ault.

:i 0 1:0 rlonht OOC-S\USS the

v>rlh T'trt of the r1(':;c ;•r;o.s not elevated :-.s h:i;;h as
n,wl

~t~c::mr

steo~e:,'"!l;?;

T1·ds

d·i.s~,:.ace::e.nt

be)_ !13

is nm-, much

tl;~t

ce,,+;r'U portion

t,herefore less n:at<,r-lel :·:t1S available for t.lJe for.;::ti on of fans.

Terraces

The north and northwoot flOTI:i.ne strea:"s of
r;:Jn;)')US .fomod a.'! e:xtens<..vc gra.vel terrnce north

Bo1:~ont

ar

and lb.rdlton

Po;;on).:;> ,:idze that

prrtially coalesced rri t!1 the fanelor2c:rata on the wect a::r1 no:rtllwec't
Gides of ?o;;;onip Tiid[:eo
1~-ree

C:!n:r'n roceiws the

part of the east side of Posonip Ridge.

terr:J.ce

:.o

Tho ·h·a'na,;e

1' et:r:ply westw:u:·d

fro~·

(~r:J:!.naee

fror::t a

The top of tho err.vel

at abO'..;t the sa:rte level .'l.s the top of

f~::;lonerflte.

t<:1e

'Selr~~)nt

t!~e

"'Crt;_:-ncnter1

Del"'!nnt Ca.tlyon fo:nwrly curved 1c:oro

CJ.ro1L'1c1 the :Jnrth end of Po:;oni::' Sicle;e a•.1d 2t toot

depo5ited a cons:i.1e-r<>bk de:t:tll of grnvel in tho w.c:inity of

<1i10"1ile l:ou:o:e.

Follovri :1:; t.r.e rapid deposi tinn of this er•vel ter-rnce,

the stroa1n bee;an to dlGsect it, but

:<

ts course was then cha::1;::ed,
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flm1ing northward to a conf'luenee with Hamilton Canyon.

This change

probably occurred because of a slight uplift of Pogonip Ridge during
the recent displacement on the Wlti. te Pine raul t.

This has left a

high terrace between the old and new channels that is now isolated

from the large terrace north of it.

75

to a depth of

The terraces have been dissected

to 100 feet, exposing Lake Newark tuffs beneath the

gravel.
Superposition
Cathedral Canyon, which cuts directly through the southern
part of Pogonip Ridge from east to west, is a. good example of a.
superimposed stream that has succeeded in cutting dovm through about
600 feet of massive Nevada limestone to form a spectacular precipitous gorge.

The large drainage area. east of the head of the gorge is

composed in large part of the easily eroded White Pine formation and
Ely limestone.

These formations are faulted against the Nevada

limestone on the Belmont fault which bounds the east side of Pogonip
Ridge,

The most logical course for this drainage would have been

southward in the White Pine formation.

Instead, the stream flows

directly through the massive Nevada limestone which is now several
hundred feet higher than the White Pine outcrops south of the gorge
along the fault.

It seems evident that the westward course of the

stream was established before the massive limestone was exposed by
erosion, but the displacement on the fault was sufficiently slaw
for the dovmcutting of the stream to continue along the same course

,/

ll4
even when the more resistant rock was reached.
Landslides
Landslide topography is characteristic of the area near the
Hamilton Townsite.

North of Hamilton and in Applegarth Canyon to the

south, the shale of the White Pine formation has been almost completely
covered by slides of !liamond Peak sandstone am El,y limestom.

As can

be seen in Fig. 10, the surface north of Hamilton is characterized by
more or less rounded hummocks and depressions.

Some o£ the blocks o£

Ely limestone involved in the slides are ,500 or roo feet in diameter
and a few have slid over 2000 feet across the shale.
About tw miles north of Harris Canyon a large block of El,y
limestone slid toward the east and dammed the old Illipah Creek
course.

Farther north, on the east side o£ Little Antelope Ridge,

several small blocks of Ely limestone have slid as much as 4000 feet
eastward over Diamond Peak sandstone and White Pine shale.
Stream Diversion
The eastern part of the district, east of Little Antelope
Ridge and Mokomoke Ridge and as far south as the headwaters of
Cottonwood Creek, drains into

Illip~

Creek and its tributaries.

From its source at the large Harris Spring in the head of Harris

Canyon, mipah Creek now ficrws eastward past the south end o£

Harris Ridge ani through the 1"idge which follows the axis of the
Illipah anticline.

It then mrges with Cottonwood Creek and fiows

north along the east side of the White Pine shale exposures.

The

ll5

creek originally flowed northward from its source in Harris Canyon
along the west side of Harris Ridge, cutting diagonally through it
and emerging into Illipah Valley at the west end of the transverse
alluvial ridge described later.

This course was blocked by the large

landslide of Ely limestone, previously mentioned, and the present
stream course through the WJ:.J.te Pine formation was established around
the southern end of Harris Ridge.
Alluvial Ridge Across Illipah Valley
A narrow alluvial ridge crosses IDipah Valley about one mile
south of

u. s.

Highwa,y 50.

On the aerial photograph (Fig. 16) it

resembles an offshore bar in the front of a lagoon, but is gravel
deposited qy the old Illipah Creek before its course was changed.
It begins on the west at the mouth of the old Illipah Creek Canyon in

Harris Ridge and exten:ls eastward across Illipah Valley.

It terminates

in the east at the head of the canyon where IDipah Creek bends east,
cutting through Moorman Ridge.

The height of the alluvial ridge has

been accentuated because its south side has been incised by sporadic
stream flow £rom the old Illipah Creek channel.

Cl!APTER VII

GEOLOGIC HISTORY
Paleozoic History
Rocks of e'lf!!"Y system of the Paleozoic Era are represented in
the Tihite Pine district with only a few indications of interrupted
deposition, making this area one of the most persistent parts" of the
Cordilleran geosyncline.
No Marine sediments younger than Paleozoic are known in the
district although Triassic rocks may have been deposited.

The only

water laid sediments of later age are the fresh water Tertiary
deposits and possible

Cre~ceous

rocks.

The earliest known f!lulting probably began in Late Mesozoic time
and faulting was fairly active throughout most of Tertiary time.
Cambrian
The deposits of tl:te Middle and most of tl:te Upper Carnbr-lan
are alternating argillaceous clastics and thin-bedded limestone,
often with shale partings.

Late in tl:te Upper Cambrian the conditions

of deposition changed and the massive dolomite member of the Goodttin
fomation was deposited.
Lill'..estone beds at the top of the Secret Canyon formation, in the
Dunderberg shale and in the Goodwin formation, sometimes contain an
abundance of fossil fragments.
constitute almost

In some instances these fragments may

50 per cent of the rock.
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The fragmentation of the
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fossils probably resulted from wave or current action in shallow water.
The closely spaced bedding planes in the thin-bedded limestone, often
with shale partings, and raindrop imprints on bedding surfaces,
indicate that there were rnunerous current variations and fluctuations
of sea level in the basin.

The Upper Cambrian dolom te is massive,

probably being deposited in somewhat deeper 'IVater with less variation
of currents and sea level.
The lack of any sand in these sediments indicates they probabl;y
were deposited some distance from the edge of the shallow basin.
There is one evident unconf'ormi ty V!l. thin the Cambrian· rocks of
this district.

The !.Iiddle Cambrian Secret Canyon shale is directly

overlain by the Dunderberg shale which is Upper Cambrian.

More speci-

fically, the Dunderberg shale is of Franconian age and immediately
overlies the Elrathia zone of Middle Cambrian.
These two contiguous shale formations were originally mapped
as one formation and it was not until the fossil determinations were
made by Dr. Cooper that it became apparent there were two formations
present and that they were separated by a nonconfom:!.ty.

At Eureka,

about 30 miles west of this district, the two formations are separated
by the Hamburg dolomite which is approximately 1000 feet thick (see
Fig.

5).

In this district the Hamburg dolomite is absent, and the

absence cannot be a result of faulting.

Following the fossil deter-

minations, it was found that there had been some erosion of the

u~r

part of the Secret Canyon formation with two or more thin limestone
beds locally absent.

During the early part of the Upper Cambrian
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Epoch this area !!lUst have been fairly static relative to the contirma.l
depression of the area. in the vicinity of Eureka, and probably was
sligjltly elevated as evidenced by erosion of the upper part df the
Secret Canyon formation.

There is, however, no perceptible angular

discordance between the two formations.
Ordovician - Devonian
During the Early Ordovician depositional conditions

we1~

again

similar to the Middle Cainbrlan while the thick section of thin-bedded
Pogonip limestone was being laid down, but early in the Middle
Ordovician a sudden change took place and the almost pure quartz sand
of the Eureka quartzite was deposited over a large part of the geosyncline.

Its E!lttreme purity and wide areal extent implies that dnring

this period the seaway !!lUSt have been open to strong currents which

could more or lass evenly distribute the vast amount of sand and at the
same time selectively remove any

cl~

or calcareous ooze.

The

Stllld

ma;v have been deri. ved from an uplifted area of deeply weathered and

decomposed rocks, which cculd account for the lack of any conglomeratic pebbles.
Important changes in depositional conditions within the geosyncline took place follovr.ing Middle Ordovician time.

The massive,

black, Hanson Creek dolomite, overlying tre Eureka quartzite, is the
basal member of a thick continuous sequence of dolomite extending
througJ:t the Silurian and into the Middle Devonian.
In the Lone Mountain and Roberts Mountain areas, about !)O miles

west of the White Pine district, Merriam (1940a) found about l$00

ll9

feet of thin-bedded lirrestone between the Hanson Creek dolomite and
the Lone l.lounta.in dolol!Ji te which he called the Roberts l:!ounta.in
formation.

In the White Pine district the Hanson C1'9ek dolomt te

grades into the basal dolomite member at" the Lone Hounta.in.

The

gradational contact betVTeen the Hanson Creek and Lone l!ounta.in
formations indicates continuous deposition with no hiatus; therefore
it is assumed that the Roberts Creek fonnation lenses out east of the
type locality.
During !Jiddle Devonian time a cha.Q?;e occurred in the conditions
of sedimentation and the massive Nevada limestone was then deposited.
The basal 100 to 300 feet of the Nevada limestone are a reddish,
thin-bedded limestone, indicating that during this ti.n:B the basin
became shallower with more rapid fluctuat:ions in depth of water and
variations in currents.

The thi.n-bedded limestone is often dolomitic

v.i::tich shoos that conditions in the basin causing dolom:i tization did
not cease abruptly.
There is no evidence of an unconfomity betVIeen the Pogonip
limestone and the Eureka quartzite other than the sudden change in
lithology, but there may be an unconformity between the Eureka
quartzite and the Hanson Creek dolomite as there is in som other
parts of Nevada.

The Eureka quartzite varies in thickness from

about 250 feet to over 400 feet from the north end of Pogonip Ridge
to the south end in a diBtenoo of about six miles, and the contact

between the quartzite and overl;ving dolomite is very abrupt.

These
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factors indicate the possibility af a hiatus between the time of the
deposition of the quartzite and dolomite.
The author recognized no other unconformities within the Upper
Ordovician, the Silurian, or Devonian rocks of this district.

Very

probably there was continuous deposition throughout this time,
although t})l thin quartzite beds and sandy dolomite beds between the
Lone !lountain members 3 and 4 indicate a short period when conditions
were again similar to those during the deposition of the Eureka
quartzite.

At some other localities in Eastern Nevada, ho·wever, in

addition to cross-bedding in the sandy dolomite beds associated with
the quartzite, the author has noted beds af edgewise conglomerate.
Thus, at least locally, there is evidence of interrupted sedimentation during this period.
Mississippian - Permian
Profound lithogenetic changes began in the geosyncline in Late
Devonian or Early Mississippian time, with tl:wJ beginning of deposition of thick sections of clastics intermixed with limestone.

This

sequence, particularly in the Mississippian, is characterized by
facies changes from limestone to shale to sandstone. While this area
remained almost continually at or below sea level during this time,
parts of the geosyncline to the west were uplifted and subjected to
erosion (llolan, 1943).

During Pennsylvanian and most of Permian t1me

this area continued to be depressed an:i a thick section of limestone
and sandy limestone was deposited.
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The Vlhi te Pine formation denotes the end of the relatively widespread uniform depositional conditions of the Early and Middle Paleozoic
in eastern Nevada.

The prepondm'ant deposition of massive limestone

and dolomite gave way to more and more clastics derived from erosional

surfaces mostly toward the west.

However 1 thick limestone sections

accumulated locally to the end of the Paleozoic and probably locally,
at least# into the Early Triassic.

Such corrlitions indicate an

unstable zone. where forces tending to further depress the geosyncline
are in places possibly being "balanced" by the tendency to-ward isostatic adjustment of depressed low

densi~

rocks.

In this manner

some areas continued to be depressed, while others remained more or
less static or were even uplifted slightly.
Mesozoic History
No rocks of definite Mesozoic age were recognized wi tbin the
White Pine district.
probably

vr.~s

During most of Mesozoic tim in this area there

gradual uplift and retreat of the sea, w.i th erosion

removing as much as

5000 feet

of of Paleowic sediments in some

places.
The beginning of the uplift of Pogonip dome was prethrust.ing
and probably is of late Mesozoic age.

The earliest possible dating

of the period of folding arrl thrusting is Eocene but since it was
alread;Y underway when the Eocene lake sediments, which .furnish the
dating, were formed, it mBi)T have started in the Mesozoic.
Fresh-water sediments that are considered on faunal evidence
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to be of Cretaceous age are found north of Eureka, 30 miles nortlrwest
o.f the district and at Indian Springs, about 10 miles northeast of it.

Those near Eureka contain a thick section of coarse limestone conglomerate that is probably r:£ tectonic origin.

The chert-quartzite

conglomerate arrl sandstone overlying tile Diamond Peak fornation
north of Sixm:i.le House are thought by the author to be o£ Late
JKesozoic age and possibly represent fresh-water sediments deposited
during the early part of the thrusting and folding in this district.
Cenozoic History
The most pronounced unconformity in tre district is that between
the Upper Paleozoic rocks and the Eocene Ulipah formation.

Following

· regional uplift and erosion during most of Mesozoic and Paleocene time,
the fresh-water IDipah formation was deposited.

Although the rocks

of this thick fresh"''Yater lbestone formation have been folded and
were undoubtedly being deposited while folding was in progress, there
are no clastic rocks associated with them.

Thus it appears that

during the life of the lake the drainage area was not appreciably

elevated by tectonic activity.

It is probable that the major part

of the thrusting took place prior to this period; perhaps during the
time when the probable Cretaceous conglomerate was deposited north
of S:i.xmile House.
Younger than the nlipah formation and probably Miocene or
Pliocene in age is the Lake Newark formation.

The basal menber

consisting of limestone conglomerate and sandstone is probably
related to rapid erosion from Pogonip Ridge during a major phase
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of its uplift.

The younger rhyolite tuff is the most widespread

member of this formation and where the conglanerate is present the
tuff is generally separated from it by fresh""Water linsstone and
calcareous sandstone.
material.

The tuff is generally free of foreign detrital

Thus following the accumulation of the conglomerate there

was a period during mich little clastic material from Pogonip Ridge
was being deposited in the lake.
Following the deposition of the tuffs the coarse Pliocene (?)
Belmont fanglomerate

>YaS

deposited and probably represents rapid

erosion following the last major uplift of Pogonip Ridge,
In the southeast part of the district basalt flows followed

shortly at'ter the deposition of the tuff's,

Perhaps the basalt

was extruded from faults that were active during the same tectonic
period in which the last major uplift of Pogonip Ridge occurred.

Diastrophism
Outside the area of Pogonip Ridge the major tectonic activity
in the district was folding and thrusting which probably relates to
a phase of the Laramide Revolution.

llo older deformation is recog-

nized except the probable gradual regional uplift of the entire
area throughout most of Mesozoic time.
Pogonip Ridge had a long and complex history.

It is a

structural unit that was uplif' ted and deformed more or 1 ess independently of the surrounding rocks.

The several tectonic phases

beginning 'With the pre-thrust normal faults are summarized as
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follcwrs:

(1) an incipient dome 111as outlined by normal faulting prior

to the thrusting, probably in Mesozoic time; (2) thrusting, with the
displacement on the Monte Cristo thrust occurriq;: at a. depth of 10,000
feet, or more, below the surface; (3} emplacement

or

the tro stocks

followed by hydrothermal mineralization; (4) major uplift of Pogonip
dome.

This apparently took place in at least two stages, one prior

to the depoaitiO!l

or

the Lake

I~e111ark

beds, probably in lliocene time,

and one following the deposition of the Lake Nevmrk beds, probably
in Pliocene time.

(5) l.!inor structural ad.jus tments 'l'li thin the dO!Jle,

probably in Pleistocene time.

CHAPTER VIII
ECONOMIC GEOLCGY

lli.neral Deposits
Mineral Zoning
Three rather indefinite zones of mineralization occur Within
the district.

A chalcopyrl te zone lies within the two intrusive

stocks and in their surroundinc; metamorphic aureole.

A lead, silver,.

zinc, copper zone, farther from the intrusives, more or less surrounds
the chalcopyrite zone.

The silver zone of Treasure Hill lies east of

the lead zone and is farthest from the intrusives.

Thus an irregular

mineral zoning ma;y be construed, beginning with a pneumatolytic or
hypothennal chalcopyrite zone that contains a few gold and scheelite
prospects, through a mesothermal lead-silver zone to a possibly
epithermal silver zone on Treasure Hill.
Lest this picture of the zoning may appear to be strictly a
result of thermal gradient and proximity to the intrusives, it should
be pointed out that the rock composition bears a very definite

relationship to the mineral deposition.

The lead zone is confined

almost entirely to dolomite rocks, except in the old Belmont mine
where the ore occurs in quartzite.

The silver zone is confined to

the uppennost beds of the Nevada limestone.

The north end of the

.

silver zone, northwest of' Hamilton, is closer to the outcrop of the
intrusives than is the lead mineralization on the west slope of
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Treasure Hill.

The silver-bearing tetrahedrite ore south of Monte
One might go so far as to

Cristo is also confined to the dolomite.

postulate that had there been no dolomite there would have been no
lead•silver zone.
'!'he SUver Zone
The small but rich silver zone on Treasure Hill (Fig. 17) ;-as
the most important ore deposit in the district.

Between 20 and 40

million dollars worth of silver ore was mined from an area not exceeding one mile long by one-half mile wide.

Actually, most of it occur-

red in and near one fracture zone that begins at the Hidden Treasure
Mine on the north and extends south to the Eberhardt Mine.
The ore on Treasure Hill consisted almost entirely of the
secondary silver mineral cerargyr:i te (AgCl).

None of the chloride

ore may now be found in or around the old workings but a few rich
specimens were made available to the author by Professor Walter
Palmer from ndneral collections donated to the Mackay School of Mines
Museum.

The dominant nd.neral in all of these is cerargyr:ite, although

a small amount of what was considered to be argentite was present in a
piece of calcareous shale that was labeled "Hidden Treasure Wine",
This is undoubtedly a piece of the Pilot shale that caps the ore.
Arnold Hague, in the Report of the Fortieth Parallel Survey, mentioned
the presence in the Treasure Hill ore of both silver bromide and silver
iodide.

Polished specimens of the available samples failed to give

any recognizable reaction to either a bromine or iodine test.

Hague
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also mentioned "boulders" of cerargyrite that weighed as much as two
and three tons.

No evidence of second.a:cy antimony or arsenic was

detected in the samples and it is assUJJied that the primary mineral
was argentite but silver-bearing tetrahedrite occurs in both tha
Trench md Caroline Mines on the west side of Pogonip Ridge, south
of Monte Cristo.
The mineralization on Treasure Hill is a replacezrent in the top
of the Nevada limestone just below the contact VIi th the Pilot shale.
The shale has been eroded from the greater part of Treasure Hill and
the rich ore in the top of the Nevada limestone was E!lqlosed on the

surface.
The richest and most extensive belt of mineralization extended
from the Hidden Trearure Mine about south 20 degrees west to the big
dUlllp of the Aurora Mine.

Here there is a definite gap in the minerali-

zation that extends southward for about 900 feet to the east-west
fault that forms the north boundary of the rich Eberhardt !Jine,
Figure 18 shows this fault exposed by the mine workings.

The Eberhardt

Mine is at the south end of the rich zone although scattered mineralization occurs in the Nevada limestone southward about UOOO feet to the
Eberhardt fault.
The rich ore ia in a strongly brecciated zone vdth little fault
displacement.

The breccia (see Fig. 19) was cemented by silica arrl

calcite when the ore was introduced.

Black manganese oxide is

generally present in the breccia ani ore but it seems to be associated
with later calcite. Where the brecciation was less intense the
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mineralization sometimes spread out irregularly, by replacement, along
favorable beds in the limestone.

Subsequent to the introduction of

quartz arrl ore minerals further brecciation occurred and an enormous
quantity of secondary calcite was deposited.
introduced during this episode.

Apparently no ore was

Irregular slickensided surfaces in

the calcite possibly indicate a still later movement but more probably
they originated during the deposition of the calcite.

The slicken-

sides commonly terminate against solid'masses of calcite.
Ore occlll"l"ed also in brecciated zones and along bedding planes

in HChloride Flat" along the west side of the Aurora and Ward Beecher
Mines (Plates 2 and JA) arrl the mineralized zones occupied about the
same stratigraphic horizon as the ore deposits along the main
fracture zone.
Both the north-south and the east-west fractures are mineralized
with some of the widest stopes near intersections of east-west and
north-south fractures.

!.!ovement on the east-west fractures continued

after that on north-south fractures as the latter are sometimes
offset by the former.

Recurrent movement and brecciation has been

the controlling :f,'actor in the introduction and localization of' the
mineralizing solutions by preventing the fractures f'rom becoming
sealed by the deposition of silica and calcite.

In the barren zone between the Hidden Treasure Mine and the
Second South Extension of the Hidden Treasure Mine there is little
or no brecciation and only a minor amount of fracturing.

The

previously mentioned barren mne between the South Aurora l!ine and
the Eberhardt m.ne, however, is not so much due to the lack of
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fracturing as it is to removal by erosion of the upper beds o£ the
Nevada limestone.

The south-dipping fault that forms the north

boundary o:t the Eberhardt Mine has a displacement of appraximately
200 feet, With the upper beds of the Nevada limstone on the downthrown south side.

South of the Eberhardt Mine the upper beds of

the Nevada limestone are also eroded away, hence the Eberhardt Mine is
the southern limit of the rich ore.
The Treasure Hill reverse fault, which can be traced £or the
entire distance along the east side of Treasure Hill, col!IDonly shows
ore mineralization but generally in narrow lens-like zones.

Since

this reverse fault dips west under Treasure Hill, it is, in the
author's opinion, one of the principal feeders for the mineralization.
The nearly vertical fractures of the main ore zone on Treasure Hill
probably branch off the hanging wall of this fault.
The structure of Treasure Hill is essentially an anticline that
has been subsequently faulted arxl. broken by many fracture zones.

Very

likely the anticlinal structure was one of the controlling factors in
the localization a£ the ore, for mineralizing solutions entering along
•
faults and fractures any place within the limbs of the fold would tern
to be guided by the bedding planes toward the axis of the fold.

-

It is apparent from a study of the mineralization in the Nevada
limestone that the ore not only dies out laterally away from the
.fractures but also with depth.

Most of the ore oceurred within fi.fty

feet of' the present surface and only the upper beds of the Nevada
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limestone furnished favorable conditions for sizable ore bodies to fo!'!l:.
Field evidence shows here, as it has been CO!llllonly observed else,mere,
that the ore formed in limestone directly beneath a shale capping, and
this is often attributed to the damming or retarding e:('fect of the
impervious shale on the mineralizing solutions.

Certainly the physi-

cal-chemical conditions were such as to favor mineral deposition but
the mere retardation of the percolation of solutions hardly seems the
complete answer.

Rather, one might expect the most abundant precipi-

tation of ore minerals where the greatest quantity of mineralizing
solutions freely percolated through the rock.

Perhaps, as suggested

by Dr. Cordell Durrell (personal communication), the mineral deposition, rather than resulting from a mere retardation of the flow of
mineral-bearing solutions, is due to the increased surface i.n the
brecciated zone and increased time for reaction due to lowering of
velocity.

This concept admits the passage of a large quantity of

solution through the ore-bearing horizon.

As the solutions ascend

from depth along relatively small pipes, or fractures, they have high
velocity wi tJl little exposed rock surface for reaction, but upon
entering the brecciated zone they have a much wider pipe and consequent lmwr velocity and much more suface to work on.

As they enter

fractures in the tight, unbrecciated shale they again attain high
velocity and also the shale minerals are less chemically reactible.
This concept, however, does not explain why the highly fractured and
brecciated zone in the carbonate rocks should so comnonly form
directly underneath a shale capping.
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With a decrease in velocit,y of the mineralizing solutions there
should be an expected increase in pressure.

Furthermore, it the

pressure at the source of the mineralizing solutions, probably
generated by heat, is sufficient to force them toward the surface, a
pressure increase could be expected it the free passage of solutions
is constricted, as might happen on encountering a relatively impervious shale member.

If the

now of

solutions simply ceased there

could be little expected mineral deposition, but i f the increase in
pressure were sufficient, there must have resulted a forced percolation
either laterally along the shale contact or through fractures in the
shale.

The overlying shale may well have been shattered with a rapid

expulsion of solutions and a sudden decrease in pressure.

Numerous

thin, irregular calcite stringers in the shale, particularly near the
limestone contact, may be taken to substantiate this process of escape
through the impervious shale. When the outlet in the shale was sealed
because of the deposition of the calcite, the process of pressure
increase could again be repeated.

This process v;ould, of course, need

to occur many times to furnish a sufficient quantity of metal ions
although there was undoubtedly a slow but steady percolation continually taking place.

Such an increase in pressure is postulated and

consequent almost explosive release, as is postulated, may account
for the intense b_recciation of the limestone in the ore zones with
little or no fault displacement.
It is evident from the field study that over one-half of the
original limestone in this rich ore zone was dl.ssolved.

It was
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replaced partly by ore minerals and partly by second.lry calcite, that
probably represents a solution and redeposition substantially in place.
There is some evidence to substantiate the latter concept, for in this
district. where the secondary carbonate is in limestone, it is alwcws
calcite, but generally where it is in dolomite rocks it is mostly
dolomite.

Furthermore 1 little calcite was deposited in the overlying

shale except near the contact.
In a polished specimen of Hidden Treasure ore it was noted that
a calcite crystal ms surrounded by quartz, whioh in turn was surraunded
by calcite containing a fine, disseminated silver-bearing mineral that

appeared to be argentite.

This specimen was cut from a piece of lime-

stone breccia that was partly surrounded by calcite that contained no
discernible ore minerals.

This indicates that brecciation of the ore

.

zone along with deposition of calcite continued after the silver
deposition.

In fact, one can scarcely take two steps in any direction

on Treasure Hill, in the upper Nevada limestone, without encountering
calcite veins or calcite cemented limestone breccia that is barren of
silver mineralization.
The main breccia zone striking N 20 degrees E on Treasure Hill,
along which the major portion of the ore formed, merges with the
Treasure Hill reverse fault a short distance northeast of the Hidden
Treasure Mine.

North of the Hidden Treasure Mine the Nevada limestOne is still
generally covered by the Pilot shale and Joana limestone.

The Joana

limestone does not seem to be amenable to ore mineralization, although
in some places it is almost completely replaced by jasperoid.

The only

1.3.3
place lmovm to the author where ore is present in the Joana limestone
is in the drift :running south from the Wheeler adit, and at the
sur.f'aca over this drift.

This mineralizati ~n is close to the

'!'rea suN Hill fault.
About 4000 feet north of the Hidden Treasure Mine theN are two
outc1•ops of the llevada limestone in fault contact with the Pilot
shale.

The Marrnnoth and Boston claims (see Plates 3 and 3A) are on

these outcrops and here, as on Treasure Hill, a considerable amount of
silver mineralization, followed by an influx of calcite, occurred in
the top of the limestone •
Ore deposition may be logically assumed to have occurred in the
limestone underlying the Pilot shale between these outcrops and the
main ore zone on Treasure Hill.

Several diamond drill holes were put

down alone the west side of the main ore zam and northwest of the
Hidden Treasure lline in the middle 1920 1 s but were apparently
unsuccessful.

Hence it aopears probable that the very intense frac-

turing and brecciation decreases north of the Hidden Treasure liline
and any further exploration should be confi.ned to the immediate

vicinity of the faults cutting this area that are shown on Plate 1.
Northwest of Treasure Hill, beyond Hamilton To1"msite and east
of the Hamilton fault, the upper Nevada limestone is again exposed
in several places, and there is some minel•alization.

Ll'l some

places the size of the v.t>rkings indicates that ore must have been
mined.

This mineralized zone extends as far north as the Irene

and Raven claims (Plate JA).

Little or no mineralization was

observed north of these claims.
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A thin wedge of Nevada limestone is exposed along a north-south
fault on the Raven and Red Raven claims.

A considerable amount of rock

was mined here, laterally from the fault for a distance of about 75
feet along the bedding,

Conditions are the same as at the Boston and

Mammoth claims--the top of the Nevada lin:estone is exposed in the
footwall of the fault and the overlying Pilot shale is in the hanging
wall.

Similar conditions occur on the Bon Honune Richard-Gonunodore

Jones claims and at several places south as far as the road west from
Hamilton.
The structure north of Treasure Hill, along the east side of the
Hamilton fault, is essentially an east-dipping homocline cut by faults
and fractures.

Where a single fault was the principal means of locali-

zation of the mineralizing solutions, as in the localities north of
Treasure Hill, the ore mineralization might be expected to be less
intense, but it should not be construed to mean that these areas are
umvorthy of prospect.

In fact, a substantial total tonnage of rock

was mined from five such occurrences.

Studies of the ore zones north

of Treasure Ifill indicate that ore mineralizing solutions undoubtedly
entered along faults and deposited ore in the Nevada limestone at, or
near, the Pilot shale contact.

At these localities the ore extended

along the bedding aw:zy from the fault for not mom than
which is the present limit of the mining.

50

or 60 feet,

Consequently, future

prospecting in these rather obviously mined-out areas should be avoided
and prospecting should be concentrated where similar conditions are
likely to exist, but are not yet exposed at the surface (see Fig. 20).
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It is obvious that where ore occurs at the surface in the top of the
Uevada linastone in the foot wall of a normal fault or the hanging wall
of a reverse fault there is a reasonable possibility of its occurring
at the same stratigraphic horizon in the opposite wall of the fault,
Actually, under such conditions as shown in Fig. 20 where the shale is
in contact with the fault, the resulting fault gouge may be more
impervious and the underlying zone could then conceivably have had
even more favorable conditions for mineralization than did the upper
one.

In the author's opinion, the area from the limestone-shale
contact west of the Hidden Treasure Mine north to the Irene claim
furnishes the most favorable opportunities for successful explorator.y
1'ltlrk in the silver belt. Another zone of possible economic value is
the limestone-shale contact in the vicinity of the Pocotillo claim on
the east side of Treasure Hill in the foot wall of the Treasure Hill
reverse fault.

The Nevada limestone on Treasure Hill sooth of the

Hidden Treasure }line has been explored at depth by adi ts and surface
drilling w:i. thout success.
Eberhardt Tu!Ulel.-The Eberhardt Tu!Ulel (Plates 3A and
its portal near the large Eberhardt fault,

\'laS

4), with

the most ambitious

program undel•taken to e.x:plore the hill at depth.

This

e.-

by 10-foot

adit was driven 6000 feet under the east side of Treasure Hill by the

consolidated properties of Treasure Hill in the late 1870's. The
portal of the adit is at an elevation of 7666 feet and the main ore
zone on Treasure Hill is about 9100 feet.

It is now caved at 3000

feet from the portal at a fatll t intersectirm, but i f it were not for
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the water impounded behind the caved area it would still be accessible.
It could be opened wi.th two or three days 1 work.
crosscuts were run

frcm~

the adi t.

Apparently three

One began at too fault vhere the

adit is nmr caved, and was driven under the Eberhardt Mine.

This

fault is probably the one that forms the north boundary of the Eberhardt
Mine and is shovm in Fig. 19.

Two other crosscuts \vere apparently

driven from the face; one under the Aurora workings and one under the
Ward Beecher.
vrorkings.

Raises were driven to both the Aurora and Eberhardt

It is reported that little or no ore was developed by these

worldngs although minor amounts of argentite occurred along some of
the faults that were cut.
Unfortunately the adit parallels both the main structures of the
hill and the stril'e of the beds.

It was only when the crosscuts and

raises were run that much actual exploration was accomplished.

The

adi t cut the Treasure Hill fault near the portal and rematned in the
footwall for the entire distance to the face.

As shown on the map of

the accessible portion of the adi t (Plate 4) the dip of tho beds
changes from east to west at the fault oone about 2000 feet from the
portal.

This is about where the adit should cut the axis of the

Treasure Hill anticli.>1e.

For a distaT!ce of apprcndmately 1000 feet

the rocks are intensely fractured and the bedding planes are obliterated.
An interesting conversation c oncoming this project was related

to the author by Mr. Carl Muir of Ely • Nevada.

Mr.

engineer in charge of the operation, had visited Mr.

11

Cap" Drake, the
~ir's

father at
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Ffo.r:dlton

soP~e

years later and l!r. L'uir remembers that he said he con-

sidered the driving of the tunnel east of Treasure Hill as the great
failure of his career.

He said he should have driven it west of

Treasure Hill because, on raising up to the Aurora workings, they cut
a wide west-dipping fault zone at about 700 feet belov1 the surface.
This is approximately where the projection of the Treasure Hill reverse
fault would cut the 1rorkings.
Vlheeler Adit.--The Vlheeler adit portal (Plates 3a and 5) as
nearly as could be determined, is on the Silver King claim.

It is

1070 feet long on a bearing of N 70° W and the face is about 400 feet
lower than the Hidden Treasure Mine workings.

This adit accomplished

more in the way of exploration in 1000 feet than the Eberhardt adit
did in 6000 because it cuts across the main structures.
About JJO feet from the portal it passes through a steep westdipping fault zone that is probably the Treasure Hill fault.

About

160 feet farther it cuts a fault that appears to have been folded at
the adit level,

Fragrrents of Pilot shale occur under the fault and the

hangine wall is Nevada limestone, nhich indicates that this is also a
reverse fault.

These t'\'10 reverse faults are both probably the Treasure

Hill fault that was offset by an east-dipping fault that cuts the adit
about 380 feet from the portal.

A 300-foot drift was run south along

the latter east-di.pping fault.
The Wheeler adi t is in Joana limestone at the portal and appears
to continue in it to the first reverse fault vmere the limestone then
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resembles the Nevada.

'llest of the south drift the limestone once

more strongly resembles Joana as far as the second reverse fault
where it changes again to l!evada and remains in it to the face.
This repetition lends further support to the ideptity of the two

5.

reverse faults as indicated on cross section accompanying Plate

The fault in the south drift contains an abundance of calcite
und a small amount of iron oxide,

A winze was sunk at the intersec-

tion of this fault and a mineralized south-dipping fracture.

As

determined by dropping a rock down the winze, it is nearly vertical
a short distance below the collar and is over 200 feet deep.

\Tater

is standing at about the 200-foot level,
From one to two feet of ore were stoped for a short dist.'lnce
along the mineralized fracture at tile winze,

The ore is not offset

by the fault and consequently must be younger than the fault.

This

apparent control of mineralization by eas·b""'l7est fractures is colllllon
throughout the district.
Near the face of the adit a winze and a raise were run on
another east-west fracture zone that contains considerable iron
oxide and calcite • but there are no indications thi.tb any ore was
mtned.

The Nevada limestone. for the entire distance from the

reverse fault, contains innumerable cs.lci te stringers along both
north-south and east-;.rest zones.
The portal of the adi t was caved and when it

\Yas

opened by the

author a draft of cool air began blowing out of the hole, although
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there is no known raise cotlfflcting with the surface.

Ho air comes

down the raise near the face of the adit. Apparently the air circulation is accomplished through open solution fractures from the surface.
Pocotillo Adit.--This adit (Plates 3a and 6) starts on the
Pocotillo claim at the end of the road shOI"'ll on the claim map (Plate 3 ),
The adit bears about N

75• W for 600 feet in the Nevada limestone to

the Pilot shale contact.

Development work was done on east-wast

fractures at several places in the limestone and some ore was mined.
Upon entering the overlying Pilot shale the a.d.it continues about
400 feet on a N 45" W bearing.

Had it continued on a !lPre westerly

bearing, vii th the distance attained, it would have cut the Treasure
llill fault.

Ho,vever, the adi t is at least 90 feet above the projected

limestone-shale contact at the fault.
This contact near the .fault is a logical objective.

There are

sufficient indications of mineralization, on east-west fractures, in
the limestone over 500 feet from the fault to indicate a possible
increase in the amount of the mineralization as the fault is
approached.

Its position in the footwall af 1tle fault may, holJSvar,

be objectionable.

If, as the author helieves, the reverse fault

was one of the principal feeders for the mineralization, the ascending solutions might have a greater tendency to penetrate the hanging
wall of the fault than the footwall.

Diamond Drilling on Treasure Hill.--In the au thor 1 s experience,
exploration by core drilling in areas of strong oxidation and brecciation is commonly not satisfactory.

Good core recovery is obtained
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while the solid, unmineralized rock is being drilled, w.i th practically
no recovery in the fractured and axidized ore zones.

The sludge then

becomes the only record, but because of the oxidation and solution
fractures the water is usually lost also and consequerrtJ.y not even
the sludge is recovered.

Cementing the hole am redrilling the cement

will at.'ten seal it, but the sample has already been lost and as soon
as another solution cavity is encountered the water again disappears.
Although petroleum engineers have perfected a Iltllllber of compounds
to aid in controlling the loss of water such as bentonitic clizys and
various fibrous materials (the author has known of diamond drillers
who used dry horse manure to good advantage in oxide ore zanes l.
large solution cavities that are almost impossible to fill or seal
often occur.

Such conditions m.!zy be readily observed in the old

mine workings on Treasure Hill.

For this reason it seems probable

that in this area churn drilling or dry rotary drilling might provide
more satisfactory recovery.

To be sure, a representative sample m.!zy

not be obtained but at least some material will be recovered.
In 1926 the Tonopah Mining Gompaey drilled several diamond
drill holes on Treasure Hill.

A study of their drill logs indicates

that a great deal of time was spent in attempting to keep the drill
water circulating; for example, these are notes from the drill log
of a hole near the Hidden Treasure workings I
full of cavities.

No return water !rom top to

collar ••• lost water at 291.

"Ground is evidently

154.

Cemented

Cemented without result.
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Evident

large fissure at 291 VlOuld not hold cement • • • having too much

to

llJl

trouble with water to continue."
than

40

The overall core recovery was less

per cent and the bulk of this is from the more solid unminerali-

zed beds.

The following, taken from the log of a hole on the

Sweetwater claim, is another example of the difficulties encountered:
11

324-32 L.s. 100% core barren
332-40 L.S,

60% core cavity at 338

340-341 Quartz 50% core

31Jl-49 Quartz about 611 core for 8' drilled

3L9-5l Quartz no core large cavity at 351
351-64 Cavity, solid material at bottom. About l' soft
powdered material on top-solid, lying on precipitous d:i.p. Not practical drill further. The
quartz core looked very promising, containing
mineral which appeared to be argentite 'dt-'t! native
Ag. in vary thin seams. Few traces Ag Cl. How•
ever, all apparent mineralization was around
perimeter of core, very little showing vlhen core
was split."
The thin 11 seama 11 of mineral around the periphery of the recovered
quartz core were undoubtedly streaked around the co:ro by the bit or the
core barrel.

Particles of mineral could easily wedge in the bit and

on beginning to again cut a core, this would smear around the core.
Also, mineral particles will enter the core barrel and rub against the
core at that point.

Thus a zone 25 feet in width was encountered with

indications of mineralization and practically no core or sludge was

recovered.
While, for obvious reasons, the drilling in the limestone gave
very inconclusive results, tm author feels that possibilities are
poor for any more rich ore south of the shale-limestone contact near
the Hidden Treasure Hine.
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There is very little to be gained in entering into a detailed
discussion of the old mine wrkings on Treasure Hill.

The main

workings are outlined on Plates 2 and 2A which also show the
approximate position of the Eberhardt Tunnel and crosscuts.
Sufficient exploration work was undertaken by the original
mining companies, as well as several later ventures, to indicate
strongly that there is little silver ore at depth in the Nevada
limestone.

As previously described, all the rich ore was well within

100 feet of the shale contact.

The hill is actually honeycombed with

shafts and adits, most of which produced no ore

tiJ:Uzy

from the main

ore zones.
The Stafford l'li.ne (Plate 3A), near the west edge of the Nevada
limestone on Treasure Hill, attained a depth of at least 400 feet in
the limestone.

It was near the Hamil ton fault as mll as on a system

of east"'\7est fractures.

It had a production of 2674 tons with a

eross yield of 79,027 dollars.

This ore apparently occurred as

disconnected lenses along the fractures and was insufficient to
repay the cost of the underground work.

The Lead-Silver Zone
The lead-silver zone is west of the silver zore, general:cycloser to the intrusions, and is confined almost exclusively to the
dolomitic rocks.

The Goodwin nember 2, the Hanson Creek dolomite,

the Lone Mountain dolomite and the dolomitized portions of the
lower Nevada limestone were amenable to lead-silver replacement.

Due to the lack at depth attained in !I.Ily of the mine workings
and the consequent oxidized condition af the ore, galena is the only
primary ore mineral that is preserved.

Upon oxidation galena form.s

the secondary sulfate anglesi te 1rdlich is relatively insoluble.

Due

to the solution of calcium carbonate and the carbonic acid in meteoric

waters, the anglesi te is slowly replaced or altered to the carbonate
cerussite.
The rim of anglesi te and cerussite then partially protects the
core of galena from .f'u.rther oxidation so that galena nodules surrounded with anglesi te and cerussite are common.

Due to the insolu-

bility at the sulfate arrl the carbonate, md consequent lack of
migration of 1 ead solutions, there are no secondarily enriched lead
zones as are common with copper.
There may be some degree of secondary enrichment of the silver
although the author was unable to determine the nature of either the
secondary or primary silver mineral.

The primary mineral ma;y be

argentite disseminated in the galena but, i f so, it is too fine to be
recognized on a polished surface.
Most of the ore contains copper, scmetimes present as cuprite•
but usually as malachite, or sometirnes chrysocolla, which imparts a
green stain to the rock.
Sporadic zinc values, probably all secondary smithsonite, also
occur in most of the ores.

The ores in the past have generally been

shipped to a lead smelter and, not being readily amenable to beneficiation, the zinc was at little value to the shipper.

In fact, it

usually resulted in a penalty.
Jarosite is very collllllon in the secondary ores and some plUlllbojarosite undoubtedly occurs.
The nature of the surface ores, in part oxidized lead, zinc, and
copper minerals, and in part residual galena together with ihe presence
of considerable jarosite • presents a difficult beneficiation problem.

At the present time only ores of shipping grade are mined and are
shipped direcUy to a smelter.
Again, as wit.l-t the silver ore on Treasure Hill, the lead ore is
found along fracture and me ar zones with irregular penetration along
bedding planes.

In the fracture and shear zones, at lea.st near the

surface, the ore values tend to be sporadic arrl rather unpredictable.
The irregular lens-like nature of the ore shoots is a prinary feature
and not the result of oxidation arxi supergene migration. Where the
ore has replaced dolomite along the bedding, particularly at the
horizon of the quartzite beds in the Lone Mountain dolomite, it is
Jllllch mre contiruous and uniform.

Lens-shaped ore bodies are particularly characteristic of the
mineralization on Pogonip Ridge, and one of the most extensiwly
mineralized areas is in the blocks of Hanson Creek dolomite on the
north slope of Pogonip Ridge,

Several shipments of ore • carrying

from 20 to 40 percent lead, have been mined from this area in recent

years.
The lenses are usually small and sporadic in their occurrence,
so that each must be prospected individually.

The high grade portions

usu.ally contain from a few tons to 20 or 30 tons and only occasionally

l!D
does a lens contain as much as

50

tons.

The lower grade ores may

soretimes be sufficiently concentrated by screening to warrant some
admixture with the richer ore.

Because of the high cost of trans-

portation the leasers usually do not ship rock assaying less than

15

percent lead.
In recent years

r:~ost

of the shipments from this area have been

mined from the south end of the fault block of' Hanson Creek dolol!lite
between the Belmont and Center faults and froo the Jenny A and Dog
Star claims in the Hanson Creek dolomite near the top of the ridge.
In the Jenny A claims the ore has irregl!larly replaced dolomite
along bedding i)lanes, as well as along tm shear zones.

The greatest

production in this area has been from the McEllen Mine, including
the Young Treasure, shovm on Plate 3A.

According to Couch and

Carpenter (194.3), ore worth 210,000 dollars was mined between 1887
and 1928.
1940.

teasers have made several shipments from this mine since

The greatest part of this j'll'oduction was from the Young

Treasure adit, where a series af high grade lenses occur.red along
a north-south, east-dipping fracture in the dolomite about 1$0 feet
east of the Center fault.
The Center fault and the Seligman thrust fault, which cuts the
Center fault, were probably the main feeders for the mineralization
in this area.

About one-fourth mile south of the HcEllen Mine, lead

mineralization also occurs in the small block of Eureka quartzite in
the Glory and Quartz claims.
It

m~zy"

be that below the zone of oxidation. in the pritnar,y zone,

both till low grade ore and the high grade streaks could be mined
together in sufficiently large bodies to be economically profitable
as larger scale mining ventures.

The primary minerals being amenable

to beneficiation at the mine need not be as rich as those ores now
being shipped to the smelters.

There is, however, no reason to believe

that the primary ores at depth will be of any higher tenor than those
in the oxidized zone.
Unfortunately, it is very doubtful if the Hanson Creek dolomite
in this area is sufficiently deep to extend below till zone of oxida-

tion.

While the underlying Eureka quartzite may be mineralized, there

are over 2000 feet of Pogonip limestone below the quartzite before
more dolomite occurs.

The author has found no ore mineralization in

the Pogonip limestone.
The small fault block of Hanson Creek dolomite on till west side
·of Pogonip Ridge, about one mile north of Mohawk Canyon, also shows
good indications of possible economic mineral occurrences.

A small

amount of ore occurs near the faults in the Eureka quartzite as well.
This, together with the more extensive mineralization of the Eureka
quartzite on the Glory and Quartz claims, worked by the Tonopah
Belmont Conrpany, are the only lead-silver ores of any consequence
noted by the author that are not in dolomite rocks.
On tb:l north side of Seligman Canyon, along the zone of the

Seligman thrust fault in the Goodwin formation, there is again a
belt of mineralization extending to the top of Pogonip Ridge.
as elsewhere, the mineralization is within the dolomite.

Here,

This is a
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difficult zone to explore, either by drilling or by a.dits, because the
fault and the dolomite both dip to the northeast into the hill, and
the west side of the ridge slopes about 30 degrees.
The hanging wall of the Monte Cristo thrust is mineralized where
the dolomite occurs.

Differing from the other occurrences, the ore

here is a silver-bearing tetrahedrite in the Goodwin unit 2 dolomite,
although in the small wedge of Hanson Creek dolomite nearby, in Ophir
Canyon, the mineral is galena.
At the Trench Mine, about one and

one~half

miles south of Monte

Cristo, tetrahedri te apparently was irregularly disseminated in the
dolomite along the bedding.
20 tons ass !liVed

A sample taken from an ore dump of

15

or

41 ounces of ail ver per ton. However • the dolomite

outcrop here is small and is immediately underlain by limestone.
On the Caroline claims, south of Ophir Canyon (Plates 3A and

tetrahedrite occurred along a steep,

east~ipping

7),

fracture in the

Goodwin dolomite and from appearances there must have been several
hundred tons of high grade tetrahedri te ore.

An asslliV of rock from

what was probably the sorting dump aSS!liVed ll2 ounces of silver.
There is little or no mineralization exposed on Pogonip Ridge
south of the Caroline claim with the exception of several small
pieces of barite float found near the base of Pogonip unit
one~half

mile southeast of' the Caroline claim.

Orthoceras picked up here was recognized by Dr.

4,

about

A portion of an

s.

W. Muller of

Stanford University as being replaced by barite.
In Rocco Canyon. and on the west slope of Treasure Hill,

there are a number of lead prospects in the Lone Mountain dolomite.
These are of Jnrticular promise

mere

they occur in the dolomite at

the horizon of the thin quartzite beds.

The dolomite at this horizon

is most amenable to replacement and in at least three mines a considerable tonnage of bedded ore was mined.

Where these beds are in contact

with mineralized frults or shear zones there are possibilities for
further ore

occur~nces.

It is not commonly apparent why certain beds of dolomite or
linestone are !!lOre susceptible to mineral replacement than others.
Undoubtedly slight differences in chamieal composition and relative
permeability are contributing factors.

In this instance the presence

of the sandy dolomite and quartz:i. te beds probably increases the
permeability.

In the Fa,y Mine the quart3i te beds are not replaced

but the ore occurs in the dolomite and sandy dolomite beds close to
tham.
The quartzite beds outcrop along the west side of Treasure Hill

although their continuity is somewhat interrupted by faulting.
also outcrop in several places in and near Rocco Caeyon.

They

The most

easily accessible mine workings on this horizon are at the north end
of the Fa,y claim on the west slope of Treasure Hill (Plates 3A and 9).
The Lone Mountain dolomite in Rocco Canyon is very intensely
faulted and consequently it is difficult to indicate the various

outcrops of quartzite on the scale of

tro

geological map. The

quartzite ma,y be most easily observed on the west side of Rocco
Canyon, about 300 feet south of the Comanche adit and on the east
side of the Canyon about 200 feet up the slope, across from the
Comanche adit.
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Between these outcrops of quartzite the bed has been faulted down
by two parallel north-south faults fanning a small graben.

It was along

this bed in the graben that the Rocco-Homestake and He Plus Ultra mines
operated, the latter working that portion of the west ore zcne between
its claim boundary and the Comanche fault.
Rocco-Homestake rine.--This mine (Plate 3A) is situated in the
small graben of Rocco Canyon.

According to Couch and Carpenter (1943a)

it produced lead-silver ore 1"/0rth 349,000 dollars between 1887 and 1905.
The map of the mine (Plate 8) 1Vas taken from an old map loaned
by Mr. Carl Muir of Ely, Nevada.

Portions of ths mine were made

accessible when the Hamilton Consolidated Mining Company opened the
Jackson shaft down to the 340 level.

The old incline shaft is caved

to the surface and is inaccessible south of the marked drill hole, and
so is most of the area that has been stoped.
The graben was formed principally by four faults and thus is a
graben within a graben.

The Rocco and East faults on the east side

dip steeply to the west, and the west side of the graben is another
step bounded by the Canyon and Comanche faults.

The graben is cut

off and dropped dmm to the north by the Jackson fault.

The Muir

fault forms the southern boundary of the Rocco stope and the rocks
south of it are stratigraphically highsr.

This fault, combined with

the displacement. of the Rocco fault, has left the quartzite beds
south of the Muir fault some 200 feet higher. so that they are now
eroded

bet1~en

the bottom of the canyon and their outcrops on the

eastern slope of the canyon ·wall.
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The tvro large stapes are in the footwalls of the Canyon and Rocco
faults at the horizon of the quartzite beds.

At the time the field

mapping was completed, the author considered that the smaller central
graben between the Canyon and Rocco faults had not been explored sufficiently deep to locate the probable mineralization at the quartzite
bed horizon.
However, further exploration work, carried out by the Hamilton
Consolidated Mining Company in 1950, showed that this horizon vtas
mined from the 335 level of the Jackson shaft.

The Jackson shaft has

now been opened to the bottom, which is the 440 level.
running southward from this level, is in

tre

A cross cut,

white porcelaneous

dolomite of Lone Mountain unit 3, which underlies the quartzite
horizon.
The northeast-dipping Jackson fault is exposed on the 335 level
of the Jackson shaft and cuts off the ore zone at that level. This
fault is again exposed in the cross cut from the 440 level,
in the hanging wall of this fault is the dark colored unit
Lone Mountain formation.

The rock

5

of the

On the h:i.ll west of the mine the strati-

graphic relationships indicate a vertical displacement of about 500
feet on this fault, and between 500 and 600 feet is indicated on the

440 level

of the shaft.

Considering that there are mineralized faults east of the
Jackson fault at the surface a,nd the mineralization at the 335 level
of the mine was cut by this fault. it seems possible that further
mineralization could be expected at the quart7>ite horizon in the

1.51
hanging wall of the Jackson fault.

As indicated, this horizon is

about 1000 feet below the surface but should not be more than .500
feet below the 440 level of the shaft.
Another possibility for replacement in the quartzite horizon is
in the vicinity of the Wolverine claim on the west slope of Rocco

Canyon.

West of tm Comanche fault the quartzite beds continue into

the hill, dipping to the west or northwest.

Near the top of tm hill

a strongq mineralized north-south shear oone outcrops.

Where these

two intersect there may be another replacement ore body.
Fey Mine.-Because tl'>.a author could not locate any of

·~he

old

claim corners of the Fay claim, it is not certain that the mine mich
is to be described is on that claim.

However, if it is not, the north

portal is very close to the claim and the south portal DllSt surely be
within it.

This claim is on the west slope of Treasure Hill, about

3.500 teet N 25" 1V from the Stafford claim.

The mine workl.ngs

(Plates 3A and 9) are at the horizon of the quartzite beds in the
Lone Mountain dolomite.
Couch and Carpenter (19L3b) list the Fay mine production
between 1870 arrl 1893 at 287 tons with a gross yield of
dollars.

1.5 ,8.57

Rough calculations based on the apprc:ocimate size of the

stapes indicate that a minii!IIIIll of at least 1200 tons of rock was

mined. Since the lead smelters erected in this area in the '70s
were reportedly unsuccessful, it was apparently not until the period
beginning about 1890 that the base metal ores in the district were
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mined and treated profitably.

Due to the complex nature of the ore

in this mine it is probable that it created a particularly difficult
metallurgical problem.

Seemingly good ore was put over the dump and

most of it was later screened and shipped.
Three sal!lples taken fran the mine for assay yielded the
following!
Copper%

Sample

Lead%

Zinc%

Silver ozjton

#1

B.o

5.2

9.4

20.20

#2

4.2

6.7

1 •.3

18.80

#.3

25.2

Trace

8.1

0.80

#1 was taken from a small stock pile on the dUl1lp. Sample #2 was

from a pillar about 100 feet from the face of the main drift.

Sample

#.3 was taken from approximately 15 feet below the collar o:f the w.inze
shovm on the cross section,

These assays indicate that the ore is

actually primarily a copper ore witll subordinate lead and zinc.

They

also indicate that the silver must definitely be associated with the
lead.
The author was puzzled men he found a six-inch band of good
looldng ore left in the winoo, but an the result of the assay it was
believed to have been done probably because of the increase in zinc
values and the lack of lead and silver.

The bottom of this winze was
t •

inaccessible and it was impossible to determine if the ore continued
on dc:nm.
The beds dip on the average of about 25 degrees to the east.
The ore is cut by at least three west-dipping faults of 8 to 15 feet
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displacement, but the ore control is
dipping east-west fractures.

primari~

related to the south-

The ore diminishes in value toward the

face of the main drift due to the lack cif' good ndneralizing crossfractures there.

The north-dipping series of small faults at the

face cut cif'f the remnants of the mineralization.

The drag on the

bedding indicates reverse movement on this fault zone.
This mine is an example of the mineralization that might be
expected elsewhere on the west slope of Treasure Hill where the
quartzite beds contact zones of pre-mineral faulting and shearing.
Tonopah-Bel!r.ont Exploration Compagy lline.-This ndne (Plate 3A)
is variously referred to as the Tonopah-Belmont, Tonopah Development
Compagy, Nevada Belmont, or Belmont.
of La Canada, California.

It is now owned by Don Jennings

The Tonopah-Belmont Company acquired the

Vulture Mine in 1925, and the Cornell Group, v.hich includes the Glory
Mine and Quartz Mine claims, in 1926.
A mill was built about 9000 feet north of the mine and an
aerial tram installed connecting the two.

Water for the mill was

piped approximately two miles from the old California Mill Springs
northwest cif' Hamilton.
The ore that was mined occurred in the Eureka quartzite, about

one-quarter of a mile south cif' the McEUen Mine.
accessible workings.

Plate 10 shows the

The ore near the portal occurred as a replace-

ment of the brecciated quartzite along a south-dipping .fault.

Some

ore was also mined where the adit turned back toward the southwest
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along a northwest-dipping fault.
cut by the northeast fault.

The east-..test fault was apparently

Its continuation should also be minerali-

zed and could be picked up by driving north in the hanging wall of the
northeast fault.
There is another adi t in the quartzite, belOi'l this one, on the
level of tre aerial tram, and some ore was mined in it from the same
south-dipping fault, but the workings are now inaccessible beyond the
ore chute connecting to the upper adi t.
Minerali:l;ed rock still remains along the east-west fault but
apparently was not mined because of low recovery in the mill.
According to the report of the company for 1926, there was a large
percentage of slimes in the ore and the E!lCtraction was under
percent.

50

Probably part of the lead values were in plumbojarosite.

With this poor recovery and the drop in lead price, the mill was
closed, but mine development cantinued until January of 1927 1 at
which time all work vtas discontinued.
According to Couch and CarJ::enter (1943c), 3588 tons of ore
were treated in 1926 with a gross yield of 63, 698 dollars.

This

is an average of about 18 dollars per ton recovered; therefore,
considering the

50

percent recovery, the ore as mined probably

ran between 35 and 40 dollars per ton at an average price of about
8 cents per pound of lead.
The upper adit (Plate 10) is apprarlmately 1400 feet long.
About 700 feet from the portal it cuts a flat, east-dipping thrust
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and the adit passes from the quartzite of the hanging wall into Hanson
Creek dolomite in the foot wall.

This is probably the same small

tl1rust shown on the surface between the Eureka quartzite and the
Hanson Creek dolomite.

The adit remains in the Hanson Greek dolomite

for 450 feet to a northeast-dipping normal fault where it goes back
into the quartzite.
Little or no ore was found in the dolomite along the adit,
although tile southeast-dipping fracture that the ad.it follows contains
numerous lenses of iron oxide.

A few feet beyond the east-dipping

normal fault the north-dipping Eureka-Pogonip contact is present and
beyond that is another northeast--dipping normal fault.

As seen on

the map of the adit, the Eureka quartzite lies north of this last
fault and the Pogonip lies south of it until a second thrust fault
is cut.

This is undoubtedly the Seligman thrust fault.

The lo'l'ler

plate of this thrust is thoroughly brecciated, but the rock is a
light colored dolomite
tion.

am

resel!lbles member 2 of the Goodwin forma-

Thin-bedded, reddish and bluish limestone coming from a raise

near the fa!:e, is probably Pogonip limestone overlying the Goodwin
dolomite.
There is a great deal of iron stain in the rocks near the
'

face of the adit, but the author did not see any lead or zinc minerals.
An assa;v of :iron oxide-stained :rock near the raise assayed

0.5

percent

lead.
Ward Exploration Col!lPacy Mine.-The property explored by this
company is on the nortb:vrest edge of Pogonip Ridge, about 4000 feet
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north at Moha.'l1k Can;yon.

Plate ll shows the adit and a surface map of

the area. MineraUzation occurs at the surface along the fault

'

the Eureka-®artzite and Pogonip member

4,

bet~Jeen

and aJ.ong tha fault, on the

west side 'of the quartZite lens, between the quartzite ani the Hanson

' projection of the first fault is shom on the map
Creek dol9l!lite. 'The
of the adit, about

50 :feet east

of the face of the adit, and too second

is the! fault abOut 200 :feet west at the face of the adit.
'The author was told by the man in charge of the work in this

adit.that they were driving to get vertically under some ore that
outcropped on the surface.

Apparently, upon reaching their objective

they found no ore and soon after abandoned the project.
There are two possibilities .for )llineraliza:tion tha:t JDight be
explored from this a.dit.

The first is to continue the adit until the

fault is encountered and then drift north through the quartzite into
the Hanson Creek dolomite.

The second is to drift north on the .f'aul t

contact bet'ween the Hanson Creek dolomite arrl the quarhl. te at 1e ast
to where these two faults intersect. Mineralization might occur any
place along either of them, in either the dolomite or quartzite;
hO"Wever, the more easterly fault appears to be much more heavily
ml.nerali zed.
Seligman Mine.-This mine (Plate 3A) is situated on the north
slope of Seligman Canyon, about 3000 feet northeast of the north end
of the Seligman stock.

The majority of the mine workings date back

to the 1880's, at whl.ch time a mill was constructed and a small aerial

l$7
tram was built to convey the ore down the steep slope from the mine.
It appears that a considerable portion of the promotion funds were

spent on surface installations because the amount of underground
Y«:> rkings

is S111all.

According to ttr. Carl Muir of Ely. Nevada, whose father was
foreman at the mine, several hundred tons of "good" ore were mined,
but the failure of the mill to recover a valuable concentrate dis-

couraged the backers and the work ceased.

The mill i7as a dry

crushing process and apparently the "values" either passed through
1'1i th the tailings or were scattered over the surrounding hills with

the mill dust.
around the mill,

It is said that even the brush, for some distance
~elded

good lead assays after the ore was treated.

A narrow zone of mineralhation may be traced, more or less
continuously, for a distance of about 3000 feet along the northeast
side of Seligman Canyon.

This zone is in the Goodwin mel!lber 2

dolomite and remains generally parallel to both the bedding and the
Seligman thrust.
!Jear the head of the old tramway there is an east-bearing
a.dit (Plate 12) that cross-cuts the dolomite for a distance of about
430 feet.

At about 150 feet from the portal the adi t cuts a flllt

east-dipping fault that is probably the middle of the three thrust
faults shown on the geologic map.

About 400 feet from the portal

the adit cuts a mineralized zone that parallels the bedding, striking
approximately N 55• W and dipping

55• to

the northeast.

This mineralization was .followed to the southeast about 300
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feet.

.A. raise was driven to the surface near tJ:e end of this drift and

presumably tiE ore that was milled was stoped from this raise.

Samples

of the caved rock at the bottom of the raise contained visible galena
and cerussite.
Southeast of these workings, along the same zone of mineralization, there are several shallow worldngs.

Ore from an incline

shaft parallel to the beddine, at the back of an old log cabin,
assayed 24 percent lead, 3 percent zinc, and 1 ounces of silver.
Another sample from the dump of a shaft farther to the southeast, at
an old board cabin, assayed 10 percent lead, 4 percent copper, and
7 ounces of silver; while a third sample taken a short distance west
of the second cabin assayed 2 percent lead, 20 percent si nc, and 1

ounce of silver.
Flere, as elsewhere in the lead zone of the district, the
silver seems to be associated with the lead and decreases as the
zinc increases.

Northwest of the traml'lay, extending a distance of

about 1000 feet along the same general trend, the dolomite has been
generally bleached and contains many iron oxide lenses.

There are

at least two places where thin seams of galena and cerussite occur
but samples taken for assay from the iron ax:ide lenses did not
contain more than a few tenths of one P"rcent of lead or zinc.
Unfortunately, the mineral zrme is difficult and expensive to
explore at depth, either by drilling or by adits.

The slope of the

ridge is very steep. averaging about 30 degrees and the mineralization, being parallel to both the bedding and the thrusting, dips
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into the steep slope.

In order

ro gain any considerable depth, at a.n

.advantageous angle to the bedding, a drill hole would reed to be
started well up the slope, above the thrust fault contact of the
Goodwin and Pogonip fo:r:mat:i.ons.

This, of course, would add several hundred feet to the required
depth of hole to reach a possible ore horizon.

In addition, it is a

difficult terrain on which to move machinery or haul water for
drilling.

Similarly, the mineralization is dipping away from any

adit that might be driven into the hill from below tm mineralized
outcrops •
.Also, since there are a n-umber of small imbricate thrusts in
the dolomite, below the main thrust, any possible bedding horizon that
is amenable to ore replacement ·will be faulted several tiJI!es and be
successively farther to the east under each thrust.
An adit was begun in 1949 (Plate 12) near the bottom of

Seligman Canyon, where the old mill was located, to crosscut the
~rocks

and attempt to find the zone af mineraliza;t.ion

a:t depth. It

is between 400 and 500 feat veritcally lower than the upper edit.
In July of 1949 this adit had progressed about 750 feat on an east

bearing.

At a depth af about 475 feet fran the portal it cut a

thrust dipping apprC!ld.mately 40 degrees northeast.

The rock in the

foot wall of the thrust is Goodwin member 1 limestone, and that in
the hanging wall is Goodwin member 2 dolomite.
The author estimates that the adit will need to be extended an
additional 1000 to 1200 feet in order to contact the same dolomite
beds that are exposed in the upper adit near the head af the tranfllli;V•
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Caroline lli.ne.-Some exceptionally rich silver-bearing tetrahedrlte ore was mined about one-half mile south o£ Ophir Canyon on
the Caroline claim (Plates 3A and 7).

The o:re occurred along a

steep east•dipping fmctt!I'e, above the base of the Goodwin unit 2
dolomite.

The ore ms m!.ned for a distance of about 150 feet along

the fracture. on each side of tha gulch and above the base of the
dolomite.
This was probably one continuous om shoot, but the gulch has
eroded the central portion, leaving ore on each side.

A sample of ore

from a sorting dump on the north side of the gulch assayed 112 ounces
of silver.

A sample from a shallow pit about

50 feet south of fue

face of th3 south stope assayed only 12 ounces of silve.r.

As the ore

does not occur in the underlying limestone, the deposit is undoubtedly
mined out.
The Goodvr.i.n form!rl;ion here is in the upper plate of the Monte

Cristo thrust which outcrops about 500 feet east of these diggings.
The foot wall of the thrust • at its outcrop, is middle unit 2
Pogonip limestone.

There may be mineralization where the Goodwin

unit 2 dolomite occurs in the foot wall of the 1hruat.

The dis-

placenent on the Monte Cristo thrust probably does not exceed 2000
feet at fuis point.
According to Couch and Carpenter (1943d) the caroline I.line,
between 1870 and 1875, produced 180 tons of ore with a gross yield
of 23 1 702 dollars.

Obvicusly • a considerably greater tonnage than

this has been mined from the two stapes, but this would be the
approJCima.te tonnage from the north stope.
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Considerable prospecting has been done in this vicinity but no
other ore shoots were found, ax:cept for a small amount of ore that
was mined along the bedding in the dolomite bet1'1een tm west-dipping
fractures about 1200 feet to the north.
The Chalcopyrite Zone
The chalcopyrite zone occurs in and around the tm small stocks
on the v.est side of Pogonip Ridge.

The natamorphic rocks on the north

and east sides of the Monte Cristo stock ccntain a small amount of
disseminated chalcopyrite commonly localized along fractures. as is
clearly seen in rock from an adit near the north contact of the stock.
There is very little pyrite associated with. too chalcopyrite.
which probably accounts for the unoxidized condition of the chalcopyrite.

Pyrite oxidizes much more easily and its products of oxida-

tion in turn cause the alteration of associated chalcopyrite.

Thus

there seems little likelihood of there being aey secondarily enriched
copper rone below the surface near the Bonte Cristo stock.
Disseminated pyrite, or mo:re generally. pseudomorphs of limonite after pyrite. occur sparingly in the granodiorite of the
Seligman stocl(.

The rock of this stock is !mlch more weathered at

the surface than the Monte Cristo stock. probably in part as a result
of the oxidation of the pyrite.

Near the centel' of the Seligman

stock a fracture zone about five feet wide and over 100 feet long
contains several percent of limo.nite.
A shaft has been sunk on this zone and :rock from the dump
shows a small amount of copper stain together wit.1-J limonite and some
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pseudomorphs of limonite after pyrite.

The shaft is partially caved

and was nat examined by the author. but judging from the size of the
dump, it is p:t'obably

50 or 60 feet deep.

An analysis of copper·

stained rock from the dump gave 0.3 percent copper.
The rocks contiguous to the intmsives also contain a little
scheeli te.

The area between the two intrusives, and particularly

near the southwest edge of the

Seli~~

stock, sho>re scattered

occurrences of scheelite concentrated along fractures in metamorphosed limestare beds.
small and low grade.

However, these scattered acrurrences are
The richest sample obtained showed less than

0.5 percent scheeli te. This analysis was made by panning a weighed
sample and then weighing the remaining heavy mineral.
About one-half mile east of the Monte Cristo stock a small
amount of prospecting has been done an two or three thin quartz
seams in the hornfels.
gold.

The author was told that this quartz carries

Where they are E!lrpOSed in shallow workings the quartz stringers

vary between one-half an:! three inches in width, but their lateral

extent could not be determined because of the talus coverine.

There

are a number of quartz stringers in the hornfels closer to the l!onte
Cristo stock, but no single stringer persists for more than 50 or
100 feet.
Petroleum Possibilities
The rocks of the district include shales, sandstones and lime·
stones that are possible source and reservoir rocks far oil.

A
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small amount of oil occurs in the White Pine formation as droplets in
some of the cephalopods in thin, black limestone beds in the upper
half of the formation.
Oil Exploration

A shallow 'Well, drilled in the early 1920's about 4000 feet east
of Round Spring near the Hamilton road, is in the White Pine fornation
about 1000 feet 'West of the axis of the IDipah anticline.

According

to 1!r. Carl Muir of Ely (personal comlm.tnication), it was drilled to a
depth of approximately 1300 feet, and at times sufficient gas escaped
thrrugh the hole to be ignited. With the ilepth attained the hole
undoubtedly did not pass through th:! White Pine formation.
Possible Reservoir Rocks
The Joana limestone, the Diamond Peak sandstone, !lid the tuff
beds in the IDipah formation appear to the author to be the most
favorable reservoir rocks.

The Joana limestone is characteristically

very cherizy', and is also often replaced by ja.speroid in faulted
areas.

The chert and jasperoid

~

easily fractured and could in

this wtzy give the formation a :much greater porosity and permeability
than it normally 'I'IOU.ld have.

A surface sample of the Diamond Peak

sandstone, taken from an outcrop on the east Slope of Little Antelope
Ridge, gave a measured porosity of about 28 percent.

The permea-

bility was not tested but it should be fairly high in view of the
number of springs that issue from the sandstone.

tln.fortunately,. in

this district the sandstone is commonly exposed at the surface in
structures that are favorable for oil accumulation.

The limestone
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and marls of the lllipah formation appear to be impervious but the tuff
beds near the center of the formation are permeable.
In the deep mines of Eastern Nevada the limestones and dolomites

are often very permeable; water flows freely th:mugh these :rocks when
a pressure head is developed by pumping.

Porosity is developed by

the solvent action of groundwater and by fracturing along faults and
folds.

Thus most of the limestone and dolomite rocks could be

possible reservoir rocks.

The upper beds of the Nevada limestone

sometimes give off a strong bituminous odor when they are broken.
Anticlines
The nlipah anticline, the longest and most prominent fold in
the district, extends from the northeastern edge of the area southvmrd along lllipah Creek for a distance of over 12 miles.

It

plunges gradually northward but is sufficiently flat that undulations
of the axis might easily form small domes along the anticline.

The

White Pine formation outcrops along the axis of the fold for the
greater part of its length and any oil accumulations would have to
be in the underlying limestones.

West of the Illipah anticline there is a shorter anticline
between Harris Ridge and Little Antelope Ridge which probably
extends as far south as Harris Canyon.

The rocks at the surface

along the axis are dominantly Diamond Peak sandstone.
About one mile west of the sruth end of the lllipah anticline
is another short anticline vd th Ely limestone outcropping at the
surface along the axis. At the north end, next to the place where
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the Ely limestone is covered by
15 degrees to the north.

basalt~

the anticline plunges about

It flattens to the south and at the south

end appears to be plunging slightly toward the south, thus forming a
clomical structure.
As shown on the geologic map (Plate l), all three of these
a'1ticlinas are apparently cut, a short distance below the surface, by
thrust faults.

The surface geology than cannot be projected in cross

section below the thrust plates.

In the southwestern part of the district, south of Cathedral
Canyon, a south-plunging anticline begins.

It is not easily discern-

ible on the map, but a good closure develops a short distance south
of the edge of the map.
The Emigrant anticline begins a little north of the north end
of Pogonip Ridge and extends for at least three miles northward until
i t is covered by the Lake Newark beds.

In general, this anticline is

nearly horizontal as determined by the flir'll reliable dipf! obtained in
the Diamond Peak sandstone that outcrops along the axis.
Another north-south anticline, about two miles west of the west
edge of the district, is probably also cut at depth by a west-dipping
thrust that outcrops along the west edge of Ridgey.
In addition to the above mentioned folds that might furnish
favorable conditions for oil accwnulat:ton, the east""West arch tha:t
crosses the district is worthy of mention.

I£, as the author thinks,

this arch is related to the uplift of the Pogonip dome, it then is
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actually a domical east-west fold.

The arch extends westward from

Monte Cristo Spring a little north of' Ridgey.

If the rocks that

underlie the al.luviUJ!l along this drainage divide in the valley are
arched, this would represent one of the best possible oil structures
in the district, because it would cOilliJlalld a much larger drainage
area for the migration of oil than any of the other arrtioJ.ines.
Fault Traps
Fault traps are a second type of possible oil reserwir.

This

district abounds vrith faults; in fact, one might reasonably sa.y that
'

there is too much structure for favorable oil accUII!Ulations.

But

there are possibilities for fault traps along such normal faults as
those bounding the graben between Pogonip Ridge and Ridgey, or the
Indian Garden fault along the east edge of Sixmile wash.
Pre-Tertiary Structures
Considering the .fact that the major portion of the st:ru.ctures
that have been mapped in this district are probably post Middle
Cretaceous, one is faced w.l. th the problem of what happened during
the Mesozoic era to both the Paleozoic rocks and any oil that they
may have possibly contained.

Certainly major uplifts and downwarp-

ings are known to have occu:rTed in this general portion of the
Cordilleran geosyncline

duri~

both the Paleozoic and the Mesozoic

eras, but probably their complexity in no way compares to the
complexity of structures that were generated during post Cretaceous·
time.

It seems probable that tlfe locating of these older axes of
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uplift is one of the most important keys to oil migration and accUDJQlation in Eastern Nevada.
Stretigraphic Traps
Facies changes, and consequent possible stratigraphic traps,
are common in the Carboniferous rocks of the district and in the
Early Tertiary lake deposits of this part of Nevada.

To be sure,

many potential stratigraphic treps have now been faulted and the
rocks are dipping at hi_gh angles so that any oil that they
contained would now be dissipated.

llllzy"

have

As explained earlier, there are

rapid facies changes in the White Pine formation even within this
district, SQllle members becoming quite sandy.

There is a general

thinning of the Diamond Peak sandstone east of the Diamond Range;
there is a general thinning of the Joana limestone west of the White
Pine Bange; and there are many lenticular sandy members in the
Permian rocks of east-central Nevada.
Igneous Activity
The igneous intrusive rooks, such as the two Sl!lall stocks in
Pogonip Ridge, would undoubtedly have destroyed any oil tha:t occurred
in the sedimentary rocks vri thin their ittmediate vicinity.

Ac'b.lally 1

homver, such intrusives in Eastern Nevada are small and scattered,
and they generally occur vrithin areas where Lower Paleozoic rocks have
been uplifted and the younger potential
removed by erosion,

oil-beari~

strata have been

The extrusive rocks, mainly basalts and andesites,

could have no effect on the underlying sedimentary rocks except
locally at the contact with the scattered vents that fed the flems.
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Fig. 1.-Index map of Nevada.
district shovm in shading.
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Fig, 2.-Town of Hamilton about 1915. Hotel.
in center of p-lcture. was built in 1869 when the
population o£ Hamilton was apprrndmately lo.ooo,

----1
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Fig • .3.-!Jember b, Secret Canyon i'onuation.
Seligman Cacyon, shavrlng thin interbedded lil'l8stone
and shale.

Fie;. 4.-l'ember b, Secret Canyon formation,
thermally metamorphosed, showing interconnected
shale beds. (After metamorphism the shale beds
are more resistant than the recrystallized linestom.

Figure

4.
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Fig. ,5'.--Correlation chart of the Paleozoic
rocks at White Pine, Eureka, and Lone 1Jountain,
Nevada,
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..... CA~BR1AN ...

Hamburg fm.

Secret Canyon fm
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f'lgure 5' Correlation chart of the Paleozoic
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Fig. 6.-Noc!ular, shale-parted limesto11.e at the
top of the Dunderberg shale. Note one-foot massive
limestone bed at base of nodular limestone.
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Figure 7. Faunal Zones in the Pogonip formation
of Eureka, Nevada, furnished by Dr. G.
Arthur Cooper, canpared to the. members
of the Pogonip formation in the White
Pine District.
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Fig. 8.--Uppar part oi' Nevada liJ:lestone

exposed on Ridgey.

Fig. 9.--C:cinoidal Joana limestone.
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Fig. 10.--Landslide topography north of
Hamilton TovlllBite.
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Fig. 11.-Quartz stringers in the ilonte
Crioto stock.
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Fig. 12.-Gamet-diopside layers in metamorphosed
member b of the Secret Canyon formation. Garnet
la;yers, representing original shale beds, are dark,
coarse-grained. Diopside layers, representing
original limestone beds, are light, fine grained.

•

Figure 9.

Fig. 10.-Landslide topograp}Jy north o£
Hamilton

Toli'~DBi.te.

"
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Fig. 13-Aeria.l photograph shov.1ng position of
Center fault. note contrasting vegetation in the
rocks of the footwall and hanging wall of both the
Center fault ani the Seligman fault.
'

•

:?i.e. lh.--~~nnte Cristo ·::.hrust sUl"i'ac8. ~-,l~.n
:".'lul t :;11ri'c.ce J.v:;er center to upner left. ; rrc~:,"Uic.l.ri. ties :lT'Darently :Lru "W.e to "il ternat:LYlG ,-,o. ..;s:i.·,~ \ncl
th.in-bodcled beds ,,f t.ha :'ootw~ll 1·ock, ('·ember i. Jl'
?ogoniD forr'1at1 n.)
tha.l'l avern.f.-;e.

78.1.;1 t ~lir.-s :-TllCh nore .~teo·:l,i·
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Fig. 15'.-Folds in the Good:rdn limestone in
hanging wall of ihe Monte Cristo thrust. Hanging
wall moved to;vard left. Rocks appear to have been
folded back toward right. This is possibly due to
local steepening at' the fault as shown in Fig. 14,
tlrus causing the rocks above the fault surface to
be pushed back as they approach the steep roll.

:;Lc".:.ure

'·
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Fig. 17.-Treasure Hill, looldng south along
the ore zone. Ward Beecher l!!ine in middle center;
Aurora 1!ine :in far center. Old bank building on

main street at right.
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Fig. 18.--Post nineral fault at north end
of Eberhardt Mine.

Fig. 19.--Calcite cemented 1inestone breccia
from Treasure Hill ore zone.
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Figure 19.
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